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BY

Professox- S. J. ]McLE^4L:Nr, Fli.fc., JNI.A..

Ottawa, Ont., February 10, 1899.

Honourable A. G. Blair,

Ottawa, Canada.

Sir,—In accordance with your instructions I beg to submit a Report upon Railway
Commissions as applicable to Canada, and showing the regulative policv of other coun-
tries.

I have the honour to be, sii',

Your obedient servant,

S. J. McLEAN".

THE GENERAL ARGUMENT FOR RAILWAY COMMISSIONS.

In the earlier days of railway construction, the importance of rapid development
was such that the question of regulation and control was given scant attention. When
attention was devoted to such matters it was tacitly, and in many cases explicitly,

assumed that whatever ditliculties might arise would be settled by competitive forces.

The prices of commodities in general were settled by the operation of the law of supply
and demand. The price of railway service would be determined in similar manner.
The competition existing prevented prices of commodities in general being exorbitant,
the same force it was assumed would exercise a corrective power in regard to the charges /
for railroad ser\"ice.

There were few, it is true, who saw at an early time, that transportation problems
differed from trade problems, and that the forces which controlled ordinary trade were
not present in full force in railroad transportation. Such were, for example, Hon. Mr.
Morrison, member in the Imperial Parliament for Inverness, and Mr. Stevenson, the
engineer who, in uttering his famous statement ' where combination is possible compe-
tition is impossible,' drew attention to some of the limitations attending the application
of competitive principles to the transportation question. But to the majority this meant
nothing ; to the majority there was no transportation problem. ^
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The earlier jKunt of view was that the raih'oad was under tlie (lumiiiatidu of minpe-

titive forees. It was thouyht that there would 1k' effective e(»n)])etition of different

individuals on the roadbed oi the railway eonii>any, thereby guaranteeing the public

interests. The absolute necessity of unified contrc»l was not appreciated. The general

jioint of view was that competition wt)uld exist on the railway as it did on the canal

system. Even when it was seen that this method of control was not effective, the l)elief

in competition was by no means given up. It was hoped that by means of competing

lines the regulation of rates would be ol)tained.

The crucial ]>oint in all discussions concerning railway regulations is the rate (|ues-

tion. The extreme individualist point of view is that railway rates should Ix^ allowed

to adjust themselves through the exercise of competitive forces in the same way as the

pi'ices of connnodities in general. Tlie parallelism between the meichant and the railroad

company is inexact. Between merchants there is more effective competition than between
railroads. The large amount of capital demanded by railroad construction, aflded to

the question of situation, makes the railroad an economic monopoly. The prices charged

under such conditions will be on a monopoly, not on a competitive basis. The presence

of different roads to some extent offsets this ; but even here the competition is less

effective than in ordinary business. There cannot be the same free play of supply and
demand. The ojiportunities for choice between carriers by the shipi>er are nmch more
limited than are the opportunities for choice b}' the buyer in ordinaiy business. The
demand is relatively more urgent ; the supply in pnjportion to the demand is less.

It may be urged that the effective way to control rates is through the establishing

of competing lines. To a certain extent this is effective. But the limitations must be

borne in mind. The competition is not of the same nature as in ordinary business. In

railroading it is often the weaker road which forces upon the stronger road ruinous

competition. The weaker road, when in a bankrupt condition, has nothing to lose and
everything to gain by slashing rates. The restraining influence of sohency is not present.

Jn fairness to railroads which are solvent, regulation of rates through such competition

should not be relied upon. Such competition is not for the best interests of the public
;

through the fluctuaticms in rates it renders business fluctuating. Again, such competition

cannot be relied upon as a c(mstant regulator. The stronger road may be forced, in self-

defence, to obtain control of the weaker and bankrupt competitor. Sach was the case

in retfard to the relation between the New York Central and the West Shore. Even
were the competing lines equally solvent the dependence upon continuing effective com-
petition is futile. Each road occupies a quasi-monopolistic position. Although com-

petition may exist for a time, yet in the long run the roads will find it more convenient

to enter into agreements, formal or informal. The rate wars are not permanent. Recent
experience in Canada in connection with the relations between the Grand Trunk and the

Canadian Pacific are in point in this connection. The evidence presented to the English

Select Committee on railways in lf<82 showed that there was no effective competition

between roads. They had found it in their interest to enter into agreements (Rept.

Evidence Qns. 2,964 1- 3,896.)

The argument is often made that the railroads interests are the interests of the

people it sei'ves and therefore the road may always be looked to to adopt the policy

which is best for all. Theoretically this essential identity of interest does exist : in

practice some limitation must be made. A railway may consider it advantageous to

build up one community or one individual at the expense of another. What the rail-

way wants is traflic. If it can obtain this in bulk amount from one community or from

one indi%-idual instead of from a number of scattered conununities or individuals, then

its interests are better advanced because it obtains the traffic and at the same time the

cost of management and handling is lessened ; the net profit is under such conditions

greater.

The argument as to unity of interests as a preventive of evils has to face the exis-

tence of preferences, discriminations, rebates, and the evil effects of uncontrolled com-

petitive rates. The preferences, discriminations, and rebates are the means whereby the

road is enabled to centi'alize its business and enable it to be more easil}- handled. As
business is organized to-day through rates must be lower proportionately than local rates.
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Otherwise the business would have to be local. The through rate cannot bear the rate

the local business can, without substantial harm being done. This, however, is no
argument in favour of the position that the local traffic should be unduly discriminated
against on the ground that one rate is competitive, while the other is not. Such a rate

is required as will best suit the interests of both. The interests of one species of traffic

cannot be regarded as the dominant factor. This is a matter not indifferent to the
public. The assumed essential unity fails here as in other respects.

If the uncontrolled operation of competitive principles based on self interest can-

not settle the question, cannot indeed operate in their entirety, some other method must
apply. The matter of regulation has been forced to the front in recent years. ' No
general question of government policy occupies at this time so prominent a place in the
thoughts of the people as that of controlling the steady growth of and extending in-

fluence of, corporate power and of I'egulating its relations to the public' (Rpt. of Cul-

lom Committee of 1885-86, p. 3.)

The opposition to the exercise of government regulation over railroad transportation

proceeds on the assumption that railroads are private business organizations, and that

such regulation is a violation of private rights. This position is fallacious. It must be
remembered that the railway occupies a dual position ; it is not only a body organized
for gain, but also a corporation occupying a quasi-jiublic position and performing public

functions. The distinction was asserted in the control of the government over common
carriers. The provisions of the common law do not adequately meet the problems pre-

sented by the newer transportation system ; it is necessary to supplement them and pro-

vide a more effective means of enforcement. The transportation problem is part of the

life of the nation. Its management in harmony with the needs of the people is urgent.

"What the railroad wants is the greatest profit ; what the country wants is the greatest

good for the country and the most uniform development of its resources. For a further

example bearing on the point that these interests are not always in essential harmonv
the following may be cited. The entire net increase of population, in the period 1870-
1890, in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, except in the new section, was in

cities and towns jiossessing competitive rates ; all those ha^ing non-competitive rates

decreased in population. (Stickney, The Railway Problem, p. 62.)

The regulative legislation which has been passed in various countries, shows that

the unqualified belief in uncontrolled competition as a regulative principle has passed
away. Regulation of some soi't must exist. In some countries it is exercised through
the State owning the railways. In other countries it has been applied through special

organizations. The question of regulative control can be met in one of two ways, State

ownership or Commission regulation. There is no middle course.

The attemjit to regulate such matter through politically organized bodies has not

succeeded. The regulation is essentially an administrative function ; an intermingling

of this with political duties leads to lack of hai-mony and efficiency. The regulation of

the railroad question, in the public interest, demands technical training. It demands
all the time of those engaged in such matters. They should be concerned, not only with
the settlement of grievances when they arise, but also with an attempt to prevent

grie^ances. The duties of political officials prevent the exercise of such functions.

I7nder a system of private ownership and management of railways, the only efficient

method of conti-olling them in the public interest is through entrusting such matter to

an efficiently organized Railwav Commission.

REGULATIVE POLICY OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES.

All the civilized countries of the world recognize the necessity of some form
of regulative control. On the continent of Europe the question is divided between
government ownership and private ownership. Where the former exists the whole
matter is manifestly subject to regulaticm. Where private ownership exists there

is also control, in Fi'ance the initiative in rates comes from the company ; the govern-

ment has a veto upon these rates. 'AH tariffs are submitted to the.ministry of public

works and their acceptance or rejection is determined by a committee, composed of
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public and railway officials sitting inidor the presidoncy of the luiiiistiT.' No tarilV can

be established or changed without such consent. Changes in the taritl must be publislied

for one month before they go into effect. The minister may also conditionally assent to

a tariff and may also withdraw such conditional assent at an}' time he sees fit. Through
rates to meet international competition may be established on twenty-four hours' notice

both to the minister and to the jiublic. The minister has the right to forbid the intro-

duction of such rates. Established international rates may be lowered, if five days'

notice has been given to the minister and no objection has been made by him within

that time. An increase in such rate requires three months' notice.

In Italy, changes from the rates in existence at the time the roads were leased to

private companies are subject to adoption or rejection by Pax-liament. Powers of reduc-

tion of tariff rates are given to the government provided such reduction does not effect

more than one-half of one per cent of the net income.

In Austria the private roads are under rigorous government control. The same
holds true in Holland.

In other countries of the continent government ownership is favoured. Their ex-

pei'ience is not germane to the discussion.

In Australia the policy of government ownership has been given a thorough-going

application. Over .£120,000,000 have been expended in the construction of about

12,000 miles of railway. There are only about 500 miles of privately owned railway in

Australia.

In Asia, Africa and South America, political exigencies have led to the construc-

tion of railroads by the State, or under close i-elations between the x'ailroad and the

State. In Brazil, there has been an attempt for the last two years to dispose of the

State railways to private companies.

The precedents which bear most on the problem of regulation in Canada are to be
found in the experience of England and of the United States. The extent to which

railway development has been carried in both of these countries, the commercial vigour

of these nations render their experience most valuable. The policy favoured has been

one of private construction and management. Both of these countries have recognized

the necessity of regulation. Both have recognized the quasi-public nature of railroads

and of their services, and both have placed the regulative control in the hands of

tribunals specially organized for this purpose.

ENGLISH POLICY AND EXPERIENCE.

Earlier methods of regulation. In one of the earliest railroad charters granted in

England, that of the Li%erpool and Manchester railway, (7 Geo. lY., cap. 49), maxima
were indicated and it was further prt)vided that when the dividend fell below 10 per

cent the rates might be raised ; when the dividend exceeded 10 per cent the rates

were to be lowered one-twentieth. As time went on a more detailed policy appeared.

In 1844 the House of Commons resolved that there should be inserted in all railway

bills thereafter a clause stating that the railway was subject to any general law which
might be passed. In 1845 preferences were forbidden (7 and 8 Vict., cap. 20, sect. 90).

From 1845 onward people commenced to appreciate the existence of a railway prob-

lem. In 1840 a parliamentary committee had reported that competition of carriers on
individual lines, these carriers furnishing their own cars and locomotives and paying a

toll for the use of the I'oad, which had been relied upon as a regulator of rates, was in-

effectual. This committee, of which Sir Robert Peel was a member, contented itself

with expressing the belief ' that an enlightened view of their own interests would always

compel managers of railroads to have due regard to the general advantage of the i>ublic.'

In 1844 a committee of which ^Ir. Gladstone was chairman, reported in favour of ulti-

mate acquisition of the railways by the government. It was considered that this was the

only effective means of regulation.

As early as 1840, feeling in favour of some form of a Railway Commission had
presented itself. In this year powers, similar to those now possessed by the ^lassachusetts

Railway Commission, were conferred upon the Board of Trade. These were further de-
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fined in 1842. There was not sufficient power given and so this organization was in-

effective. In 1844 another commission which was to make reports to parliament on
appHcations for railroad charters was appointed. The board, thus established, was
abolished in a year. 'It died of too much work and too little pay.' In 1846 another
commission was appointed. In 1851 its powers and duties were transferred to the
Board of Trade.

The rule against unreasonable preferences, which had been set forth in the Railway
Clauses Consolidation Act of 1845, was reiterated in the Act of July 10, 1854, 'an Act
for the better regulation of the tariff on railways and canals.' ' And it was further pro-

vided that in the case of connecting lines traffic should be handled and forwarded with-

out unreasonable delay, and that no obstructions were to be placed in the way of con-

tinuous lines of communication. It was provided that individuals aggrieved through any
violation of the provisions of the Act by a railroad might bring suit ' in England to a
Court of Common Pleas, in Ireland to a Superior Court, and in Scotland to the Court of

Session or to any judge of such court. If the Board of Trade issued a certificate to the

Attorney-General in Ireland or England, or to the Lord Advocate in Scotland, alleging a
violation of the provisions of the Act it should be la^\-ful for either of these officials to

apply to the courts already mentioned to try and determine the matter. If the coiurt

found that the provisions of the Act had been contravened, then a writ of injunction

might be issued ; a penalty of 200 pounds per day was attached to a failure to obey the

injunction. This Act estabhshed two leading principles of railroad regulation
; (1) every

company should be compelled to afford the pubhc the full advantages of the convenient

interchange of traffic from one line to another
; (2) companies were under obligations to,

and should, make equal rates to all under the same circumstances.

In terms of the recommendation of 1844 which provided for the acquisition by the

State, of the railways, on defined terms, at the end of twenty-one years, 1865 should

have been the year for such purchase. A royal commission which was appouited in that

year reported against the ad'sdsabihty of exercising the reserved rights of the Govern-

ment, in this respect ; it made no recommendations of importance in connection with the

matter of regulation.

The movement for a commission vrith sufficient powers to handle railway matters

had meanwhile been gaining ground. When the Act of 1854, Cardwell's Act, had been

drafted it was intended that the questions wliich arose under it should be decided by
the Board of Trade—the powers of the former Commission ha%-ing been transferred to it.

As has been seen the jurisdiction was in reahty conferred upon the court of Common
Pleas and upon the courts of similar rank in Ireland and Scotland. This threw on the

courts the adjudication of many questions of a technical railroad nature : and the courts

showed themselves unwilling to grapple with any except the more distinctly legal ques-

tions that arose under Cardwell's Act. A committee appointed by Parliament, and
which investigated railway conditions during 1865-67, saw this difficulty but made no
conclusive recommendation. A committee appointed in 1872 reported that the only

way to meet the existing difficulties was by appointing a railway commission with

adequate powers.

The more important findings of this committee bearing on the question of regulation

are as follows :

—

(1) That a system of equal mileage rates or charges in proportion to distance was
inexpedient

—

(a) it would prevent railway companies lowering their fares and rates, so

as to compete with traffic by sea or by canal or by a shorter or otherwise cheaper rail-

way, and would thus deprive the public of the benefit of competition, and the company
of a legitimate source of profit, (b) It would prevent railway companies making perfectly

fair arrangements for carrying at a lower rate than usual goods brought in larger or

constant quantities, or for carrying for long distances at a lower rate than for a short

distance, (c) It would compel a company to carry for the same rate over a line which

has been very expensive in construction, or which, from gradients or otherwise, is very

expensive in working, at the same rate at which it carries over less expensive lines.

(2) That the fixing of legal rates based upon the actual cost of the railways and
calculated to yield a fair return upon such cost was impracticable.
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(3) That the j)lan of maximum cluirges liad been a failure and that such rates

affuixled no real protection to th(> public, since they were always tixed so high that sooner
or later it Wcame the interest of the companies to carry at lower rates.

( t) That there should be publicity of rates and tolls.

(5) That a new tribunal was needed to take suj)ervision of the transportation

interests of the Kingdom, and with authority to enforce the laws relating to railways

antl canals, to hear complaints and adjust diiierences, and to advise Parliament upon
questions of railway legislation.

T 1 1 1-: 1 ! A T \.\\ AY COMMISSION.

COMMISSION LEGISLATION.

The Regulation of Railways Act, 1873, provided for the appointment of a railway

commission. The provisions of this Act are so important that the following summary
of the provisions bearing directly on the question is given. Provision was made for the

appointment of three commissioners and not more than twt) assistant commissioners.

The commissioners were to receive a salary of c£.'3,00U per annum. One of the com-
missioners was to be experienced in the railway business. The commissioners were not
to be in any way interested in any railway or canal company, financially or otherwise.

If they held investments in such companies at the time of their appointment thev were
to dispose of them within three mt)nths; and if during their tenure of othce any such

securities came to them by bequest or otherwise, they were to dispose of them within

three months. The commissioners were to devote all their time to the duties of the

office.

Complaints arising under the Act of 1854 and subsequent Acts, with reference to

matters of rates and equal facilities, might come before the Commission either upon the

initiative of the party aggrieved oi- upon a certificate of the Board of Trade alleging that

there had been a % iolation of the Acts in question, or upon complaint of some person

authorized to institute proceedings by the Board of Trade. In hearing complaints

and in enforcing decisions the Commission was to have the power conferred upon the

courts and judges, in regard to such matters, under the Act of 18.54, and of issuing

similar writs and orders. Except, in so far as the courts were called upon to enforce the

decisions of the Commission, they were to cease to exercise the jurisdiction conferred

upon them by the Act of 1854.

When a complaint was instituted against a railway or canal company the Commission
might before instituting formal proceedings, communicate with such company so that it

might make a rejoinder.

Where under any general or special Act provision was made for the reference to

arbitration of disputes between railway companies or between canal companies, or

between a railway and a canal company, the matter at the instance of one of the parties

to the complaint, and with the consent of the commissioners was to be brought before

the Commission for determination. In the case of difierences Ijetween such companies
and other parties, the application of the parties as well as the consent of the commis-
sioners was essential.

Power was given to hear and detei'mine matters ai-ising in connection with terminal

charges, and to decide what constituted a reasonable terminal chai'ge. Decisions under
this head were to be binding on all courts and in all legal proceedings.

The powers in respect to approval of working agreements between railway

companies, and of the exercise by railway companies of their powers in relation to steam
vessels, which had been conferred upon the Board of Trade by the Railway Clau.ses Act
of 1863 were now transferred to the Commission.

Each railway and each canal company was required to keep, in a book accessible to

the public, at each of its stations, all rates charged from that station, including any
special rates. The commissioners on the application of any interested party were
empowered to direct such company to itemize the charges making up such rates.

Violations of this provision are subject to a fine of £5 per day.
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Decisions or oi-deis of the commissioners might be made an order or a rule of any
Superior Court and enforced, either by injunction as pro^*ided for under the Act of 185i

or in the same manner as any rule or order of such court.

Complaints might be heard by the Commission either in public or in private ; on

application of a partv to the complaint the matter was to be heard in public. On
questions of fact their decisions were to be final : on questions of law it was subject to

appeal. The Commissioners were to determine which wei-e questions of law and which

were questions of fact.

A vearlv report was to be made to Parliament. It was to be laid before both

Houses of Parliament within fourteen days after the report was made, if Parliament

was then in session, if not then within fourteen days after the next meeting of

Parliament.

Changps in the Commission.—The Commission so appointed was in the nature of an
experiment. It was appointed for five years. At the expiration of its term in 1878,

it was continued from vear to vear. It was found that the Commission was not workmg
as satisfactorily as had been anticipated, and so its working, as well as the rates charged

bv railways and canals, was investigated in 1882 bv a special committee of the House
of Commons.

This committee found after a careful investigation that the Commission had been

hindered in its work bv its temporary character. The Commission notwithstanding

this had been of public advantage in that it not only caused justice to be done more
speedily in those cases which came before it, but also prevented diflFerences from arising

between railway companies and the public. An influence had thus been exerted much
greater than that which pertained to its ' hearing and determining ' function.

Ffcommendations of the committee.—That the Commission be made a court of

record.

That the powers and jurisdiction of the Commission be extended to cover :

—

(fi) All (Questions arising under the special acts or the public statutes, for regulating

railway or canal traffic, affecting passengers or goods.

(h) The making of orders which may necessitate the co-operation of two or more
railway or canal companies within the statutory obligations of the companies.

{<:) Power to order through rates on the application of traders, but no such order is

to impose on a railway company a rate lower than the lowest rate of such railway

comi^any for similar articles under similar circumstances.

id) The revision of traffic agreements, both of railways and canals, in as a large

measure as the jDowers formerly exercised by the Board of Trade.

{e) The granting of damages and redress for illegal charges and undue preference.

if) The commissioners to have power on the joint application of parties to act as

referees in rating appeals.

(y) That the railway commissioners should deliver separate judgments when not

unanimous.
(h) One appeal to be granted as of right from the decisions of the Commission, and

' prohibition ' and the use of ' certiorari ' to be forbidden.

Supplementary Legislation.—It was not until 1888 that the Railway Commission

was put on a more permanent footing, in that year the ' Act for the better regulation of

Railway and Canal Traffic and for other purposes ' was passed. (51 it 52 Vict., cap. 25).

The constitution of the Commission was rearranged. It was constituted as a court

of record, it was to have an official seal which was to be judicially noticed. In future

the Commission was to be composed of two appointed commissioners, who should each

receive a salary of £3,000 per annum, and three ex-officio commissioners. The
appointed commissioners were to be appointed by Her Majesty on the recommendation

of the Board of Trade, and one of them was to be experienced in railway business.

They might be removed by the Lord Chancellor for inability or misbehaviour. The
provisions of the Act of 1873 requiring that commissioners should not be pecuniarily

interested in railway enterprise, were made applicable to the appointed commissioners.
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One ex-officio commissioner was to be designated from a superior court in England
by tlie Lord Chancellor, one in Ireland by tlie Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and one in

Scotland by the Lord President of the Ct)urt of Session. The term for which they were
to be designatetl was five yeai-s. An ex-otiicio commissioner was not to W re(|uire<l to

attend meetings of the Commission outside of the section of the United Kingdom from
which he wasappointed. In the hearing of anvcase the ex-officio commissioner presides and
his opinion upon any question which in the opinion of the commissioners is a matter of law
prevails. "When an ex-officio commissioner is unable to attend, the official who in the

first place designated such commissioner may designate a judge of a superior court to

take his place tf'mporarily. When it appears that owing to the congested state of the

court business it is imjxissible to have one of the judges set aside for this wuik, tlien an
address may be presented to Her Majesty from both Houses to have an extra judge
appointed. When an appointed commissioner is unable to attend, and the case demands
speedy decision, the Pi'esident t)f the Board of Trade may appoint a temporary
commissioner. The central office of the Commission is in London, sittings may be held

by the commissioners in any part of the United Kingdom they deem convenient.

Under the Act, the Board of Trade was given a regulative control in so far as

determining what corporate bodies may bring complaints. A long list of municipal and
corporate organizations is given, and it is stated that if any one of the.se obtains from
the Board of Trade a certificate that it is a proper body to make a complaint before the

Commission, it shall be empowered to do so without any proof that it is personally

aggrieved.

The province of the Commission's jurisdiction is more carefully delimited. All

powers vested in or capable of being exercised by the railway commissioners, either

under the Act of 1873 or any other Act, were declared to pertain to the Commission.
Provisions in special Acts with reference to traffic facilities, undue preferences, providing
of stations, or imposing any obligation in favour of the public, and of the enforcement
of these were to be placed under the jurisdiction of the Commission. Where disputes

as to the legality of tolls and rates arise the commissioners are to hear and determine
the same, and to enforce the payment of such toll, rate or charge, or so much thereof as

they deem to be legal. The making and enforcing of orders with reference to reasonable

facilities for traffic is in the hands of the Commission. In cases within the jurisdiction

of the Commission there may, in addition to or in substitution for any other relief be
awarded to any complaining party, who is found to be aggrieved, such damages as the

commissioners find him to have sustained. Such damages are not to be awarded unless

the complaint has been made to the Conmiission within a year from the discovery, by
the complainant, of the matter complained of. In complaints arising from undue pre-

ferences, no action shall be taken by the Commission, where such rates have l^een pub-
lished in a rate book as provided for under the Act of 1873, until after the party
aggrieved shall have brought the matter before the railway and the railway shall have
failed, within a reasonable time, to afford redress in a reasonable manner. The power '

of arbitration conferred under the Act of 1873 is continued.

There is no oppefd on a question of fact or upon any question regarding the locus

standi of a complainant. An appeal on a question of law lies to a Superior Court of

Appeal. This appeal is to be treated as if it were an appeal from a judgment of a
superior court. The Court of Appeal has power to make any order the commissioners
could have made.

The Commission has full jurisdiction to determine all matters both of law and fact,

and has such power of compelling attendance of witnesses, inspection of papers, and such
other powers, rights and privileges pertaining to the exercise of such powers as are

vested in a superior court : but in punishment for contempt the assent of an ex-officio

commissioner is necessary. In any proceedings under the Act a person may appear
before the Commis.sion- either in person or by counsel. Tlie commissioners have power
to review, rescind or vary any decision passed by them. The costs of every proceeding
are in the discretion of the commissioners. From time to time with the approval of the
Lord Chancellor and of the President of the Board of Trade rules of procedure and prac-

tice may be made by the commissioners ; such rules are to be submitted to Parliament,
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if it is then sittinj?, within three weeks after thev are made : if Parliament is not sittinsr

then they are to be submitted A^thin three weeks after the betannintf of the next session.

The auxiliary officers necessary to the carrying out of the process of the Commission
are appointed by the Lord Chancellor, the Treasury consenting to the number. The
salaries of such officers are determined by the Treasury. All the expenses of the Com-
mission are to be met out of money provided by Parliament.

The matter of classification and maximum rates is in the hands of the Board of

Trade. Every railway company is required to submit to the Board of Trade within six

months after the passaire of the Act—although a longer time mav be allowed bv the
Board—a revised classification of merchandise and a revised schedule of maximum rates,

clearly indicating in the latter the terminal charge. Such terminal charge is to be
reasonable. An attempt is to be made to obtain an agreement if possible. If an agree-

ment cannot be arrived at, the Board itself may act in the matter. If the railway does

submit a satisfactory arrangement this is to be put in the form of legislation applicable

to the particular railway. A similar method is pursued where the arrangement is

effected by the Board itself, with this exception, that any petition against such arrange-

ment presented to Parliament, while such bill is pending, may be referred to a select

committee or to a joint committee. Any person, by gi\"ing not less than 21 days' notice

to the railway company, may apply to the Board of Trade to have such classification

or schedule amended by the addition to it of any articles, matters or things. Every
determination of the Board of Trade in this regard is to be published in the London
Gazette and take effect from publication. The Board may from time to time make and
rescind rules with reference to the form of classification and schedule. The provisions

as to submitting these to Parliament are identical with those regarding the submitting

of the rules of the Commission.

Through Rates and Routes.—In case of dispute about through rates and routes the

railway company or person desiring to obtain such through rate or route, shall first

indicate to the forwarding company the route and rate proposed ; if within ten days

an agreement has not been arrived at between the company or person and the forwarding

company, then the matter shall come before the Commission for decision. The commis-
sioners are to consider whether the proposed route and rate are reasonable. When the

railway companies do not agree as to the apportionment of the through rate it is to be
apportioned bv the Commission. In apportioning through rates the commissioners are

to consider all circumstances of the case including special expenses of construction, or

maintenance, or working of route, or any special charges to which the company may
have been put. It shall not be lawful for the commissioners in any case to compel any
company to accept lower mileage rates than the mileage rates which such company may
for the time being legally be charging for like traffic carried by a like mode of transit:

or any other line of communication between the same points, being the points of depar-

ture and arrival of the through route. When part of the transportation is effected by
steam vessels operating in connection with the railway (or canal) then the power con-

ferred covers such case also. If a company refuses, or neglects to accept the decision of

the Commission as to rates, routes or apportionment, and there is no reason for such

refusal or neglect, the Commission may award such costs to the applicants as they see

fit. The Commission may decide that a proposed through rate is just and reasonable,

although the portion of the through rate allotted to the forwarding company may be

less than the maximum rate it is entitled to charge.

When preferences are charged the burden of pro^-ing that such preferences are not

unreasonable is on the railway company. In deciding whether the preference is imdue
the Commission shall consider whether it is requisite in the public interest, in order to

obtain the traffic in respect of which it is made ; but no difference in rates or treatment

of home or foreign merchandise is to be sanctioned.

The ' long and short haul " clause of the Interstate Commerce Act appears. It is not

absolute as in the American Act. The commissioners have power to direct that na
higher rate shall be charged for similar ser\dces in respect of like descriptions of and like

quantities of traffic for a shorter than for a greater distance on the same line of rail-

way. It differs from the American Act in that it does not state that the lesser distance
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is t«) be iiK-lu(l('(l in the greater. Tii thi.s respect it resenible.s the ' long and short haul
'

clause of the Massai-husetts legislation.

Tlu' railways may charge grouj) rates. The tleteruiination whether the rates as s;,,

arrangeil constitute an undue preference is in the hands of the conunissioners.

Each railway is required to keep its gi-neral classification of merchandise and
schedule of rates ojien to public insjiection at e\ery station where goods are received for

conveyance. Each railway is recjuired within one week after application made in writing

l>y a person who has sliipped, t)r intends to ship, goods over the railway in question

to make an itt'inized statement of the chai'ges made, in whicli the terminal charges and
the dt>ck charges, if such aic cliarged, shall be dili'erentiated from the charge forcoiivev-

ance.

Any company intending to make any increa.se in rates shall give at least fourteen

days ])ublic notice of the intended change by publication in such manner as shall be
prescribeil by the Board of Trade. No charge shall l)e effective uidess this notice has

been given. Any company failing to comply with the provision in this respect is liable,

on sunnnary coh\ iction. for each offence, and for each day sucli offence continues, to a

penalty not exceeding iLb.

PRESENT COXDTTIOX TN ENGLAND.

OPKRATIOX OF THK COMMISSION LAW.

It mav l)e ineinised at the outset that immediate rectification of all the evils existing

is not to be expected from the operation of any Commission law. The evils that have

sprung into existence as a result of freedom from regulation are too deep seated to be

settled at i>nce. The reasons for falling V)elow the standard of expectations, if such

failure is shown, are attriljutable both to the magnitude of the concrete problem to be

dealt with, and the nature of the law which attempts to deal with the problem. Weakness
in the law may vitiate the expected results.

The questions of difterential rates, exorbitant rates and of discrimination in favour

of foreign trade against home trade have occupietl an important place. i)uring the

period between 1873-1882 the question of differential rates occupied a prominent place

in the public attention. This included both the matter of local discriminations and of a

lesser charge for long distance traffic than for short distance traffic under the same cir-

cumstances. The matter of preferential rates occupied a considt»rable part of the time of

the Commission in 1880. The .select committee of 1881-2 which was appointed to

investigate this matter did not arrive at any very definite conclusion. Difficulties arose as

Ijetween the larger and the smaller shippers, the former claiming that as a result of their

larger shipments they were entitled to better rates than the smaller shippers. As
regards the matter of the ' long and short haul ' it will be seen from the summary
already given that the power in the hands of the Commission is discretionai-y. In the

exercise of this discretion the commissicmers have proceeded on the principle that it is

not so much the damage of the particular individual as the damage, or otherwise, to the

general public that has to be considered. And proceeding from such standpoint they

have not uniformly negatived such arrangements of rates.

The question of exorbitant rates has also occupied considerable attention within

recent years. The agitation against preferences, which was prominent in 1880, soon

took on atiother phase. An agitation for a reduction of exorliitant rates was begun,

there being a desire for a general reduction of rates.

The peculiar position occupied by the English railways, which are at about three-

fifths of their stations exposed iv water competition, brought uj) another important

problem. There has been, and i.s, in England much complaint becau.se the foreign

producer is enabled to place his conunodity in the English market at a more advantageous

rate than the home producer. The American producer of grain, w hose grain is sent into

England at through rates has t)btained at times relatively better terms than the English

producer. In the south of England there has been a si)ecial conq>laint. For example
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the hops of France are brought into competition with the hops of Kent. French hops

have been placed in the English market at one-half the rate chai'ged for similar quanti-

ties of English hops which were carried from intermediate points. The reason for this

lies in the fact that the French product may be brought to London by water, while the

English commodity must be brought by rail. If the English road is to obtain any share

of this trade, under these conditions, it must meet the water rate. The rail and water

rate will be equal to, or possibly less, than the water rate. Under such conditions the

rail portion of the rate will be less than the rail rate in the case of the English goods,

although the latter may be carried a shorter distance by rail.

The important question the Commission has to face, has been that of rates. The
Commission has not solved the rate question. Discriminations yet exist although per-

sonal discriminations have practically ceased. The local discriminations ai'e of import-

ance.

The rate question connects itself with the question of classification and revision of

maxima. The Board of Trade grappled with the matter and the changes were made
effective in the beginning of 1893. The classification of the railroads was reduced and
made uniform. At present there are eight general classes (A, B, C, 1, 2, 3, -1-, -5). In

the revision of the maxima the commissioners, appointed for the work, proceeded from

no general principle but simply empirically. The question of revision has not gone

beyond the revision of the maxima, although there is in some quarters a desire for a

revision of actual rates.

'The Commission has on the whole fulfilled its function.' To indicate what it has

done it will be best to take up first the defects, later laying stress upon the good
features.

It must be remembered in the first place that, although the total railway system of

England represents only some 20,000 miles, that it represents a compact and powerful

interest. The large investment of capital, the steadiness of the English business system,

the permanency of the traffic agreements—some having remained in operation for four-

teen years unchanged, the delimitation of raili'oad ' spheres of influence '—thei-e being

a division of territory between the difierent lines—all co-operate to give the English rail-

way svstem a peculiar strength. There has not been the same readiness of acquiescence

in the dictates of regulative law as in America. And there has been a tendency to con-

test the decisions of the Commission, if not to ignore them. To the conservative trend

of English opinion, which, though powerful when aroused, is normally acquiescent, and
to the fact that the roads had for a long time been free from any effective regulative

control, this attitude must undoubtedly be attributed. This attitude has been helped on
by the fact that under the earlier theory of the railway law which still has force in

England—the railways occupy a position analogous to that occupied by canals. Under
the earlier theory they might engage in the transportation business themselves, or they

might allow others to make use of their tracks on the pa}nnent of certain tolls. The con-

sequence of this is that if the Commission finds a rate unreasonable and declares what
rate shall be reasonable, the company may fall back upon this power and say that it is

not engaged in the transportation business and that it is simply allowing its tracks be
used in return for certain payments ; in this way it has the individual shipper at its

mercy because, although the shipper has the option of vising his own cars and engines in

the transport of his goods, few shippers are in a position to take advantage of this ;

under such circumstances the payment of the obnoxious rate without further protest is

the lesser evil. This is helped on by a technical defect in the phrasing of the Act of

1888. Section '2\, which makes provision for the submitting of a revised schedule of

rates and charges by the railway, makes no mention of tolls. The Board of Trade has

taken the position that under the Act it has no jurisdiction in regard to tolls. This has

rendered the work of the Commission more difficult. Of recent years, however, the

railways have occupied a less antagonistic position.

A further difficulty has arisen as a result of the attitude of the courts. The Com-
mission has to look to the courts to enforce its decisions. The Act of 1873, whose pro-

\dsions in this regard are not superseded by the later Act, states ' any decision or order

made by the Commission may be made a rule or order of a Superior Court
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and shall 1)0 enforced ' Under this sect it >ii wiietiier or not the decision should

be enforced by the court was discretionary. An example of the attitude of the courts is

in point. Under the Act of 18.54, a refusal by a railway to comi)ly with the decisions

of the Court of Connnon Pleas sul)jected the refractory railway to a fine of £200 per

day for every day's delay. The jurisdiction conferred on the Court of Common Pleas by
the Act of 1854: (section 3) was tran.sferred to the Railway Commission by the Act of

1873 (section 0). Notwithstandiiii,' this the plea of the London, Chatliain and Dovei- rail-

way that it was not sul)ject to such exercise of jurisdiction was upheld by the Exclu'ijuer

Court. It was not until 1878 that a decision of the Court of Queen's Bench declared

judicially that the Connnission had the power which in terms of the enabling act had
been expressly conferred upon it. Another difficulty turns on a point of jurisdiction.

As has been stated the Commission has power to make final decision on matters of fact

;

and it has also power to decide what constitutes a question of fact and what a question

of law. Howe\ (M- this power is in\ali(lated by the fact that on ivrit of mandamux from
a court of appeal the Conmiissiou may be compelled ' to state a case ' which may be

made the subject of action in a higher court.

Another difficulty has been in the matter of expense. When the Commission was
created it was manifestly the intention to do away with the expense and delay connected
with prosecuting matters pertaining to the violation of the railway law before the courts.

The process is somewhat less expensive than it was, but it is unduly expensive yet. The
difficulty arises because owing to the defects in the legislation there is a constant oppor-

tunity for appeal to higher courts. The powers intended to be given by the legislation have
not really been given. The sphere of judicial intervention has not been properly delimited.

The legislation has not been synnnetrically arranged. Coupled with this is the fact,

already referred to, that much of the theory of English railway law is archaic. I do not
regard the defect in the question of expense as intrinsic in the Commission.

Another defect in the working of the Commission is connected with its membership.
Provision is made that one of the appointed commissioners should be experienced in the

railway business. No pro\ision is made for the appointment of a business man on the

Commission. This has militated against the usefulness of the body. This was recognized

by the Select Committee of the House of Commons appointed in 1893.

Such being the main defects, what has been accomplished by the Commission ? The
Committee of 1882 indicated that the services of the Commission were not confined

merely to the determination of those cases which came formally before that body, but
that much had also been accomplished in preventing differences. That the work accom-
plished had been satisfactory to the trading class is evident in the evidence presented

to the committee. This preventive work w hich is, in many respects, even more important
than the formal work of decision is often under-estimated because it does not appear in

formal statement. Then again the mediatorial position which the Commission has been
able to occupy has engendered a better feeling in regard to the mutual responsibilities

of shipper and carrier. The slow growth of this rapprochemeiU, in the earlier period, is

owing to the fact that the railways then regarded them.selves as firmly entrenched in an
individualistic position.

The decisions that the Commission has given have been carefully considered. The
value of the decisions is to be measured not only by the direct benefit received by the

individual, but also by the benefit received by the public. A public feeling has been
created which has had an intiuence in preventing arbitrary action on the part of the

jail ways.

The railways have recognized the value of the Commission by referring to it for

arbitration disputes which have arisen among themselves. For example in 1886, 11

cases out of 12 before the Commission were concerned with railway quarrels; in 1887,

out of 12 ; in 1889, 3 out of 11 ; in 1890, 1 out of 28 ; in 1891, 1 out of 19.

The shippers although not uniformly satisfied are of the opinion that the Conmiis-
siou has done much to check the evils that formerly existed.

To sum up the question the Commission has :—(1) been fairly successful in grap-

pling with the questions presented before it. (2) It has exercised an influence in the

prevention of arbitrary exactions. (3) It has been recognized as an unbiassed arbiter
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in railroad disputes. (4) It has bettered the condition of the shippers. The defects in

the operation of the Commission are in part attributable to defects in the legislation

itself : in part to lack of co-operation on the part of the judiciai'v. And above all must
be remembered the dilficultv of the task.

Illustrative material beai-ing on these matters will be found in extenso in the

statutes and committee reports referred to. The reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission contain some valuable information with reference to the Ensrlish Commission.
The report of the CuUom Committee is also valuable in this connection. A special

report to the United States Government on the railway systems of Western Europe by
Mr. Simon Sterne is also valuable. Hadleys' Railroad Transportation, and an article

on ' The English Railway Rate Question ' by Prof flavor, (published in the Quarterly

•Journal of Economics) are of especial value.

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE UNITED STATES.

EARLIER REGULATIVE POLICY.

The earlier attitude of the United States towards railway development was on the

whole one of belief in the efficacy of competition as a regulator. The evils that would
flow from such a laissez-faire policy were not foreseen. The various provisions bearing

on the question of regulation which do appear in the earlier Acts are inspired, not by
a fear that the powers granted would work inequitably as between individuals and
between localities, but by a fear that possibly too high a rate of profits would be ensured.

Where the mattei- of profits is mentioned it appears that the legislators believed that

the companies had a right to a comparatively high rate.

In the earlier charters the legislatures were content for the most part with indicat-

ing maxima. (The charter of the Baltimore and Ohio, Laws of Md., Feb. 28, 1827, is an
example.) The next step was a provision that the legislature might at the end of a de-

fined period legislate on the question of rates. (Charter of the Elkhorn and Wilming-
ton. Laws of 3Id., cap. 187, Act passed March 14, 1828.) The legislation of New
York was content ^vith a simple declaration that rates which produced an excess of a

defined diWdend, varying from 12 per cent to 14 per cent were prohibited. Xo method
of I

roviding for revision of rates was provided. The most systematic policy is that of

Massachusetts, where provision for a decennial revision of the rates, with the intent

that these should not produce a dividend of moi-e that ten per cent was made. The
' state purchase ' clause, namely, that at the termination of a defined period the state

should have a right, on defined time, to purchase the railroad—a pi'OAasion which appears

in the legislation of Massachusetts as well as in that of New York—is a recognition of

the assumed great profits the railroad would make, and of the advantage of securing

these pi'ofits to the state at some later period when the experiment had proved success-

ful.

When the importance of the railroad as a means of connection with the West began

to be recognized, all the questions of regulations were left in the background. What
people were thinking of was not the regulation of possible evils arising from railroad

transportation, but the rapid obtaining of an expanding railroad system. This is mani-

fest in the feverish interest taken in transportation schemes in the period 18-30-50.

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois and Michigan became interested in state-aided transporta-

tion schemes. The western states were enabled through the action of Congress to set aside

grants of land in aid of these enterprises. Undue optimism prevailed as to immediate

returns from these enterprises. When the time of failure came about 1850, it marked the

definitive retii-ement of the states from active participation in railroad construction.

The agitation over internal improvements had culminated in 1830 with the withdrawal

of theFederal Government from the field ; the disastrous outcome of the experiments

of the period 1830-1850, resulted in the state governments also retiring. The matter

of railway construction might, it was thought, be left advantageously to private enterprise.

A corollary from this was an individualistic attitude towards railroad problems.

The period 1 860-70 may be classed on the whole as a ' hands off ' period. The
possibility of --he ccrpc-ation obtaining a power menacing to state interests was not con-
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ceived of. It was assumed that j^iven a sufficient number of railways there would be no

dirtifultv in ie<,'ard to treatment of iiidivi(hials and localities. Where an ine(|uality

existed the way to remove it was by inducin;^ the construction of another railroacl.

Kailroad construction not railroad regulation was what occupied the public mind.

The problein took on another phase in the period beginning about 1H70. The rail-

ways, exhausted by the rate wars which were an outcome of excessive c<mstruction, had

made pooling arrangements with the intention of obviating ruinous comjietition. This

indicated to the people that the railways, instead of being sepai-ate comi)letely competi-

tive bodies formed an integrated system. The evils that had come int(j existence dur-

ing a period of unbritUed and vicious competition had also helped to change the public

attitude towards the railway situation.

The conditions in the West were especially characteristic, and a lapid summary
will serve to give the historical setting of the Connnission mt)vement in the West.

A policy of lavish subsidizing liad brouglit about a rapid extension of the railroad

system in the middle west, and more especially in the upper Mississippi V^alley. Settle-

ment was rapidly pus}ied forward and the fei'tile wheat lands of the North-west com-

menced to be cultivated. Then there came a change in the industrial conditions.

Wheat fell in price. A demand for a reduction in rates was made. This demand was

rendered all the stronger by the short-sighted pohcy of the railway managers. During

the rate wars many illicit devices had been used in the struggle for traffic. Rebates,

secret rates, discriminations, personal and local, had been lavishly employed. The stress

of was^teful competition had driven down competitive rates to hard pan. If the railways

were to e«[ualize matters an increased rate upon the non-competitive traffic seemed to be

necessary. The farmers who saw connnodities carried long distances for rates which

were only a fraction of those chai-ged on their commodity which was carried a much
shorter distance, assumed that there must be an exorbitant profit in the rates charged

them. Their complaints were met wuth scant courtesy by the railways. A keen feeling of

injustice was engendered. A feeling that they were paying exorbitant profits to absen-

tee railroad stockholders, most of the capital invested was eastern capital, further

embittered the farmers. The old feeling of confidence in the unregulated operation of

competition passed away. The new attitude was one of belief in the necessity of state

regulation.

THE COMMISSION MOVEMENT.

The State Railway Commissions may be broadly distinguished as eastern and

western. To the commissions of the western type are to be added the commissions of

the southern states. The western type represents the type that was called into existence

by the necessity of regulating transportation in the public interest. In the eastern

states railways are subject, in some degree, to water competition, and the regulative

power of public opinion is greater.

A third type of commission may be mentioned for the sake of exactness. This t}^e

is simply a body organized for the assessing of railways within the state and collecting

of the taxes due by them.

The first attempt in the west connected itself with the Granger legislation. In

1871 Illinois passed a law establishing a system of maxima. The precedent set was

followed in the legislation of Wisconsin and Iowa. In Wisconsin the ' Potter law,'

which was passed in 1874 and which is usually taken as the type of this legislation,

provided that railroads were to be divided into three classes according to their earning

power. Freights were to be divided into four general and seven special classes, and

for each of these classes rates were to be fixed In the same year an Act of similar

import was passed in Iowa. The constitutionality of the general principle involved in

this legislation was affirmed by the federal supreme court. The laws, however, proved

too hard and fast to meet the changing conditions of railway transportation. The
railway commission was accepted as the solution of the difficulty.

The commission of the eastern type, the so-called advisory commission ' commission

without power,' came first in point of time. As early as 1 844 New Hampshire appointed a
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commission to inspect railroads and report on their condition to the legislature.

Connecticut in 1853, Maine in 1858, and Ohio in 1867, followed this precedent. The
intent was rather a consideration for the safety of travellers than a consideration for

their economic interests.

The Massachusetts commission, which was modelled upon the New Hampshire
commission, is usually taken as the type of the advisory commission. The consideration

of the law creating this commission, as well as of the New York commission law which

is based upon the Massachusetts law, will give the legal setting. This portion of the

subject matter also connects itself with the western conditions. From the repeal of the

maximum rate law in Iowa in 1878 until 1888 the control of railway matters in that

state was in the hands of an advisory commission of the Massachusetts type.

THE LAW OF THE ADVISORY COMMISSION

In Massachusetts the commission is composed of three commissioners appointed by
the governor, with the advice of the council, for a term of three years. They may be

removed by the governor with the consent of the council. The only provision as to the

qualifications of the commissioners is that they shall be ' competent persons.' In New
York three commissioners, one of whom is to be experienced in railway business, are

appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the senate, for a term of

five years.

In Massachusetts the additional officers of the Board are a clerk, an assistant

clerk, who in the absence or disability of the clerk performs his work, an accountant

and railroad inspectors. In New York the officers are a secretary and a marshal, an
inspector of steam railroads, who must be a civil engineer skilled in railroad afiairs, an
insjjector who is also an expert in electric railroad affairs, such additional clerical force

as is found requisite, and engineers, accountants and other experts whose services may
be needed because of some temporary exigency.

In both laws the commissioners are prohibited from holding stock or securities in or

being employed by any railway company. They are also prohibited from seeking any
indirect reward, consideration or favour from any railway.

The chaii-man of the Massachusetts board receives $4,000 per year, the other

commissioners 83,500. The secretary receives 82,500, the assistant clerk 81,200, the

accountant 82,500, the inspectors who are appointed, one for each 1,000 miles of track,

receive 81,500. In New York each commissioner receives $8,000, the secretary $6,000,

the marshal 81,500, the accountant and the inspectors receive $3,000 each. The salaries

of the clerical force are fixed by the commissioners.

In both cases the expenses of the commissions are assessed upon the railway systems

of the respective states ; the assessment is made on the gross receipts. When on official

business the commissioners, and such experts as they deem requisite, receive free

transportation. In New York the total expenses of the commission, exclusive of the

cost of printing and binding the annual reports, is limited to $60,000 a year.

In Massachusetts an annual report is submitted to the legislature, indicating the

relation of the transportation system to the condition of the state, and making such

recommendations as to changes in general railroad policy as may seem requisite. The
commission exercises a general supervision in regard to all matters pertaining to the

public safety and convenience. It is required to see to the way in which the railroads

comply with the provisions of their charters and the general raihva}' laws of the state.

Whenever the Board is satisfied that a railway is acting in violation of law it gives

notice in writing to the offending railway ; if the \dolation continues it places the

matter in the hands of the Attorney General, who takes such action as he sees fit. In
New York there is a shnilar provision. In New York the supreme court, at a special

term, may enforce by mandamus such decisions by the commission as it deems just and
reasonable. From this there is an appeal to the general term of the supreme court and
the court of appeals, and here the question may be reviewed and reversed both on the

facts as well as upon the law.

20ft—
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The Massachusetts Board has a power of recommending' to the railway companies

such repairs or additions to roUing stock, changes in or additions to railway stations, or

changes in rates and fares as it deems expedient in the public interest.

On complaint of the civic officials of a town or city, investigation of grievances shall

be made. The investigation may also be made on petition of twenty or more votes of

such town or city provided that application has been made to the civic otlicials and they

have refused to bring the matter before the commissioners

The Ma.ssachusetts Board is required to investigate all accidents resulting in loss of

life. It has discretionary power where loss of life does not take place.

Every railroad corporation is required, under the Massachusetts law, on request of

the commission to furnish any information required concerning its condition, manage-
ment, operation, copies of leases, contracts and agreements, with express companies, and
also its rates of freight and its passenger transportation on its own road and on the roads

with which its business is connected.

The Massachusetts Board, from time to time, examines the books and accounts of

railways (and street railways) to see that they are kept according to the uniform system

prescribed by the board. The railways are required to prepare and publish financial

statements at such times as the board deems expedient.

On the application of a directoi', or of any person holding one-fiftieth part of the

paid in capital the commission (Mass.) is required to investigate the financial condition

of any company operating a railway (or street railway), from whose shareholder or

director such request is made, and to cause the result of such examination to be published

in one or more of the daily papers of Boston. The board is at all times to have access to

the list of shareholders of railway (or street railway) corporations. It may at any time

cause these to be published in whole or in part for the information of the board or for

that of persons holding stock in such enterprises. Befusals on the part of railway cor-

porations to submit their books to the investigation of the Board, or to keep their accounts

in the way indicated by the commission, through the forms of its accountant, are subject

to a fine not exceeding $5,000.

The commission (Mass.), in all cases investigated by the Board, may summon
witnesses on behalf of the state, and administer oaths and take testimony. These

witnesses receive the same fees as are paid to witnesses appearing before a superior

court. A justice of the superior court may, in his discretion, upon the application of

the Board, compel the attendance of such witnesses and the giving of testimony, in the

same way as would be done in process in such court.

The regulation of the crossing of one railway by another or by a street railway or

of the crossing of a highway or street railway is in the hands of the Massachusetts

Commission. It may grant the right to make such crossing and in doing so may attach

to it such conditions, limitations, regulations and restrictions as it sees fit. The enforcing

of the decisions of the commission in this matter proceeds by an information filed by

the Attorney General in the Supreme Court which has equity jurisdiction in such matter.

The provisions contained in the commission laws of either of these states confer no

regulative power over rates upon the commission. The regulative power is retained in

the legislature. The general railway law of Massachusetts affirms the right to confer

such regulative power upon such body as it ma}^ create for that purpose.

The Massachusetts general railway law prohibits undue or unreasonable preferences
;

the local or joint charge for a shorter haul is not to exceed that for a longer haul

under the same circumstances. A violation of these provisions renders the railway liable

to the party aggrieved, not only in the damages actually sustained, but in a further sum
of $200. This is to be recovered by him in an action in tort for his own use. The
Attorney General or the district attorne}^ of the district in which the offence is committed,

may bring suit in the matter, provide the private individual has not brought suit, and in

such case the penalty accrues to the state. The action must be brought within one year

from the date of such violation.

The powers of the commission in respect to railroad construction, and in respect to

control of railway financing, are especially important.
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Section 34 of the railway law of the state pi"Ovides that twenty-five or more persons,

the majority of whom are inhabitants of the state, may on complying with certain general

formalities be constituted a corporation for the construction of a railroad. As soon as

the articles of association have been filed and the preliminary requirements of the Act
have been met, the directors are required, ^\•ithin thirty days from the publication of

such articles, to apply to the commission for a certificate of 'pubHc exigency," that

public convenience and necessity require the construction of the proposed road. If the

certificate is refused nothing can he done until a year from the date of such refusal has

elapsed. The commission is also required to see that all the requirements of the law
preliminary to incorporation have been complied with. In Xew York the commission
has power to refuse the certificate ; but the directors of the proposed enterprise may
apply to the Supreme Court and the court may order the certificate to be issued.

In Massachusetts railroad (or street railroad), companies whether organized under
general law or special charter, require to obtain the consent of the commission before

issuing stocks and bonds. Within thirty days after the application to the commission

it shall specify the respective amounts of stocks and bonds authorized to be issued, and
the respective purposes to which the proceeds are to be applied. A certificate of this

decision is filed by the commission with the Secretary of State Avithin three days after

the decision is made. The decision is binding on the railways covered by it. Violation

of this through unauthorized issue, or other use of the proceeds than is indicated in the

decision, or conniving at anv such evasion is punishable by a fine of 81,000, or imprison-

ment for one year or both. The bond issuing power of the corporation is further limited

by the provision that it shall not have outstanding, unless express power is given,

evidences of indebtedness in excess of the amount of the capital stock at the time

actually paid in. This does not prevent the issue of refunding bonds.

When a railroad desires to increase its capital stock the consent of the commission

is necessary. The new shares are first to be offered to the shareholders in proportion to

their holdings, at not less than the market value at the time of the increase, as shall be

determined by the commission. A period of fifteen days is to be indicated by the

directors within which such subscription for the new stock may be made. If after this

any shares are left unsold they may be disposed of to the highest bidder. But such

shares are not to be sold for a less sum, to be actually paid in cash, than the par value

thereof.

The New York Commission does not possess a regulative power over stocks and
bonds.

THE LAW OF THE COMMISSION ' WITH POWER.'

In current discussion the Iowa Commission is taken as the type. However, it

dates onlv from 18S8, while the Illinois Commission dates from 1873. The various

commissions ' with power ' which have come into existence have been based on the Illi-

nois law. As, however, the Iowa law embraces all the essential points and is also more
detailed than the Illinois law, an analysis of the former ^dth some additional references

to the latter will give the requisite legal setting.

The Illinois Commission, which is known as the Railroad and Warehouse Commis-
sion, is composed of three commissioners appointed by the governor, with the consent of

the Senate, for a term of two years. The Iowa Commission is composed of thi'ee com-

missioners elected by the people for a term of three years. Under both laws the

commissioners are debarred from being in anv way interested in any railroad company.

In both cases bonds are required.

The commissioners in Illinois receive 83, -500 each per annum, in Iowa 83,000. The
secretary of the commission in each case receives 81,500 per year.

The expenses of the commission are in each case a charge on the general revenues

of the state. In Illinois the commissioners, when in discharge of ofiicial duties, have

free transportation on the railways of the state. In Iowa a similar right is possessed

by the commissioners, their secretary and such agents and experts as they may engage.

20a—21
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In the latter state a sum not exceedinji; 8l0,UUU annually is set aside to meet the cost*

incurred bv the commissioners in making investigations and in prosecuting suits.

In Illinois the commissioners are required to examine into the condition and man-
agement, and all other matters concerning the business of the railroads and warehouses

in so far as these are concerned with the j)ublic interest. In l)oth states the connnis-

sions exercise a general supervisor^' power to see that all the laws of the state, under
which the corporations operate, are obeN'ed.

In Iowa the ])rovisions of tiie law are applicable to all railroad corporations, express

companies, car companies, sleejnng car companies, and freight or fi-eight-line C()mpanies

doing business within the state. It covers the transportation of pa.ssengers and of freight

within the state, and the receiving, deli\ering, storage and handling of property by such

companies within the state.

Under both commissions the railway systems respectively subject to them are re-

quired to make annual statistical returns to the commission. These are analogous to

those required in Canada. An annual report embracing an account of the proceedings

of the commission during the year preceding, as well as a statement of the statistical

data received from the railroads, is made each year to the governor of the state.

Extortion and unjust disciimination are forbidden under the law of Illinois. Under
unjust discrimination are included both personal discriminations and discriminations in

regard to distance, such as ai'e commonly included under the prohibition of a ' long and
short haul ' clause. Railroad corporations guilty of extortion or of unjust discrimina-

tion in regard to rates and fares are, on conviction, punishable by a fine of not less than

!?1,000 nor more than •"?"),UOO for the first offence ; not less than ."?.5,000 nor more than

$10,000 for the second offence ; not less than $10,000 nor more than .§20,000 for the

third offence, and for each subsequent offence !?'25,000. These fines are recoverable in an

action of debt in the name of the people of Illinois. The commissioners have the respon-

sibility of seeing whether the provisions of the Act in this respect are violated. When
they are satisfied that there has been a violation of the Act they are empowered to cause

suits to be entered against the parties offending. They may employ counsel to assist the

Attorney General in prosecuting such suits on behalf of the state. In the Ohio law it is

stated that all charges are to be reasonable, and that unjust and unreasonable charges

are prohibited. Discrimination is prohibited. E<[uality of treatment is the rule ; there

may be, however, a lower rate per C. L. than on L. C. L. All preferences are forbidden.

The ' long and short haul ' rule is explicitly stated. The penalty for the violation of the

provisions summarized above is not less than §1,000 nor more than $5,000 for the first

offence ; and for each subsequent offence not less than S-o.OOO nor more than 810,000.

This may be recovered either by criminal prosecution or by ciA il action in the name of

the state.

General supervisory control in regard to safety appliances, switches, crossings and

accidents is possessed by each commission.

Under the Illinois law the conmiission is required to make for each railroad corpora-

tion doing business within the state a schedule of maximum rates ;' these may be revised

from time to time. In all complaints arising in the state courts with reference to rates,

these schedules are to be regarded as evidence that the rates therein pro^•ided for are

reasonable maximum rates. The provisions in the Iowa law are much more detailed

and may be sunnnarized as follows : The initial provisions are identical with those re-

ferred to above. A provision is contained conferring power to regulate classification—

•

a similar power is possessed by the Illinois Commission. When a schedule is made or

revised it has to be published for two weeks successively in some paper of the capital

city, and in this publication the date when the schedule goes int^) operation is inrlicated.

If a complaint arises either with reference to a rate charged by a railroad, or a maximum
rate fixed by the commission, the commission shall investigate the comj)laint. If it

appears well grounded, then the commission, after hearing statements on both sides, shall

Sfive its decision as to what shall be a reasonable maximum rate in future. The com-,

mission may decide not only on the rates under review, but also as regards all such rates

between points in the state and whatever part of the line of railway of such company
within the state as may fairly have come within the scope of such investigation.
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The Iowa law requires that each railway shall keep posted for public inspection, in

each of its stations, schedules of its rates and fares. No advance of rates shall be made
until after ten days' public notice ; reduction in rates may be made without previous

notice. All such changes shall be posted. Each railway is required to file with the

commission copies of its schedules of rates, and copies of agreements with other com-

panies in respect to traffic agreements. Where joint taiiiis have been arranged these

also shall be filed. Conformity with these regulations may be enforced through the issue

of a mandamus from any district court of the state. By supplementary legislation of

1890, the commission has been given power to establish reasonable joint through rates

where such have not been established by the railroads themselves. This power is in its

exercise, subject to the general p^o^"isions of the Act of 1888.

Under the Iowa law persons considering themselves aggrieved by any common

carrier may elect to make complaint before the commission, or Ijefore a court of com-

petent jurisdiction. When a complaint is entered before the commission, a statement

of such complaint, with the damages alleged, if any, is forwarded to the railway com-

pany. The latter may submit a statement in rebuttal. If no such statement is made,

or if it appears that thei-e is reasonable cause for investigation, then it shall be the duty

of the commission to institute an investigation. Whenever the commission has sufficient

reason to believe that the law is being ^-iolated by any railway, it may commence such

investigation of its own initiative. When such investigation has been made, a report

shall be made. If the commission finds that the law has been violated, it shall com-

municate its findings to the railway company, and shall direct it to make reparation.

If the company does not obey, then the commission appHes, in a summary way, by

petition to any district or superior court in any county in which the railway has its

principal office, or through which its line passes, or in which the violation of the law

took place. The case shall be prosecuted before the court by the Attorney General,

with the assistance of the county attorney of the county in which any such proceedings

are instituted. The court in hearing the matter is to proceed as a court of equity, but

without the fomial pleadings of ordinary suits in equity. In this suit the report of the

commission is to be regarded as prima facie evidence. If it appears that the order of

the commission has been disobeyed, it shall he lawful for the court to restrain further

disobedience and enforce obedience through a writ of injunction : if the writ of injunc-

tion is not obeyed tcrits of attachm>"nt may be issued, and in addition a penalty of

81,000 per day be iffixed for each day that the railway, or person in default, fails to

obey such injunction. There may be an appeal to the Supreme Court by the commis-

sioners, or by any other person interested ; but no such appeal shall operate to stay or

supersede the order of the court, or the execution of any writ or process thereon.

The general rule as to proceedings iDefore the commission is that it adopts such

method as is in hai-mony with the dispatch of business and the ends of justice. A
majority of the commissioners constitute a quorum. Xo commissioner is allowed to

participate in a case in which he is financially interested. General rules of procedm-e,

which conform as nearly as possible to those of the state courts, are drawn up by the

commission, and are amended from time to time. Any person may appear before the

commission in person or by an attorney. The votes and official proceedings of the com-

mission are entered on record ; these may be made public on the request of either party

or of any person interested. The commissioners have an official seal : they have the

right to administer oaths and affinnations in any proceedings before the Board. In

performing the supervisory duties conferred upon it, the commission has the right to

require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of all books,

papers, tarifi's, schedules, contracts, agreements and documents material to the investiga-

tion. The aid of any court within the state, within the jurisdiction of which the inves-

tigation is carried on, may be invoked to enforce this provision.

In all violations of the Act, except as regards those provisions concerned with extor-

tion and discrimination, the railroad, or agent, or officer of the railroad violating such

provision shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall, on conviction in any district court

of the state of competent jurisdiction, be subject to a fine of not less than 8500 nor

more than $5,000 for each ofience. A violation of the provisions of the Act also gives
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the iiulividual, or individuals, damaued thereby a right to three times tlie damage
sustained, together with the costs and a reasonable counsel fee. This is to be determined
by the court before whom the case comes up. The common carrier is liable to the

indi\iduals aggrieved. This is subject to the proviso, that before suit for recovery is

made that demand for the money damages should have been made on the common
carrier, and 15 days allowed to elapse after tlie presenting of this demand, before the

suit is instituted.

THE WORKING OF THE STATE COMMISSIONS.

Both types of commissions are alike in possessing statistical functions and powers
of control over track conditions and safety appliances. In the case of Massachusetts
the overshadowing intluence of Boston brings in a great deal of attention to the transporta-

tion industry as centering in that city. Much of the statistical information contained
ill the report is such as normally would be found in a report of a civic board of trade.

In the matter of statistical returns the various Commissions are attending to uniformity
;

the report form of the Interstate Commerce Commission, with such changes as are

adapted to state needs, is being adopted.

The most important functions of the advisory commissions may be summed up under
the words supervision and advice. The regulati\ e iiiHuence over railroad construction

exercised through the right to grant or withhold a certificate of ' public exigency ' places

an obstacle in the way of excessive construction ; it super^"ises in the public interests

the railroad projects and excludes purely speculative enterprises ; it prevents the waste-

ful expenditure of capital consequent on useless paralleling ; its object is to have a sys-

tem developed which is in harmony with the needs of the people. The general attitude

for the need of supervision in railroad construction is a marked characteristic of the rail-

way legislation of the eastern states. In the west, on the other hand, the attitude

towards railway construction is essentially different, and there has been as a consequence
much wasteful investment of capital.

The power of regulation over the issue of stocks and bonds possessed by the Massa-
chusetts commission is very important. The result of this can be seen by turning to

the statistical tables of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The various states are

grouped, and in the New England group, in which the mileage of Massachusetts is the

important factor, the capitalization is much less excessive than in the other groups. It

has been a cardinal tenet of the American railway financing that the stock issued

represents no necessary part of the cost of construction. Probably 90 per cent of the

railroad construction of the United States has been done on the bonds. Under the

Massachusetts system the stocks have been more than a mere perquisite. The last

report of the New York Conmiission urges on the state of New York the necessity of

conferring, in the public interest, similar regulative powers in this respect upon the New
York Commission.

In the commissions ' with power ' the attitude towards the matter of regulation of

stock and bond issues has, except in the case of the Texas law, been on the whole one of

indifference. Where it has been considered it is in connection with the matter of rates.

Under the Texas law the commissioners have made revised valuations of the railroad

properties wdthin the state, in an endeavour to squeeze the water out. The intent has

been to obtain a working basis for rate making on the cost of service principle. It will

be seen that this differs essentially from the Massachusetts method.
The matter of prime importance in connection with the w^estern commissions is the

rate question ; coupled with this are the questions of local and personal discriminations.

The legislature has delegated to the commission the rate making power, and the legality

t)f such delegation has been judicially upheld (Reagan vs. Farmer's Loan and Trust

Co). In the eastern type, on the other hand, the rate making power is not possessed by
the commission. In the case of Massachusetts there is a power to fix milk rates. The
commission has no other power in regard to fixation of rates, and it has explicitly

declared that it has no desire to have the power to fix rates (15th Rpt. Mass. Com.,
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1884, p. 151). In New York there i^ no danger of the declared power of the .egislature

to regulate rates being exercised, since this power cannot be exercised until the rates

produce a dividend in excess of 10 per cent.

The exercise of the rate making function by the ' strong ' commission demands
careful attention. Competition, in so far as it does exert a regulative force, is more
important in inter-state than in intra-state traffic. The various commissions e^ddence,

in their reports, their appreciation of the fact that the regulation of rates is a delicate

mattei', and that arbitraiy interference is dangerous. It has, on the whole, been
appreciated that the rate making must, at best, be a compromise. Even Kansas, whose
name is usually regarded as a synonym for drastic regulation, appreciates this in its

reports.

The earlier laws and regulation looked to the adoption of equal mileage rates. As
early as 1884 a condemnation of this principle is to be found in the report of the Kansas
Commission. The objection was based on the position that it would deprive those living

at common points of the advantage of competition.

In the matter of rate making the commission ' with power ' has also used a system

of classification of roads. In Illinois there are two general classes of roads arranged

according to the degree of prosperity of the systems. The difference in rates between
these groups is about 6 per cent. In Iowa the roads are divided into three classes. The
first class takes the standard rate, the second 15 per cent higher, and the third class

.30 per ;ent higher. In Georgia the matter of classification is carried much further.

The roads are arranged as regards freight transportation in seven classes. Class one

takes the standard rate, and on the others there is a complicated arrangement of

additional percentages on some of the commodity classifications.

The policy used is based on the use of maxima. In Iowa the rates are fixed on a

mileage basis, the unit being five miles. Tables are prepared for all distances between

five miles and five hundred. In general the policy of these distance tables, both in Iowa
and the other western states, is that there is a fractional increase of rate per mile, the

fractional additional increase per mile decreasing as the distance increases.

The base of rate-making must be, on the whole, empirical. Normally the standard

of rate-making must be what the traffic will bear ; and on this account the most careful

consideration to effect what is at best a compromise is requisite. In Texas an attempt

has been made by the commission to base rates on cost of service. It is impossible to

make a thoi^ough-going application of this principle. The attempt to do so in Texas has

brought up endless disagreements and has resulted in the process of the commission

being tied up by injunctions from the Federal courts.

At the outset there was a disposition on the part of the railways to contest the

exercise of regulative power, in regard to rates, by the commissions. This power has

been judicially established and is generally recognized by railway authorities to-day.

For example both in Iowa and Illinois the railways are manifesting a feeling that the

Commission occupies a position, in regulating rates, as arbiter between the people and
the railroads. In both of these states the rate regulation has proceeded with extreme

care. The part the railway is playing in industrial development is appreciated. It

must be admitted at the same time that there have been dismal failures in connection

with the exercise of rate making powers by the commissions. As has been said the

Texas Commission has been involved in continual j anglings—the reason for this has

already been indicated. There has also been an inordinate belief in the efficacy of regu-

lative power. In Kansas the law has not worked well. One great difficulty has been

the lack of trained men to enforce the law. Political conditions, especially of recent

years, have marred the efficiency of the system. Then again the people of Kansas are

prone to look for quick results from their legislation ; and if these are not obtained they

are equally prone to pass to other legislation from which they expect equally rapid

results. California is another case often pointed to as an example of the inefficient

working of the rate-making power. The trouble there was that the commission

attempted, instead of proceeding by gradual steps, to revolutionize conditions ; the

result was that at the outset it was discredited and its power was weakened. The more

careful policy of Illinois, and more especially of Iowa, has precluded such conditions.
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One important general question, which has already been touched on, is how are the

recommendations of the commissions obeyed. As early as 1872 the Massachusetts com-

mission stated its view, tliat the ])()wcr it possessed of iiiihieiKinix public opinion wjvs

much more potent than any more formal power. In 1893 this position was leiterated by

it. The commi-ssion has undoubtedly worked well. It has had no vexatious interferences

placed in its way when matters came up befoi'e the courts. Then a<rain it is concerned

with a tliorouifhiy or<;anized system of railway in a very compact territory. It must
also be remembered that, while in the United States in general the relative propoi-tions

between freight and between passenger traffic are 70 per cent and 30 per cent respecti-

vely, in the ease of the New England group the proportions aie 49 per cent and 51 per

cent. In ^Massachusetts they are evenly (li\ ided. When the passenger traffic is so

important the regulative power of public opinion is, so to speak, readily coerced into

action if any grievance exists. In New York conditions have been somewhat different.

At fii-st the courts, when matters came before them from the Commission, were inclined

to proceed df iKrvo. A recent decision of the State Supreme Court has decided that the

court is limited to inquiring whether the remedy applied by the Connuission is just and

reasonable. The Illinois Commission report for 1S97 states ' tliat in the most of the

cases which came before it with reference to discriminations, reductions in freight rates,

&c., it was only necessary to call the attention of the railroad to the violation of the law

to have it corrected immediately.' The conditions in Iowa are .similar. A more ready

obedience is shown in recent years. A further example may be taken from another

soui'ce. The Georgia Commission in its current report states, 'during the past year the

regulations of the Commission relative to traffic have been observed and enforced with

reasonable promptness. The relations between the railroads and the public seem to be

more harmonious than heretofore. Gradually a better feeling between the roads and

their patrons is becoming manifest. This we believe is largely due to the enforcement

of reasonable rates and uniform rules throughout the state, by which arbitrary acts and

unjust discriminations, and the consequent strife and discord are prevented.'

THE DEFECTS OF THE COMMISSIONS MAY BE INDICATED IN
SUMMARY.

(1.) Political considerations play too great a part in the choice of commissioners.

This is especially true when they are elected.

(2.) The term is usually too short. In Iowa this has been gotten around by the

re-election of competent men. But where the political conditions are more evenly bal-

anced this is practically impossible.

(3.) Tlie salaries are too low. This apjilies especially in the western commission.s.

Railroad supervision requires specialized knowledge, and to obtain the service of men
who possess such knowledge good salaries must be paid.

(4.) Lack of requirements as to technical fitness for office. In most cases there is

no statement whatever made with reference to the qualifications for the position.

(5.) Lack of general regulative power ixi the matter of railroad construction, and

in the issue of stocks and bonds.

THE RESULTS OF THE WORK OF THE COMMISSIONS OF BOTH FORMS.

The Advisory Commission

—

(1.) The Massachusetts Commission has prevented useless paralleling.

(2.) They have adjudicated upon a large number of complaints.

Both types

—

(3.) They have served to bring about a more harmonious relationship between the

railroads and the people.

(4.) Thi-ough informal action and correspondence they have settled a large number
of disputes before it became necessary to adjudicate.
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The Commission with power

—

(5.) They have rendered rates more stable.

(6.) They have redressed inequahties of rates through lessening discriminations and
extortions.

(7.) They have harmonized the differences which existed between intra-state and
inter-state rates, thereby helping the interests of the local manufacturer.

(8.) Thev have exercised a control over station accommodation.

(9.) They have exercised an advantageous control in regard to crossings and safety-

appliances. (This holds true of both types).

(TO.) Thev have ensured a more adequate service on branch lines.

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIOX.

PRELIMINARY STEPS.

The limitations of the State Commissions must be borne in mind. The intra-state

traffic does not constitute more than from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of the total traffic.

The sphere of state activity being thus circumscribed, the place occupied by federal

regulation is suggested.

The majority of the railroads of the United States have been chartered by the state

legislatures. During the period from 1830 to 18-50 the aid in developing the railway

svstem came from the state not from the federal organization. The earlier court de-

cisions favoured the exercise of regulative powers over traffic by the States.

Under the constitution the power to regulate commerce between the States is placed

in the hands of the Federal Government. The question of the advisability of the regula-

tion of the transportation system by the central government was brought to the front in

1868. In that year a Senate Committee was appointed to examine into the ' expediency

of regulating the various railroads in the United States that extend into two or more

State.s, as to rat<?s of fare, freight, c^'c' A report was presented declaring the power of

the Federal Government to control such matters, but in the absence of detailed informa-

tion nothing was done.

The matter was kept, before Congress by the conditions of 187-3 and the movements

associated with the Granger legislation : petitions for the exercise of the federal regula-

tive power over railway transportation poured in. Various suggestions as to the

necessity of publicity of rates, the prohibition of stock watering, and the maintenance

of efficient competition through the opening up of .several lines of waterway under gov-

ernment control were made by the Committee of 1872, which was appointed to consider

the question of cheap transportation to the sea-board. In 1878 Mr. Reagan, of Texas,

now chairman of the Texas Commission, forced the matter to the front. The bill pro-

posed by him and adopted by the House of Representatives was drastic.

A judicial decision ("Wabash Railway vs. Illinois Railway Commission) affirmed the

lack of control, by the Illinois Commission, over traffic originating outside of the State.

Prior to this, although it had been explicitly stated in the constitution that the exercise

of such power pertained to the Federal Government, the exercise of such power by the

state had been connived at.

The definitive attempt of the Federal Government to deal with this matter dates

from March, 188-5, when a select committee of the Senate was appointed 'to investigate

and report upon the subject of the regulation of the transportation by railroad and

water routes in connection or in competition with said railroads of freights and pas-

sengers between the several states." After careful investigation and the obtaining of

evidence from all shades of representative opinion, a report was presented in January,

1886. The findings of this committee, which was presided over by Senator CuUom,

present a searching condemnation of the evils which had arisen from lack of control.

These findings were returned under eighteen counts which may be simimarized as

follows :

—

(1.) Local rates were unjustifiably high as compared with through rates. Rates at

non-competitive points were unreasonably liigh as compared with those at competitive

points.
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(2.) That there was an extensive systeni of personal and local discriminations.

(3.) The existing policy of secret special rates, rebates, drawbacks, concessions, and
rate fluctuations favoured the larger at the expense of the smaller shipper.

(4.) The shipping j)ul)lic was suflering from the lack of a uniform system of- classi-

fication.

(5.) Capitalization and bonded indebtedness were not based, in many cases, on real

assets.

(6.) There was no adequate remedy under the existing common law for the redress

of the grievances existing.

The bill introduced by the committee was subject to various modifications before it

became law. The House faNourt'd moie radical action, and the bill in its finished form
was the result of a series of compromises.

THE LAW OF TOE INTER-STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,

The commission is composed of six commissioners appointed by the President, by
and with the consent of the Senate, for a term of six years each. Not more than three
of the commissioners are to be appointed from the same political party. They are
prohibited from holding any pecuniary or otHcial relation to any common carrier subject

to the provisions of the Act ; during their term of office they are not to engage in any
other business.

Each of the commissioners receives an annual salary of f7,500, the secretary of the
commission receives $3,500. The commission has power to fix the compensation of such
other employees as it may find necessary to the proper performance of its duties. (Under
this provision there have been appointed an assistant-secretary who receives $2,500 p^r
year, a statistician and an auditor, each of whom receive a salary of .$2,500 per year,

three law clerks, one of whom receives $2,500, the others $2,000 each, a special agent
who recei^'es $2,000, and a clerical force, as indicated in the report for 1897, of 113.)

The expense of the commission, including travelling expenses, is borne by the
United States.

The provisions of the Act are made applicable to any common carrier or carriers

engaged in transportation of passengers or freight by railroad, or by railroad and by
water, under a common conti-ol for a continuous carriage or shipment from one state or

territory or the District of Columbia to another state or territory or the District of

Columbia, or from such point to a point in an adjacent foreign country, or the shipment
from a point in the United States to another point in the United States through a
foreign country, or from a foreign country to the United States, and carried to such
place from the port of entry. The term ' railroad ' covers the road in use by any corpor-

ation operating a railroad whether owned or operated under a contract, agreement or

lease.

The commission is required to examine into the management of all common carriers

subject to the provisions of the Act ; it has the power to obtain from such carriers such

information as it may consider necessary in order to enable it to perform its duties ; it

sees to the enforcement and execution of the Act. Upon the request of the commission
any district attorney of the United States is to institute, in the proper court and prosecute

under the direction of the Attorney General, all proceedings necessary for the enforcements
of the Act and the enforcements of the penalties attached to violations of the Act.

The cost of this is to be paid out of the court appropriations of the United States.

In enforcing the provisions of the Act the commission is empowered to require, by
subpoena, the attendance and testimony of witnesses, and the production of all books,

papers, tariffs, contracts or agreements and documents bearing on the matter. Applica-

tion may be made to a court to enforce this.

A commission may order the taking of evidence by deposition before certain

judicial officials, subject to the requirements that they are not to be interested in the

case.

Any person, firm, corporation, association, society, organization, railway commission
or railway commissioner of a state or territory complaining of any omission or commission
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in contravention of the provisions of the Act may apply to the commission, by petition,

briefly setting forth the facts of the case. A statement of the complaint is forwarded to

the railway complained of ; an opportunity for rebuttal is given, or for rectification of the

matter complained of. If the complaint is not rectified or if thei'e seems to be reason-

able ground for investigation the commission shall investigate it. The commission may
also institute an inquiry of its own initiative. No complaint is to be dismissed because
of absence of direct damage to the complainant.

The findings and recommendations of the commission are to be regarded as prima
facie evidence in judicial proceedings as to each and every fact found.

^Tien a common carrier refuses to obey or perform a lawful order or requirement
not founded on a controversy requiring a trial by jury, the commission, or any company
or person interested in such order, may apply in a summary manner for its enforcement

_
to a circuit court of the United States sitting in equity. The provisions of this section

and the question of enforcement of the order or requirement by injunction or other

process are practically identical with those of the sinular clause already considered in

the Iowa law. The main difierences are that failure to obey the injunction or other

process involves a fine of 8500 per day instead of 81,000. When the subject in dispute

involves 82,000 or more there is an appeal to the Supreme Court. The cost of the

proceedings are met from the appropriations made for the United States courts.

The features of difference from the foregoing procedure when the matter in dispute

is founded on a controversy invoh-ing a trial by jury are, the application for enforcement
is to be made to a circuit court sitting as a court of law ; the court is required to fix a
time for trial, which shall not be less than twenty nor more than forty days from the

date of issue of the order for the trial. The defendants are required to file their answer
within ten days after the service of a copy of the petition and the order on them. The
findings of fact of the commission are to be prima facie evidence. An appeal within

twenty days, if the matter in dispute is in excess of 82,000, lies to the Supreme Court.

Persons claiming to be damaged by any common carrier shall elect between bringing

a complaint before the commission and entering suit in the courts.

The commission has an oflicial seal which is judicially noticed. It may make and
amend, from time to time, general rules of procedure, including forms of notices and the

service thereof. These are as far as possible to conform to those in use in the United
States courts.

The commission is empowered to require detailed statistical reports annually from
all common carriers subject to the provisions of the law. These are to be made according

to the forms prescribed by the commission, and are to give detailed answers upon all

questions concerning which the commission may desire information.

By an Act oi 1893 the supervision of the use of automatic couplers and automatic

brakes is lodged in the commission. It is required to see to the enforcement of the law.

Rates.—All charges must be reasonable and just.

Publicity of Rates.—Every common carrier is required to keep open for public

inspection the rates, fares and charges between the various places on its line. It shall

also state separately whatever terminal charges or other charges may affect the aggregate

of the rates, fares and charges. Such schedules are to be posted in two conspicuous places

in all stations and oflices where freight and passengers are received for transportation.

This applies also in the case of traflic sent from one point in the United States through

foreign territory to another point in the United States.

The published rates are not to be deviated from.

Advance and Reduction.—When rates are advanced ten days' pubHc notice is re-

quired : in case of reduction, three days' public notice. The proposed changes are to be
shown by piinting new schedules, or are to be otherwise clearly indicated.

Joint Rates.—No joint rate, fare or charge can be advanced until after ten days'

notice has been gdven to the Commission : in case of reduction, three days' notice to the

Commission is required. The notification to the Commission must indicate the changes

proposed and the time when they are to go into effect. The Commission may pro\-ide

for the publication of such advances or reductions. Published joint rates are not be

de^•iated from.
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Filing of Scheduleti.—Each common carrier is required to file with the C\>mmi.ssion

copies of its schedules of rates, fares and char^t's which have l)een established and pub-

lished in accordance with the foregoing reijuin'nients ; there must also be tiled with it

copies of agreements, contracts and arrangements with other connnon carriers in regard

to tratiic alfected by provisions of the Act ; schedules of joint rates must also be Hied.

The Commission may provide for the publication of so much of these nuitters as it deems

necessary in the public interest.

Neglect or refusal to act in harmony with the foregoing provisions in regard to fil-

ing are punishable l)y the pro\isions presciilu'd in the Act. In addition, obedience to

the provisions is enforceable through the issue of a writ of vumdmunx by a Circuit

Court. If such writ is not recognized, then a torit of injunction may be issued restrain-

ing such offending company from engaging in transportation or the receiving of property,

Discriniitiations and Prtferences.—Unjust preferences, by collecting from any per-

son through any special rate, rebate, drawback or device of a greater or less compensa-

tion for the tx'ansportation of persons or property than is charged for a like and con-

temporaneous service is forbidden. The ' long and short haul' clause, which prohibits

the receiving of a greater charge for the transportation of passengers or like kind of

property for a shorter than a longer distance over the same line, under substantially

similar circumstances, the shorter distance being included in the greater, is only a

]ie{uliar form of unreasonable preference. In this case, however, it is provided that the

L'ommission may, on investigation, relieve a carrier from the operation of the clause.

All pooling of freights and divisions of earnings is forbidden. The influence of this

legislation is seen in the similar clause in the Iowa law. Common carriers are to furnish

facilities for interchange of tratiic, through and local. Unjui^t discriminations through

false billing, false classification, false weighing, or false report of weight, or by any other

device, by a common carrier or its agent whereby the person so favoured obtains trans-

])ortation for piMperty at less than regular rates, or any similar action on the part of

any person, or agent, or otticer of any company or corporation shipping goods, or any

attempt to obtain any such discrimination is classed as a misdemeanour.

Funishmenfft Under the Act.—Violations of the provisions of the Act are punishable,

on conviction in any district court within whose district the offence complained of took

place or within which the offending railway has a representative, where the road is a

foreign corporation, by a fine not exceeding $5,000 for each offence. In unjust dis-

crimination the punishment is two years' imprisonment, or a fine not exceeding $5,000,

or both in the discretion of the court.

The individual or individuals aggrieved by the violation of the Act are to receive, in

case the offence is proved, the full amount of the damages sustained, together with a

reasonable counsel fee to be fixed by the court in every case of recovery.

General Provtsions.—The provisions of the Act do not prevent the free carriage, or

the carriage at reduced rates, of property for the United States, or for state or munici-

pal purposes, or for charitable purposes, or to or from fairs, or issuance of mileage or

commutation tickets, or the giving of free carriage by railroads to their officials or to the

officials of another raih'oad.

The Act does not abridge the remedies existing at common law or by statute, but is

in addition to the remedies so provided.

THE WORKING OF THE INTER-STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The attitude of general opposition on the part of railway ofiicials to regulation has

ceased. A glance through the columns of the Raikvay Age, which mirrors railway

sentiment, will readily substantiate this statement. A further position is taken that it

would be advantageous if it were possible to have that control centralized. (State

Regulation of Railways, by H. P. Robinson, editor of the Railway Age, North American

Review, April, 1898.)

The value of the statistical work accomplished by the Commission is uniformly

admitted. From the outset this work has had the advantage of the trained oversight of
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Prof. H. C. Adams, of the Department of Political Economy in the University of
Micliigan. A wealth of information with reference to the financial condition of the
country has been accumulated.

The routine of the commission is concerned with correspondence, preparation and
distribution of the reports, including the statistical report, forms, opinions, orders and
circulars, and the receiving, examination and filing of railway reports, tariffs, contracts
and other documents.

The Commission has, since its inception until the end of 1897, conducted 185
formal investigations, in which 932 points bearing on railway economy have been
decided. It does not follow that the formal investigation and the decisions therein
rendered exhaust the scope of the Commission's activity. Ihe mediatorial position
occupied by the Commission is very important. From the outset it has taken the
position that the principal part of its work should consist in bringing the parties
together with a view to settling the disputes without proceeding to more formal pro-
ceedings (4 I.C.C.R., p. 3). Through the instrumentality of correspondence the Com-
mission has been able to settle a large number of minor difficulties that mifht have
grown to greater proportions, The Commission has also, owing to the fact that it

receives schedules, reports, etc., from the railways, an opportunity of supplying to the
shippers and carriers such general information in this regard as they may require. This
function has been of great value to shippers, carriers and investors (10 i.C.C.R., p. 55).

When the Act was passed there were in existence a large number of classifications,

general and local. The Commission urged on the railways the necessity of harmony. As
a result of many meetings, the co-operation of the roads having been enlisted, the classi-

fication has been so far simplified that there are now three leading classifications. An
attempt is being made to obtain a uniform classification. The stress laid upon this is

owing to the fact that classification is at the base of rate making. To chanije a com-
modity from one class to another is to change the rate.

The Commission has laid stress upon the ad^-isability of having steady rates (2 I.C.

C.R., p. 22). It believes that it is advantageous for the country that the rates should
be reasonably remunerative (2 I.C.C.R., p. 23). From the outset the dual responsibility

of the commission to the carrier and to the shipper has been in mind. The question of
extortionate rates has engaged the attention of the Commission. In one-third of the
cases brought before it, a reduction of rates has been dii-ected (11 I.C.C.R., p. 22).

The difficulties in reference to rates have come up in great degree in connection
^^^th the railway system of the South. The 'basing point' system which has been used
there has worked a great deal of harm on the non-competitive points. In grappling
with the rate question, a matter of jurisdiction, which is material to the whole of the
rate-regulating power, has come up. Under the Act all charges are required to be just
and reasonable. The enforcement of this proWsion is in the hands of the Commission.
The Commission had to determine what constituted a reasonable rate. In their first

report they \4rtually said that the only rule to adopt was what 'the traffic will bear"
(1 I.C.C.R., p. 36). They said that in such determination they would take into consid-

eration all such matters relating to business and condition of the road as were material
(lb., p. 96). The right of the Commission to regulate rates was asserted in the seventh
report (7 I.C.C.R., p. 10-11). The claim that the Commission had power to ascertain
what was a reasonable rate and enforce it was stated in the sixth report. This position

is reiterated in succeeding reports, it being stated, for example, that the right to con-
demn a certain rate implies the power to indicate what rate is reasonable. The right

claimed has not been to fix initial but amendatory rates. An amendment to this effect

was suggested, but notliing has been done.

It would indeed appear that this was a legitimate and necessary inference from the
powers conferred upon the Commission. Without the power to declare what constituted
a reasonable rate, the proceedings under the Act would amount to but little. The
absence of expressed power in this regard is a weakness in the Act. In a series of

decisions the right claimed by the Commission was asserted and exercised. In Coxe
Bros. vs. Lehigh Valley Ry., and in the 'Orange' case this power has been exercised in

regard to freight. The right has also been asserted in regard to passenger traffic (Case
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re Eureka Springs Ry., 11 I.C.C.R., p. 112). The Commission has taken the ground in

this connection that the determination i)f just and reasonable rates is an administrative

function. The State Commissions ha\ t- chiinied that power in this regard was absolutely

essential to the Federal Commission (Rpt. Ga. Ry. Comm. 26th, p. 13).

The decision of the Federal Supreme Court, in the 'Social Circle' case, which was
decided March, 1896, controverts the position which has been outlined. In this case,

which came up under the 'long and short liaul" clause, it was decided that there was no
necessary or implied power in the enabling Act which conferred the rate-making power
(10 I.C.C.R., p. 22). In another decision of the same court in the same month it was
stilted that the Commission had no power to fix a rate for the future (I.C.C. vti. Cincin-

nati, New Orleans and Texas Ry., see 11 I.C.C.R., p. 14),

Preferences have been prominent in recent years in connection with the western
grain trathe. As regards discriminations, the Commission took the ground in its first

rei»ort that they were not justified by the fact that they were given to build up industry.

(1 I.C.C. R., p. 85.) It has been the policy of the Commission to allow preferences and
rebates if they were not unjust. (6 I.C.C.R.. pp. 13, 14.) The most common way in

which the provisions of the Act in this regard may have been A^olated is by the granting
of rebates. Here it is exceedingly dithcult to obtain evidence that will lead to convic-

tion.

The interpretation placed upon the preference clause has been limited by judicial

construction. In the ' import rate case, which was decided by the Supreme Court in

March, 1896, the general question at issue was whether in the carriage of goods from
American seaports carriers, subject to the Act, could lawfully charge less for the carriage

of import than of domestic trathc of like kind to the same destination. The Commission
had decided that the import rates had enabled the foreign goods to be placed at interior

points at lower rates than home goods which had a shorter distance to go. This
was classed as undue preference. The Supreme Court decided that the conditions

attendant upon the foreign tratiic, in respect to competition, were sufficient to justify the

rates complained of. The comment of the Commission on this decision is that it defeats

the general rule of like charges for like service in transportation between the same points

of both home and foreign goods of similar description ; that it takes from the Act the

prohibitive force against discriminations of this character, and that it makes the Act
provide merely for hearing and investigation of such complaints relating to specific rates

on import and domestic traffic as mav from time to time be presented to the Commission.

(10 I.C.C.R., pp. 6-16.)

The ' long and short haul ' clause permits the commission when it sees fit to suspend
its operation. It was held as early as 1885, by a federal judge in Oregon, that water
competition was a sufficient reason for a departure from this rule. This came up in

connection with the clause in the ' Houlk " bill, an Oregon measure modelled upon the

Reagan bill.

Com]>laints arising from the "violation of this clause have been most common in the

South. During the first year of its operation, the Commission decided that railroads

might depart from this rule, on their own initiative, when the competition to which they
were subjected was 'rare and peculiar.' The Commission has since oveiTuled this position,

and stated that in all departui'es from the provision the consent of the commission was
a primary reiiuisite. The operation of this clause has exerted a steadying effect on rates.

It has been helpful to the small shipper.

The ConiHiission has taken the position that railway competition within the United
States, the railway asking for an exemption from the operation of the clause being a

party to the creation of such competition, is no cause in itself for exemption. This came
up in the case of the I.C.C. vs. Alabama Midland Ry. The Supreme Court in

November, 1897, decided this adversely to the Commission's contention. It decided that

existing railway competition, between carriers subject to the Act, created a dissimilarity

of circumstances which would take the case out of the exercise of the Commission's
discretion. (11 I.C.C.R., p. 37 et seq.)

One clause, from which much was expected, is the ' anti-pooling ' clause. It has not

worked as well as was expected. Some form of agreement between i-ailways is necessar\'.
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The Commission has recognized that the various railway associations and traffic agree-

ments have been useful in establishing and obtaining publicity of joint rates and in

obtaining joint running arrangements. But it is considered that dangerous features are

connected with them. (10 I.C.C.R., p. 86, et seq.) At an early date the commission

expressed the opinion that traffic associations exert little influence in the maintenance

and uniformity of rates. (4 I.C.C.R., p. 5.) On this point the New York Commission
holds the opposite opinion. (15 N.Y. Rpt., p. 8.)

The question of a changed attitude towards pooling has been forced to the front in

connection with the various traffic agreements. The agreement of the Western Trunk
lines hi 1895, also known as the Union League Club agreement, was essentially a pool.

It provided for a percentage division of competitive traffic. The constant claim is made,

by the railways, that the only way to obviate the necessity of giving rebates is to allow

pooling. (Blanchard Railway Pools, p. 6.) In the appendix to the sixth report of the

Commission a large amount of testimony, which on the whole favoured pooling under
government supervision, is given. A qualified approval of this position is contained in

the eighth report. In the eleventh report it is stated that a majority of the Commission
favour pools under government supervision ; a fear is expressed, however, that the

steadying of rates would be obtained at the expense of competition.

The Foraker bill, which was introduced to deal with this matter, reqmres that all

pooling contracts should be filed with the commission ; they are not to go into effect

until approved. They may be annulled at any time. It also gives power to change any
and all rates maintained under pooling contracts. Although it is hardly probable that

such a drastic change will, for some time at least, be accepted, the railroads, in view of

the unsettled conditions introduced by the Joint Traffic Association decision, will

probably be willing to accept a considerable control of maximum rates in return for the

acceptance of pooling. Although a majority of the Commission have pronounced them-

selves as not opposed to pooling, under restrictions, yet it is a dernier resort. The manifest

preference of the Commission is that the amendments, elsewhere referred to, should be

tried.

The defects-in the Act.—(1.) Lack of definite statement. The powers of the Com-
mission, as will be seen in the foregoing paragraphs, are not clearly enough indicated.

This is due in considex^able degree to the fact that the legislation was a compromise.

(2.) Lack of power. If the defendant will not obey the recommendation of the

Commission the courts have to be looked to. The recommendations and decisions of the

Commission are to be taken as })rima facie evidence in such proceedings. The Com-
mission has complained that it has no final power. In many cases the courts have
proceeded de novo. (5 I.C.C.R., pp. 19-22). The consequence of this has been a

limitation of power. ' If a carrier can simply ignore the findings of the Commission and
wait for a new trial in the courts and upon different testimony, in a proceeding to be

instituted and carried on by the Commission, there can be no certainty upon any ad-

ministrative question until the judgment of the coui"t of last resort is pronounced and
the delay alone substantially defeats the remedy.' (4 I.C.C.R., p. 10.)

As a result of this condition cases have dragged on. Coxe Bros. vs. Lehigh Yalley,

the ' Social Circle ' case, the ' import ' rate case are examples of cases which have dragged
on from three to five years before being finally settled. The average duration of cases

which have been prosecuted before the courts for the enforcement of the Act has been
about four years. (11 I.C.C.R., p. 32.)

Some decisions, already quoted, have indicated what essential changes in the law
have been made by the courts. Further examples may be cited. Clause four provides
' a greater compensation is not to be received for transportation of like property under
similar circumstances and conditions for a shorter than for a longer distance over the

same line in the same direction, the shorter being included in the greater distance.' In
construing this provision, the Commission has assumed that by the word ' line ' a physical

line is meant. The courts took the view that there are as many lines as there are

carriers, and that each is wholly independent of any other as regards the legality of

rates under the fourth section (see 6 I.C.C.R., pp. 31-7 and 7 I.C.C.R., pp. 32 et seq.)

It will be seen that this opens up an easy way for evading the provision. In the con-
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struction of section "22, which relates to the cases in wliich free or reduced transporta-

tion nmv l>e <rrant«'d, the Commission held that there could be no such free or reduced

transportation in cases not covered by this section. The context of the section wtiuld

seem to substantiate this position. The ctturts, however, took the position that the

details mentioned were illustrative not exceptive. (6 T.C.C.R., p. 26.)

The Commission claims that, subject to such review, as the courts consider proper,

the orders of the Connnission should be not merely prima facie evidence, but conclusive

on all the parties concerned. (11 I.C.C.R., p. 84.) The Commission complains bitterly

<if the attitude of the courts. Many examples might be cited from recent reports. The

extreme of statement is to be found in tlie report for 1X1)7, which says that judicial

decisions have so shorn the Commission of power that it has ceased to be a body for the

regulation of interstate carriers. (11 I.C.C.R., p. 51.) The same complaints appear

in the advance sheets of the twelfth report. The commission also complains that, as a

result of this condition, the railways are not obeying the law as loyally as at the outset,

because ' the proceedings and orders of the Commission go for nothing. Such is the

theory of the present Act as interpreted by the courts.' (11 I.C.C.R.. p. 34.) Asa
pendant to this statement may be cited an extract from the dissenting opinion of Mr.

Justice Harland in a 'long and short haul case,' I.C.C. vs. Alabama Midland Ry. Co.

and others, also known as the 'Troy ' case, which was decided by the Supreme Court in

November, 1897. ' Taken in connection with other decisions defining the powers of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, the present decision it seems to me goes far to make
the Commission a useless body for all practical purposes, and to defeat many of the

important objects desired to be accomplished by the various enactments of Congress

relating to interstate commerce. It has been shorn, by judicial interpretation, of authority

to do anything of an effective character.' (Quoted mil I.C.C.R., pp. 50-1.)

(3.) A necessary corollary from the foregoing is that the expense to the indi\4dual

complainant has been much greater than was anticipated.

(4.) I consider the lack of a requirement as to technical qualifications on the part

of the Commissioners as a defect. The term is also too short. The obtaining of the

requisite intimacy with the conditions of the problems, even when the Commissioners

are technically qualified, is a work of time. A much longer term—if not a life term

—

is required. This woukl have the added advantage that the permanency of the position

coupled with an adequate salary would enable a wider choice to be made than is at

present possible.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT.

The reports of the Commission contain a number of suggested amendments which

may be sunnnarized as follows :

—

(1.) Changes in rates, either reduction or increase, should require filling of notice

with the Conmiission at least sixty days before the change is to take effect. The Com-

mission may allow the change on less than sixty days' notice.

(2.) If the commission considers the rates, fares or charges so filed unreasonable or

in violation of the law they may determine what are reasonable rates, kc.

(3.) When it is determined that a carrier has violated the Act, the Commission shall

order such carrier to pay to the complainant the sum to which he is entitled before a

certain day. In addition to the power to order the carrier to desist from such violation,

the Commission shall be empowered (a) to fix a maximum rate, {h) to fix a minimum rate,

(c) to determine divisions between joint carriers of a joint rate and the conditions ot

interchange, (d) to make changes in classification.

(4.) An order, other than for payment of money, is to be known as an administrative

order. When such order is directefl to a common carrier who has been violating the

provisions of the Act, unless the carrier brings suit on it within thirty days from th.

issue of the order, it shall be final in its operation. If it is not obeyed, the Connnission

may bring suit for its enforcement, and if it appears that tlie carrier disobeyed an order

duly made and served, the court shall either restrain the disobedience or enforce

obedience.

(5.) Through rates and through routes—the Commission asks for substantially the

poAvers, in this respect, possessed by the English Commission.
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(6.) That the 'long and short haul ' clause be no longer obligatory, but that the
commission have a discretionary power of enforcement as under the English law. This
is in view of the judicial decisions already referred to.

RESULTS OF THE COMMISSION'S WORK.

It might seem from the resume given that the work of the Commission means
little. But this is far from being the case. The difficulties that have been met
may be frankly faced. The weaknesses in the Act and the difficulty of the problem
it has had to encounter must be remembered. Those who anticipated that the Com-
mission would solve the problem in a short time little knew the difficulty of the problem.
Those who drafted the Act did not anticipate that all would be settled in a short time.

The words of the Cullom Committee may be quoted :
' That a problem of such magni-

tude, importance and intricacy can be summarily solved by any master stroke of legisla-

tive wisdom is beyond the bounds of reasonable belief. That a satisfactory solution

of the problem can ever be secured without the aid of wise legislation the committee
does not believe.' (Rept., p. 180.) At the same time it was suggested that changes
in the law might from time to time be necessary. (lb. p. 215.)

All has not been accomplished that was desired. Any candid observer, acquainted
with the conditions, will state that conditions are incomparably better than they were
in 1887.

In summarizing the results accomplished by the Commission, the first seven points

I give are taken from a pamphlet by Mr. Geo. R. Blanchard, who was one of the officials

of the Joint Traffic Association. This pamphlet, entitled Railway Pools, is pro-railway

in tone.

(1.) It has secured more publicity of rates.

(2.) It has lessened open rate wars.

(3.) It has equalized long and short haul rates.

(4.) It has exercised beneficial warning or police powers.

(5.) It has silenced much unjust clamour against the railways.

(6.) It has been mutually educational.

(7.) It has been judiciously administered.

(8.) It has benefited the smaller shipper.

(9.) By obtaining a more uniform classification it has affi)rded a more uniform basis

for rate making.

(10.) Its statistical work has been of great value.

(11.) It has exercised important supervisory functions in regard to the application

of automatic couplers and safety appliances.

Illustrative material bearing upon the question of regulation in the United States

will be found in the laws and committee reports referred to, the reports of the various

Commissions, the report of the CuUom Committee, and in the following works : Hadley's

Railroad Transportation, Dixon's State Railroad Control, Adams' Railroads, their Origin

and Problems, Blanchard Railway Pools, their Equity and Value, Compendium of

Transportation Theories, edited by C. C. McCain, ex-auditor of the Inter-State

Commission, the files of the RaiJicay Age, and a series of articles by leading men, which

have appeared in the last two years in the Forum, North American Review, Atlantic

Monthly and various economic journals.

CANADA. -"' ' '

Earlier Legislative Attitude Towards Control.—To the Canadian provinces the

question presented by transportation was not how to deal with the e\-ils of the system,

but how to obtain rapid development.

The legislation was, in the main, influenced by the legislative precedents both of

England and of the United States. There prevailed the same general belief in the

regulative effects of competition.

20a^3
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At an early time, liowovor, some provisions bearinj.; on some phase of regulation

are to be found. The earlier policy ditiered in the provinces.

In Lower Canada the charter of the St. Lawrence and Champlain Railway con-

tained maxima. There was also a maximum dividend indicated, and it was provided

that when the rates allowed produced more than 12 per cent, the rates, i.e. maxima,
should be reduced one-fourth. This is moulded on the similar clause in the charter of

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.

In Upper Canada the legislature, in the charter of the Cobourg Railway, gave the

directors of the corjx)ration power to fix and regulate rates. It was assumed in the

legislation that there would be eft'ective competition on the roadbed, each individual

being allowed to use it on payment of defined way tolls.

In New Brunswick the attitude shown was much more lais>>ezjaire. The charter

of the New Brunswick and Quebec Railway in 183G pi-o\ided that the company was to

charge such rates as it considered reasonable. This was subject to the limitation that

after ten years from the completion of the road the legislature might, if the tolls were
declared excessive, reduce them so that they should not produce a greater rate of profit

tlian 25 per cent.

A reserved right of purchase which appears in some of these earlier Acts is also to

be regarded as one phase of asserted control. This clause was derived from United
States' experience.

In the legislation of the period 1845-47, a changing attitude shows. The attempt

to regulate the rates automatically through the operation of the dividend was given up,

in the charter of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railway in 1845, and it Avas provided

that on all net income in excess of 12 j^er cent a tax of one-half was to be paid. This

was a departure from English precedent.

In 1846 an attempt was made in Canada to systematize the railway policy by
drafting general laws. In the same year Mr. Gladstone, then Colonial Secretary, re-

commended to the various colonies that whenever the railway profits exceeded 15 per

cent there should be a revision of rates. A general recommendation in favour of a

state purchase clause was also made.

The divergent policy on the matter of rates commenced to be harmonized, the

practice of Upper Canada being on the whole in the predominance. There was the

added provision in the charter of the Canada New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Railway

in 1847 that the regulation of tolls by the directors should be exercised subject to the

approbation of these tolls by the Governor-in-Council. In 1846 it was provided in the

charter of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic that ' tolls were to be charged equally to all

persons under the same circumstances.' This is based on the Imperial legislation of

1845. A provision for posting up rates in a public place appears in Aarious charters of

1847. The state purchase clause was retained in amended form. In the charters

gi-anted in 1847 and subsequent years, it is stated that railroads were not exempt by
their special charters from the operation of any general railroad law that might sub-

sequently be passed.

In the period intervening between this and the confederation time, the policy in

regard to regulation is somewhat fluctuating. In regard to rate regulation the policy

of a tax on dividends in excess of a certain figure was favoured as late as 1850. The

matter was set at rest by the ' Railway Clauses Consolidation Act ' in 1851, which pro-

vided that ' tolls were to be fixed by the directors subject to the approval of the

Governor-in-Council, and that there were to be no preferences.'

In the Nova Scotian legislation of this period it is stated explicitly that there are

to be no preferences. In New Brunswick an explicit statement to this eftect is also

found in 1864. In 185.3 Nova Scotia declared the right of the Governor-in-Council to

require that the tolls should be approved by him before they became operative.

The summary given will indicate the evolution of the principle set forth in this

matter in the Railway Act of 1868.

The Present Condition.—The integration of the provinces in the Dominion brought

to the front some of the questions connected with the railway problem. The earliest

project for a more effective control is contained in a bill introduced in 1873 by Hon.
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Mr. Oliver ' for the better regulation of the traffic on railways.' This bill provided for

equal mileage rates. Xo machinery for a commission was provided under this Act. The
matter of improved methods of regulation was referred in 1875 to the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Canals ; but nothing was done. It is not necessary to go
into a detailed consideration of the Commission projects at this point which was later

presented. There has been an increasing body of public opinion in favour of commission
regulation.

The movement in Canada has proceeded part of the way towards a Commission. In
other countries it has been shown that general regulative control o^er rates and other

features of railway transportation has gradually passed to bodies smaller than the
legislatures wliich at first were entrusted A^ath such regulative power, and this with the
consent of such bodies. The larger political organizations have been considered unfitted

for dealing with such matters. Matters of railway regulation require the most careful

cousidei'ation at the hands of those especially qualified to deal with the subject. This
consideration is best obtained from a smaller body whose functions are not political. In
Canada the declaration of a right of control over rates by Parliament still exists. But
in Aiew of the fact that this can not be exercised until a di^-idend of 1-5 per cent is

obtained, such declaration of power amounts to nothing. It is to a smaller organization

that we must look for the regulative function. As it is organized now it is in the hands
of the Railway Committee, and in some degree ultimately in the hand^; of the Cabinet.

Canada has only gone part of the way, followed by England and the United States. It

has committed the regulative function to a smaller body : but that body is political in

its functions.

An initial objection to placing such power in the hands of the present organization

is that it mingles essentially administrative functions with political functions. The
transporta.tion problem is the most important problem that Canada faces to-dav. The
greatest care in its regulation, in the interests of the people, is essential. The political

duties of the members of the Cabinet, the wide sweep of duties with which the Ministers

Ave concerned, do not permit of their devoting themselves to all the intricate questions

connected with the matter of regulation. They are not able to devote all their time to

the work ; it is at the same time a problem which demands entire attention. Thr^^

again the shifting conditions of political life preclude that continuity which is essential

if the results of experience and the advantage of fixed policy are to be obtained. A
further consideration of the general problems facing Canada and of the way in which V
the Committee has met them will strengthen the argument.

The rate question is the central fact in the discussion of the transportation problem.
It is through the changes in rates and their equitable or inequitable pressure that people
are brought in contact with the problem. The generally accepted base of rate-making
is tchat the traffic u-ill hear ; care has to be taken that the railway does not charge what
the traffic ivill not hear. There should be stability of rates and there should be as be-

tween indiAaduals and localities, similar rates for similar services under similar cir-

cumstances.

The geographical position of Canada, and its lateral extent of -tec-ntoiT make tb.e,

rate question take on a peculiar significance. Dependence oa railroad transportation is

essential. With the exception of that portion of the Jrailway system which is situated in

the pro\"inces of Ontario and Quebec.Jj;w;5?.ia'Tio such regulative water competition as

exists in the Central Western States. The necessity for regulation presents itself all

the.viiore strongly. Stability, reasonableness and uniformity of rates are, under such
'circumstances, primarily essential.

The consideration of the rate question brings up that phase which most concerns
Canada, the preference question. The grievances complained of under preference may
be found operative owing to a system of rebates or secret rates, or they may afiect locali-

ties through the operation of competitive and non-competitive rates. The extent to

which the evils connected with rebates are present in Canada is somewhat difficult to

determine. Those who are affi^cted adversely by such rates, are in the absence of any
efficient means of investigating their complaint apt to abstain from complaint through
fear of obtaining a harsher treatment. It is manifest that local discriminations have
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been wniuj^lit tlir(m<{h the operation of rates as at present estaljlislied. Complaints are

prevalent that one industrial portion uf the country is favouretl in rates over another.

A glance through the reports of the Board of Trade of Toronto, will indicate that this

is complained of by Toronto. What is needed is a policy that will endeavour to equal-

ize the ad\ant{iges of rates.

Competitive through rates have introduced such anomalies in the North-west as

are prohibited under the ' long and short haul ' clause. Communities which have non-

(^^
competitive rates have found it advantagintus to transport their produce by wagon to

V- some point where competitive rates prevailed. This was the only means wherebv a

Y profit might be obtained. In the development of the traffic the distant manufacturer
has been given an advantage over the home manufacturer. The rates to intermediate

points have been fixed at the same figure as, or even higher than, rates to the coast.

The rate system has l>een favourable to some sections and unfavourable to othei's. The
development of the North-west is bound up with a satisfactory solution of the rate

question. There is no doubt that the population and business of this section have not

been allowed to move and develop in accordance with natural principles. The arbitrary

constraint of competitive I'ates has intluenced the development. What is needed, not

only in the interest of this section but of all portions of the country, is a satisfactory

solution of the rate problem.

The position of Canada, contiguous to the United States, has made Canadian roads

competitors for American traffic. The first railway enterprises in Upper Canada looked

to obtaining some share in the American east-bound traffic. It is admittedly for the ad-

vantage of the Canadian road to obtain some share in this traffic. The question that

concerns Canada is w hat effect this exerts on her interests. In order to obtain the Am-
erican traffic the American rate has to be met or even gone below. Under such con-

ditions the phenomenon presents itself of American traffic being carried the longer distance,

. , in the same direction, than traffic originating in Canada, for a lower rate. It may be

^ urged that since the American ti'affic is export traffic the matter is of minor importance.

Y The value of this traffic to the Canadian road may be recognized without binding us to

the anomalous features connected with it. For example it discinminates against export

trade through Canadian ports in favour of export trade through American ports. A
rate of 58 -Sc. first class from Deti-oit to New Yoi'k appears at the same time as a rate of

98*5c. first class from Detroit to Halifax. When the commodities so carried are placed

in Canada, there is a double disadvantage, the Canadian producer has the higher rate

and increased competition. Reason for complaint is manifestly present. For example,

a rate of 58-5 first class, the same rate as to New York, has been quoted from Detroit

to Montreal, while the rate from AVindsor to Montreal has been 70c. In west-bound

trade the Montreal-Chicago rate is the same as the Portland-Chicago rate, ^^'ithout

contending that the Canadian roads should be shut out from the advantages of a share

in the American traffic, regulation in the interests of Canada is manifestly necessary.

The policy in regard to this matter has been 'hands off'. What is wanted is a policy

of regulation which will work more svmmetricallv.

To the manipulation of rates by the railway- company is to be attributed, in great

degree, the tendency to build up the larger community at the expense of the smaller.

The movements of population in Ontario for example, from the country to the city is

undoubtedly intluenced by the competitive rates which favour the larger places. In a

country whose wealth is in great degree agricultural, such a fact is too important to be

permitted to escape unnoticed. If a proper system of regulation is adopteci ^his

tendency can be redressed.

The rate question stands in close relation to the tariff question. In France the

railways are prohibited from so reducing their rates as to interfere with protection

afforded by the tariff. In Canada any advantage obtained by the consumer, through

reduction of the tariff, can be offset through a corresponding increase of rates.

The matter of through rates is of importance. Where connecting lines are con-

cerned in the carriage of goods it is essential that no obstacle to forwarding them,

through the inability to obtain a through rate should be presented. The through rate

should be less tluui the sum of the rates. If the only way to obtain the transmission of

the goods is through adding the rates a grievance is presented.

^
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In the handling of goods there should be equal treatment. Preferences in the

matter of handling constitute a preference.

The rate question being of such importance, it follows that the greatest care

should l)e taken to ensure equitable rates. When grievances arise an opportunity for

settling them, if possible, through the exercise of mediatorial functions should be present.

Such process should not entail a great burden of expense. Reduction or increase of rate

should be kept under very careful super%"ision. Xo I'ailway companies should be able to

reduce their rates and then, by mutual agreement, raise them a2;ain without such action

being subject to regulative control.

The question of trathc agreements is important. Such agreements are necessary

in order to provide for common regulation and handling of traffic. The examples

quoted from the experience of the United States will have sho\sTi how such arrangements

shade oti' into pooling organizations. The most rigid supervision in the public interest

is necessary. The tendency of railroad systems is toward amalgamations. Mere legisla-

tive prohibition, without some form of control will never settle the matter. The most
constant care for the public interests is necessary.

The exercise of supervision over the roadbed, the condition of the rolling stock, the

introduction of adequate safety appliances, the supervision of crossings are all functions

which ^\"ithout contest will be admitted to demand some regulative control in the public ^
interest. r;"")

:;

What has the Railway Committee accomplished .' In the period January, 1899, to

December, 1896, 408 cases came before the committee. Of these seven dealt with rates.

In 189.3 there was a complaint with reference to passenger rates between Hamilton and

Suspension Bridge. In 1895 several cases came up : a complaint with reference to over-

charge on grain shipped by the Canadian Pacific from the Xorth-west was dismissed

because the conunittee had no jurisdiction. Complaints were also brought up with re-

ference to discriminating rates on the Temiscouata Railway, and in regard to discrimin-

ations by both the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific with reference to rates on

export cheese. In 1896 there was one case. This slender list of cases would on the

face of it, indicate that the rate question on which so much stress has been laid occupies •

a minor position in Canada. It is difficult to accept this conclusion, however, in the

face of the complaints about rates which have been prevalent in recent years. The fact

that two of the parties in these cases did not enter an appearance would seem to further

substantiate the position wliich minimizes the importance of the rate question. But on

the other hand it must be remembered that process before the committee is expensive—-

It is necessary for the complainant to come to Ottawa, if the value of the articles con-

cerned is small, the party aggrieved %\ill not, although the damage is very material to

him, feel like undergoing the expense of a long journey and a contest with strong rail-

way corporations. Then again parties may, even after lodging the complaint, be afraid

to pursue the matter because of the rate power possessed by the railway. Many legiti- ^

mate complaints do not come before the existing tribunal.
^

The committee has been unable owing to its organization to grapple eflFectively with

the problem presented. It has been impossible, owing to its stationary character, to deal

effectively with questions pertaining to rates and preferences. A more migratory body

could deal more effectively with these matters : it could also deal more effectively Avith

the question of crossings. This question has been dealt with by the committee and the

\u-ban communities have had their interests fairly well looked after. The country com-

munities which have not been able to stand the expense of presenting their cases before

the committee have not had their interests adequately protected.

In so far as has been possible the committee has dealt with the matters presented

to it. Its work has not been an unmitigated record of failure. I consider, however,

that in the most material matters it has not been effective, and that for the reasons

already indicated.

The defects in the Railway Committee as a regulator of railway transportation I

"would place under the following heads :

—

(1.) It has a dual function—political and administrative.

(2.) The lack of migratory organization renders it impossible to deal effectively with

complaints.
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(3.) The distancp to be travollef! by the complaiiuints renders the expense too great.

(4.) There is a lack »»t" teehiiieal training for the work.

(5.) The existing organization is not sufficiently permanent.
In my opinion, the only way to put the matter of railway regulation on a more

satisfactory footing in Canada is by entrusting it to a railway commission composed of
men t»f technical training, who shall receive salaries adecjuate to attract the most
efficient, and who shall have a long tenure of office.

The transportation problem presents in every country especial features. T do not
regard the policy adojited t'ithcr in England or in the Unitetl States as applicable in its

entirety to Canada.
The main points i>f the h^gislation I suggest I present here in summarized form ; the

detailed statement will be given in the di-aft legislation.

There should be a connnission compt)sed of three members, one of whom should be
a railway man, one a business man, and one a lawyer. They should have conti-ol rtver

all matters of regulation now possessed by the Railway Connnittee. It will also be
advisable to give them, in the public interest, a regulative control over the issue of stocks

and bonds. This would tend to prevent the Hoating of purely speculative enterprises

that would tend to affect adversely the credit of the country. An investigating power
as regards the bona fide nature of prt)posed railway projects seeking incf)rporation, and
of their necessity for the districts through which they are to pass, should, subject to the
filial action of Parliament, be possessed by the Commission. The Commission should be
empowered to arbitrate, on the application of either party, in disputes between railways

and tlieir employees. Any dispute of this nature which, unchecked, leads to disar-

rangement of the transportation system is of the greatest importance to the people.

The Commission will also answer such questi(ms regarding pending railway bills as are

directed to it by Parliament, and would make such investigation as Parliament may
from time to time direct. The Minister of Hallways and Canals may also ask for its

opinion on matters of railway policy.

The Commission should not onlv have power of passing upon cases originating by
petition, but also have power of initiatory investigation. When such investigation is

made by the Commission or its officers, and it appears from its findings that there is

prima facie evidence of a violation of the law by a common carrier, it shall submit the

matter to the adjudication of the cinirts. The findings of the Commission in such

matter are not conclusive. It would be obviously unfair to the railroads to permit the

Commission to determine the matter after having made the investigation.

In the matter of rate regulation, I do not believe that the policy of the Conmiis-

sions ' with power ' in affixing maxima should be followed. The conditions in a compact
territory like Iowa or Illinois differ essentially from those in a long scattered strip of

country such as Canada has to deal with. The power of the Commission should be to

prescribe amendatory rates when grievances arise, the cniux probandi that the initial

rates are reasonable, being on the railway. This should be the policy at least at the

outset—personally I regard it as the best form for a more permanent policy. The attempt
of any commission, no matter how well equipped, to prescribe at the outset of its career

maximum rates applicable to all sections of the railroad system of the Dominion would
doom it to failure. The commission must pi'oceed by degrees and accumulate ex-

perience.

A question Mhich comes up in this connection is the assumed impossibility of regu-

lating the rates of the Canadian Pacific. While the general rates can not be regulated

until a dividend of 10 per cent is obtained—in other words never—there is no power
conferred to charge unreasonable rates or to make preferences ; in this respect this

company woukl be subject to regulation.

The expei'ience already cited indicates the necessity of carefully delimiting the

functions of the commission from those of the courts. The matters with which the

conmiission will be concerned are administrative. All evidence bearing on the matter
should be submitted to the Conmiission. It should have final power to determine in all

cases of fact. If its order is not obeyed by the carrier recourse Avill have to be had to

the courts ; here no new evidence should be admitted ; the court should simply concern
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itself Avith whether the order of the Commission is reasonable : if it finds it reasonable it

should enforce it by appropriate process. The time for bringing the matter before a

court should also be Limited. If no action is brought by the carrier within the time

limited then the court should simply satisfy itself that the order had been issued and
served, and enforce its observance.

A large part of the work of the Commission will be mediatorial. Many complaints

will be settled by correspondence without the necessity of recourse to more formal pro-

cedure. The experience of other countries warrants this conclusion.

A question which comes up in connection with the matter of expenses has reference

to the location of the Commission. The head office should be in Ottawa ; but provision

for holding sessions in other parts should also be made. The question of expense is

very important. The whole attempt should have in mind the furnishing of an inex-

pensive process. It mav happen, however, that in the case of the small shipper, the

initial expense may be more than he can bear. I suggest that in such case when it

appears to the Commission that there is a grievance but that the shipper or person

aggrieved cannot bear the expense of prosecuting the matter, the Commission shall sub-

mit the matter to the Minister of Railways and Canals and to the Minister of Justice

and if they so decide a public prosecutor to present the case before the Commission shall

be indicated by the Minister of Justice.

The general expenses of the Commission should be apportioned on the railroads in

proportion to their gross receipts ; but when a pubhc prosecutor is appointed, as above

provided, or when the Commission prosecutes before the courts any matter which has

originated from its initial investigation the expense should be a charge on the funds laid

aside for the administration of justice. When in discharge of their official duties the

commissioners and the officers of the commission should have free transportation.

Under the powers conferred by the British Xorth America Act, as well as under

the powers conferred by section 306 of the Railway Act, a general power over the rail-

ways of Canada is possessed by the Dominion. These railways would be under the

regulative control of the Commission. The government i-oads would not be subject to

its control. If complaints with reference to rates or other matters in connection with

the Government roads arose, the Minister of Railways and Canals might, in his discre

tion, refer such complaints to the Commission for investigation.

SI'MMARY OF DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.

(1.) To have transferred to it all regulative powers in regard to rates, preferences,

discriminations, rebates and secret rates possessed by the railway committee.

(2.) That power of supervision in regard to through rates and through routes should

be possessed by the Commission.

(3.) That the Commission should be empowered to see that equal facilities of ship-

ments are obtained by all, subject to diflerences in regard to perishable freight.

(4.) To have general ret;ulative control in regard to traffic agreements.

(5.) To possess supervising and regulating powers in regard to crossings.

(6.) To have power to investigate serious accidents.

(7.) To have general supervision of safety appliances and of all matters requisite

for the maintenance of the public convenience and safety.

(8.) Advisory power, subject to the final action of parliament, on all bills relating

to railwav projects.

(9.) To have general control of stock and bond issue.

(10.) To have power, on application of either party, to act as an arbitrator in case

of disputes between railways and their employees.

(11.) To answer such questions re railway bills pending as may be dii-ected to it by
parliament. This will cover simply such features as may have come up in the preli-

minary investigation of the Commission.

(12.) To make such general investigations as parliament may direct.

(13.) To answer such questions in regard to I'ailway policy as may be submitted to

it by the Minister of Railways and Canals.
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(1-i.) To see that tlie various railways obey the idovisions of the Acts, f^eneial and
special, under which they operate.

SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION.

(1.) Creation of a railway comniission composed of three members, one experienced

in law, one in railway business, and one in business.

(2.) Commission to be organized as a tribunal giving decisions, and as a body mak-
ing independent investigations.

(3.) When it makes independent investigations and initiates a case it shall bring

suit in an appropriate court.

(4.) The Commission shall have final decision as regards a matter of fact, it shall

also have power to determine what constitutes a matter of fact and wliat a matter of law.

(5.) Where there is reason a public prosecutor may be indicated by the Minister of

Justice.

(6.) The general expenses of the Commission to be a charge on the gross receipts of

the railways. Where a public prosecutor is appointed or where the Commission initiates

suit before a court as a result of its own investigation the charge shall be on the funds
provided for the administration of justice.

(7.) The powers of the Commission shall extend to such portion of the railway sys-

tem of Canada, excluding the government railways, as is under Dominion control.
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RATE GRIEVANCES ON CANADIAN RAILWAYS

Ottawa, Oxt., Januaiy 17, 1902.

Hon. A. G. Blair,

Minister of Railways and Canals,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a further report upon the subject of

Railway Commission, and concerning my investigation under your instructions into the

question of rate grievances on Canadian railways.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Yoiir obedient servant,

S. J. McLEAX.

The Honom-able A. G. Blair,

Minister of Railways and Canals.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report concerning the investigation

conducted by me, under instruction from you, into the question of I'ailway and passen-

ger rate grievances. The plan adopted in the investigation was to deal primarily v.^t\\

Boards of Trade, Agricultural Associations and other responsible representative trade

bodies rather than with individuals direct. At the same time, however, opportunitie>

were given to individuals to present details deahng with the subject matter of the in-

vestigation. Wherever possible those making complaints were required to make them
in writing. These statements, together with the supplementary papers and the eAddence

submitted will be found in the appendix to this report.

In a number of instances those who submitted complaints were unwilling to do so

in public since they feared the results to themselves of antagonizing the railways. In
such cases opportunities were afforded to make statements in private. In view of this

condition I would respectfully recommend that if it is deemed expedient to print this

report, that the eWdence be not printed.

In addition to the hearing of information from the complainants, the othcers of the

railways concerned were met at various points and information was obtained from them
with regard to the railway position on the general questions at issue. When the
evidence was all in, a detailed list of questions covering the matters in dispute was pre-

pared and submitted to the Grand Trunk and to the Canadian Pacific with a view to

obtaining such specific statements in rebuttal as the railways might care to submit.

Where questions of specific rates charged were at issue the railways were asked to check
the rates, and to furnish tariffs covering the rates. Tlie rates contained in the state-

ments have also been checked by me.

Investigations were conducted at Toronto, AVoodstock, Chatham, St. Thomas,
Windsor, London, Stratford, Seaforth, Walkerton, Guelph, Winnipeg, Saltcoats,

Yorkton, Portage la Prairie, Brandon, Regina, Prince Albert, Calgary, Edmonton,
Revelstoke. Kamloops, Vancouver, Victoria, Rossland, Nelson and Montreal.

Communications were sent to the following agricultural associations requesting the

representatives of these organizations to present either through representatives or

through written statements at designated places such complaints as they might have to

submit bearing upon the subject matter of the investigation : Ontario, the Farmers'
Institutes of—South Perth, Xorth Perth, East and West Kent, East and West Elgin
iSTorth and South Oxford, East and West Middlesex, South, East and AVest Huron

41
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South and North Esse.: Nortliwest Teiritorios, the af;ricultural associations <if

Ijaconihe, Duck Lake, Red Deer, Fish Creek, Broadview, Sterling, Olds, Qu'Appelle,^

Wolsely, Pincher Creek, Macleod, Grenfell, Whitewood, Indian Head, Yorkton,.

Medicine Hat, Moosejaw, Rosthern, Moosoniin.

The findings of the investigation are placed under their respective headings" in the

body of the report.

I.—CLASSIFICATION.

There is constant friction between shippers and railways with reference to the

question of classification. In some instances the complaints are based on the statement

that the classification is too high as compared \\ ith the value of the goods. In other

instances it is asserted that the classification is too high as compared with the classifi-

cation on similar articles in the United States.

The following examples cited from statements and testimony submitted indicate

the scope of the complaints. Cocoa and chocolate, which are at present classed second

and fourth, should, it is contended, be put in the same class as coffees which are third and
fourth. The cocoa and chocolate are raw material. Piano and organ reeds and keys

are classed too high. Drugs which are at present placed in first class should be in third

class. Complaint is made that while Welland is given fourth and fifth on wire goods

"Windsor is classed third and fifth. Putty which is classed third and fifth should be

reduced to fourth and fifth. Library tables and parlour cabinets should be shipped at

1| instead of D. 1, in order to be in fair proportion to other goods shipped. "\Vhile it

may be all right to have a first class rate on some lines of dry goods, e. g. silks, on other

lines of dry goods, e. g. denims and shirtings, third class would be high enough. Cased

whiskey is classed fourth while whiskey in bulk is fifth. The following arguments are

advanced for placing these in the same class : cased whiskey is the safer of the two to

carry. Rough shunting and collision while it might cause barrels to leak, or might

shatter them entirely, would be much less damaging to whiskey in cases. Cased whiskey

is a much more desirable freight because a barrel of whiskey converted into cases repre-

sents a little more than twice the weight of the bulk package, to say nothing of the

inward freight on the bottles, corks, capsules, &c. The general supposition that cased

whiskey is of greater value than bulk whiskey is incorrect, as the bottled whiskey

nets just the same price per gallon as the bulk whiskey. The question of classification

comes up also in connection with the question of the relation between C. L. and L. C. L.

rates. Wagons in car lots are carried at fourth or sixth class, according to the maxi-

mum, wliile in less than car lots they are placed in first class. The disparity is com-

plained of.

In addition to the complaints concerning classification, as it stands at present it is

claimed that there have been certain arbitrary changes in rates caused by raising the

classification of the article. For instance, beer has been raised from fourth to third,

while the rate on pianos has been raised from fourth to second.

It has to be recognized that the question of classification, like the question of rate

making, proceeds upon no hard and fast principles. There is a rough correspondence

between the value of the article and the class in which it is placed. The element of

bulk has also to be considered. The railways claim that in the case of wagons the high

late of first class in less than car-lot shipments, as compared with sixth or cai'-lot ship-

ments, is attributable to the bulky nature, light weight and risk of damage. The wagons

will not admit of the freight being loaded on top, and this freight is generally of such a

nature as to be objectionable except at first class rates.

It has to be recognized that the element of bulk does play a part in determining

the class with which the goods should fall. At the same time it must be noticed that

the classification places an obstacle in the attempt of any shipper to economize space by

shipping finished vehicles without wheels. The rule governing this is that, when fin-

ished vehicles are shipped without the wheels, running gear, etc., they will be charged

fifty per cent over the rates applied to complete vehicles (note on page 80, Canadian

Joint Freight Classification).
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While difficulties arise with reference to classification, advantage is sometimes taken

of the railways by misdescribing goods. This applies especially to interior points where

there is no adequate system of inspection. The most flagrant example brought before

my notice was in one case where a special rate had been granted to permit of the ship-

ment of a car lot of potatoes ; it was found later, on investigation, that in reality a car

lot of dry goods had been shipped. The complaints concerning this condition of aSairs

came not only from the railway officials but also from merchants. Where a shipper

misdescribes his goods and is successful in having the goods carried thi'ough, he has an
advantage over his more honest competitor who has shipped on the established rate. At
the same time if the one who has misdescribed his goods is detected, then he has simply

to pay the established rate. Some of the merchants complaining were of opinion that

in such a case a penalty should attach. A similar position has been considered by the

Interstate Commerce Commissioji.

The question of classification is of especial importance because it is the basis of rate

making. A chan2;e of a class means a chansje in a rate. A change of rate by changing

the classification attracts much less public attention than when the rate itself is changed. ,

As it stands to-day when any complaint arises with reference to classification, it may be

taken before the classification committee. It is shown in e\-idence that concessions are

made sometimes. At the same time it appears that changes in classification have been

made in an arbitrary manner, and that the classification of certain articles does not pro-

ceed on any well-defined principle.

When a complaint is taken to the classification committee it goes before a body

which stands for railway interests—a body representative of one of the parties to the

dispute. And it is this body which determines the dispute. In the public interest

there should be a supervision of all matters pertaining to classification.

|II.—DISTRIBUTIVE RATES.

The matter of distributive rates is attracting a Pgreat part of the discussion of the

rate question west of Winnipeg. The merchants of Regina complain that Regina is put

at a disadvantage since it cannot obtain distributive rates. A similar contention is

advanced by the merchants of Edmonton. They state that Calgary can ship along the

Calgary and Edmonton branch into Edmonton territory, while Edmonton, owing to lack

of distributive rates, cannot meet this competition in its own territory. The question

of distributive rates resolves itself into the question of competition between localities

The merchants of Kamloops complain because Vancouver merchants can place goods in

Kamloops territory more advantageously than Kamloops can. Vancouver can ship into

points in Kamloops territory on a through rate from the coast, while Kamloops would

have to pav the rate from the coast to Kamloops plus the local one to the point of des-

tination. The same position is met at the coast. Vancouver complains that it has to

meet the competition of Winnipeg in the Kootenay. It asserts that the eastern limit

of the distributive territory of Vancouver should be further east. It is stated that in

fairness to Vancouver tliis limit should be as far east as Calgary. Complaint is made
that while the fifth class rate from Winnipeg, to Calgary, a distance of eight hundred

and forty-two miles, is 77 cents, the rate of fifth class from Vancouver to Calgary, a

distance of six hundred and forty-two miles is 81.01. A similar situation is met

in the case of Nelson. Xelson claims 'that the railways do not recognize the geogra-

phical advantage of Nelson. There should be centi'al points from which goods can be

distributed. There is no question that Nelson is a point for this purpose. AVhat

Nelson is standing for is to be able to compete on equal terms with the shippers from

the east and from the west. No other town in the Kootenay has a better claim th?.n

Nelson.'

To turn now to the railway side of the question, it is stated that as regards the

distributive business from the Pacific coast into the Kootenay that the rates charged

cannot be considered excessive. It has to be remembered that in the journey down from

Revelstoke to the Kootenay the mixed rail and water rate involves a number of tran-
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shipments, which greatly increase the cost of handling. The contention of Vancouver, that

the eastern Hmit of its distributive territor}' should include Calgarj', is considered

inireasonalile because it leaves out of considei'ation the fact that the goods on their way
to the coast pass through Calgary and go through the mountains, and would have to

stand the return haul to Calgary. It must also be rememlx^red that some of the goods

ct)rae by water around the Horn to Vancouver, and the railway under this condition

does not receive revenue for such movement, while on the run west from Wiimipeg there

is a long rail haul over the Canadian Pacific. In regard to Nelson the railway position

is that the existing rate situation puts Winnipeg, Vancouver and Nelson on an equal footing

as reijards business. The railway does not see any reason why in the present state of

business in the Kootenay any town should be given an advantage in point of distributive

rates. The argument advanced for not granting Edmonton a distributive rate is that

since it is situated at the end of the line there is no balance of the rate for goods to be

shipped out on.

The question of distributive rates is an exceedingly difficult one to handle. The

general position of the railway is that distributive centres are necessary. It also holds

that distributive rates will be granted when the volume of business wari-ants it. It will

at the same time appear, however, that withholding these rates will assist in checking

the development of business, while the point which has distributive rates is increasing.

The i-ailway has also to face local ditficulties. This is illustrated in the case of the

Kootenay. The Kootenay has connections with the railway system of the United

States, and in any readjustment of rates the question has to be considered, will the

American lines acquiesce in the readjustment.

In addition to this it has to be recognized that there is much local objecticm to

granting distributive rates to Nelson. At present there is a blanket rate covering com-

mon points in the Kootenay. The merchants at other points complain that it would be

unfair to them to give advantages to Nelson. This complaint is made by various firms

located at Rossland, Sandon, Kaslo and in the 'boundary' country, who are doing a

jobbing business in connection with their retail Inisiness. These complain that any

readjustment of rates in the case of Nelson would be unfair since it would simply

increase the competition they have already to face. I have gone through a file of corre-

spondence which shows the generality of this feeling in the Kootenay. I include in the

appendix some correspondence which reiterates the position which has just been out-

lined.

While there are the difliculties which have been sketched, it has to be recognized

that in the application of distributive rates there has been some arbitrary operation.

The argument advanced against the granting of distributive rates to Edmonton was that

there was no balance of a through rate. Since the holding of the investigation the

Canadian Pacific has departed from this position and granted distributive rates as far

as Ked Deer, a distance of ninety-seven miles south of Edmonton. In the case of

Brandon distributive rates were obtained only after a continued struggle and as a result

of the exertion of political pressure. It is well known that Winnipeg obtained its

distriljutive rates only after a struggle.

It is not in the interest of the development of trade that places should have to

fight for distributive rates. It is essential that there should be eflFective regulation.

III.—CAR LOT AND LESS THAN CAR LOT RATES.

In some instances less than car lot rates are out of proportion to car lot rates.

Along the northern lines of the Canadian Pacific as far as Rat Portage the L. C. L. rate

on beer is about 50 per cent higher than the C. L. rate. In the shipment out of small

consignments of machinery from Walkerville the L. C. L. rates interfere seriously with

business. Owing to the fact that the Canadian trade is a gradually developing one

many orders are received for small consignments. These must be forwarded at once,

and .so there is not the opportunity to take advantage of the C.L. rate. It is complained, in

the case of hog shipments from Stratford to Toronto, that the C. L. and L. C. L. rates
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are respectively 13c. and 25c. The complaint based on this, however, neglects the fact

that other kinds of freight could not well be loaded into the same car with ho^s. The
car lot rate on flour from Edmonton to Olds is 20c., while the less than car lot rates is

38c. A marked discrepancy in the relation between the car lots and less than car lot

rates exists in the tariffs governing the wholesale business out from Winnipeg. In the

shipments out of dr}- goods, for example, the discrepancy in rate is indicated in the fol-

lowing table :

—

RELATION OP C. L. TO L. C. L. RATES.

The calculations are based on the rates contained in Special Proportional Tariff Xo. 579.

Article, Dry Goods. L. C. L. per cent higher than C. L.

Winnipeg—Brandon io per cent.

Virden 69

Medicine Hat 76 "

" Calgary 78 "
" Yorkton 84 "
" Prince Albert 74 "
" Edmonton 76 "

In the case of tea the folloNving conditions will be found to exist :

—

Article, Tea. L. C. L. per cent higher than C. L.

Winnipeg—Brandon 35 per cent.
'• Virden 47 "

" Medicine Hat 44
" Calgary 37
" Yorkton 44
" Prince Albert 51 "

" Edmonton 50 "

On shipments of sugar in western Ontario the L. C. L. rate is from 30 per cent to

65 per cent higher than the C. L. rate.

Wherever there is a great variation between the L. C. L. rates and the C. L. rates

the variation is in favour of the larger dealer at the point of destination. The larger

dealer, because of his ability to purchase in car lots, has naturally an advantage. But
if a very wide divergence exists between car lot and less than car lot rates he has an
unfair advantage over his weaker rival. It is necessary to have super'V'ision with r'^ler-

ence to the relation between C. L. and L. C. L. rates.

IV.—EXCESSIVE RATES AND DISCRIMINATIONS.

A minor case of complaint in Ontario which affects the retailers especially is con-

cerned with cartage charges. In I'espect of traffic from certain sections designated in

the tariffs as stations at which cartage ser\-ices are performed, the cartage agents of the

railway companies charge from one cent to two cents per 100 pounds for cartage, subject

to a minimum of ten cents for any one cartage. The position of the railway companies
in regard to this charge is as follows : C. P. R.— ' The cartage charge of ten cents on
small shipments has been in effect for many years and in large cities is considered a
convenience and benefit to both the shippers and the railways. The charge is made only
when the goods are handled by the cartage companies who perform the ser^-ice for the

railway companies. If shippers elect to handle their own goods the charge is not made.'

The G. T. R. states :
' At large centres railway companies maintain a cartage system in

order to expedite the receiving and delivery of fi'eight between patrons and depots.

This charge of ten cents is a minimum charge made for any one consignment, which is

considered fair and equitable. It is often less expensive to the patron than if he
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])erfiirnH'(l cartage himself or hired others to do it for liiin (in tact we understand

ordinary charge by express wagon is twenty-five cents per package). Further, the

chtirge of ten cents does not accrue to railway companies but to cartage companies who
perform the work. The additional charge for cartage at cartage stations is not made
unless a cartage service is performed.'

The specific complaints under this heading are that the policy of the companies, as

indicated iu the extracts from their statements, is departed from. In the case of ship-

ments of dry goods from Montreal and Toronto to vSti-atford the cartage charges at

Toronto and Montreal have been included in the freight bill and charged against tlie

Stratford merchant. In the case of a shipment of goods from Both well to Brussels some
three vears ago, the purchaser of the goods had them taken at his own expense to the station

at Bothwell. When the freight bill was presented to him it contained a cartage charge

for moving the goods to the Bothwell station. No objection is taken, in general, to the

amount of the charge collected under this heading. One witness stated that when he
shipped a carload of goods from Guelph to Stratford he found that the Grand Trunk
cartage charges were one-half what they would have been had he himself undertaken

the cartage.

A disparity exists between i-ates eastbound and westbound in respect of certain

commodities. For example, beer from London to Ottawa is twenty-one cents, while

the rate on the returned empty casks from Ottawa to London is twenty-eight cents.

A complaint was lodged that on the shipment out of nails Brantford was discrimi-

nated against in favour of Hamilton. The Grand Trunk states in rebuttal that ' it is

not the intention to have the rates highei- from Brantford, wdiere the distance is shorter

than from Hamilton, a longer distance.' Under the rates charged, however, the C. L.

rate on nails fi'om Brantford to Elmira, a distance of thirty-four miles, is twelve cents,

Avhile the C. L. rate from Hamilton to Elmira, a distance of sixty-three miles, is ten

cents.

The L. C. L. rates on wire goods discriminate in favour of Welland and against

"Windsor. The Grand Trunk admits this and states that it is considering the advisa-

bility of a readjustment of these rates.

The local rates for short distance traffic are on so high a basis that they interfere

with the movement of commodities by the railways. For example, the C L. rate on salt

from "NVingham to Fordwich, a distance of seventeen miles, is 5 cents, while the L. C. L.

rate is 9 cents. The merchants of Fordwich can have the salt haul-^-d by team for 5

cents, thus sa\-ing cartage charges. Other examples from the same section of country

may be cited. Cheese box hooping costs by rail from Teeswater to Fordwich, a distance

of twenty-one miles, 10 cents in L. C. L. quantities. This material was handled by
teams for 7 cents. A car lot of hoops from Harriston to Fordwich, a distance of eight

miles, vvhich would have cost 812 by rail, was hauled by team for $7.50. It is com-
plainef i that ' the rate upon cattle for distances of from thirty to thirty-five miles is 8
cents, per 100 pounds for a car of 22,500 pounds, or 618 per car, which is altogether too

higli, and as a consequence farmers travel their cattle.' The railways state in rebuttal

that they do not find that any shipments of live stock, in carloads, are handled to points

other than the regular established markets, except in the case of pedigreed cattle, on

which half the regular rates are accepted, or on live stock for feeding and re-shipping

on which a reduction of one-third the regular rate is made. In regard to a complaint

made that the local rates on apples are so exorbitant that they are not moved by rail,

it is rejoined that where there are small quantities shipped from place to place it is

preferable to have these moved by road, since it would otherwise keep a considerable

portion of the rolling stook of the company idle, when their rolling stock might more

profitably be used in forw^arding the through traffic of the fanner.

An "especial complaint is made of local rates in the North-west. It is claimed that

the local rates are excessive on grain. It is impossible to bring a carload of oats on
local rates from Portage la Prairie to Winnipeg. It is claimed that rates should be

reduced down to a reasonable figure so as to allow grain passing backward and forward

as the trade wants it.

I
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The following comparison is instituted in the North-west between the rates in that
section and the rates in contiguous territory in the United States, as well as the rates

in eastern Canada :

—

Class. Mileage. Rate.

Chicago-St. Paul . .

.

Winnipeg-Moospjaw
Chicago-St. Paul. . .

.

Winnipeg-Moosejaw
Montreal-Halifax. .

AVinnipeg-Calgary .

.

!Montreal-Halifax . .

.

"Winuipeg-Calgary .

.

1st

II

5th
II

1st
II

5th

410 |G0 cents.

398 ;-?l . 20 (traders), §1 . 26 (local;.

,20 cents.

. . . ;49 cents (traders), 58 cents (local).

840 SI . S2 (traders), S2.08 (local).

28 cents.

77 cents (traders), 94 cents (local).

It is, however, unfair to the railway to take the rates charged between Chicago and
St. Paul or in eastern Canada, as the criteria by which the rates at the Xorth-west are
to be judged. These sections have a much more dense settlement. Traffic is heavier and
there is not sufficient similarity of conditions to warrant a comparison.

The following table, in which comparisons are made between the rates charged by
the Canadian Pacific and the rates charged by the Great Northern and the Northern
Pacific in contiguous United States territory, is filed by the Canadian Pacific. The
table covers the rates on distances up to 840 miles. A reference to these rates will

show that the Canadian Pacific rates are on a lower basis.
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Howevei', it must be remembered that the tariifs, effective in the Canadian North-
west, from which the Canadian Pacific quotes in this table are the special proportionate

tariffs out from "Winnipeg under which the distributing business of Winnipeg is done.

These tariffs are limited in their effect to Winnipeg wholesale houses doing business with
traders at the points designated. If freight tariff No. 578, effective June 22, 1900,
which covers the shipments other than those indicated in the special proportionate

tariffs, is consulted^—a copy of this tariff is included in the appendix to this report—it

will be found that the rates of the Canadian Pacific are regularly higher than those

charged on the two American lines.

There also exist disproportions in rates in the country further west. On a C. L.

shipment of agricultural implements from Regina to Macleod, a distance of 441 miles,

the rate was quoted at 87 cents while a similar shipment from Winnipeg to Macleod, a
distance of 798 miles, the rate was quoted at 67 cents.

In the grain rates fi'om the branch lines disproportions exist. From Prince Albert
to Fort William, a distance of 1,038 miles, a rate of 29 cents is quoted on grain, while

from Edmonton to Foi^t William, a distance of 1,483 miles, a rate of 30 cents is quoted.

In regard to the Edmonton rate the point was brought out that while Edmonton looked

to the Pacific coast for the dispersing of the grain, the I'ate to the coast, a distance of

834 miles, was 35c. as against 30c. to Fort William, a distance of 1,483 miles.

In the case of salt, a commodity of common consumption, the freight charges from
Fort William to various points in the North-west are such as to amount to more than
twice the original cost of the article. For instance, the rate on salt from Fort William
to Saltcoats is 41c. In the complaint it is stated that salt costs $1 a barrel at Fort
William and it costs Si. 20 to lay it down at Saltcoats. In connection with this point

the railway draws attention to the fact that the distance from Fort William to Saltcoats

is 668 miles. It also states that the rate for a relative distance from Duluth to a point

on the Great Northern Railway is 56c. per 100 pounds. The same point may be men-
tioned in connection with the shipments to Edmonton. The rate on salt from Fort
AVilliam to Edmonton is 79c. Salt costs at Fort William 65c. per 200-pound bag and
the freight on this amounts to $1.58 per bag.

In one instance a bookseller found it more economical in connection with the ship-

ment of books from Toronto to have them shipped by mail than by freight.

Both at Victoria and Vancouver complaint was made of the rates charged into the

Yukon Territory over the White Pass Railwaj^ According to the classification in use

on this railway, goods are classed in four classes, A, B, C, D. The rate sheets, copies

of which are filed Avith this report, show that the rates are based on the net ton of

2,000 pounds. The following extract from tariff G. F. O., No. 29 of 1901, indicates

the arrangement followed :

—

RATE PER TON OF 2,000 LBS.

On shipments of Group A. Group B. Group C. Group D.

Under 5 tons ... .

•S cts.

135 00
12i 00
115 00
110 00
105 00
100 00
95 00

8 cts.

145 00
135 00
125 00
120 00
115 00
110 00
105 00

§ cts.

160 00
150 00
140 00
131 00
125 00
120 00
115 00

•8 cts.

290 00
5 tons and under 10 tons 270 00
10 1, M 25 II 250 00
25 .1 II 100 „ 240 00
100 II II 200 ,1 2.30 00

200 ,1 11 500
503 II over

220 00
215 00

It is alleged that shipments have gone in by water for the Trading Co. at $40 per

ton, while this water rate is not available to the shippers from British Columbia. In a

communication from the solicitors of the company following statements are submitted

on behalf of the company :

—

(o) The rates charged cover steamship freight from Pacific coast ports to Skagway,
Alaska, wharf dues to the wharf company at Skagway; railway freight from Skagway,
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Alaska to White Hurse, Yukon Tcn-itoiy: and river steam frclL^lit tnim W'liiti- Horse
to Dawson.

{})) All these services are performefl under conditions of hi<j;h prices for everythin*;

including lalx)ur, trattic only inoving one way and a heavy lo.ss made during the winter
months in keeping connuunication open, and which has to be made good out of the

short season of profitable tratiic.

(c) Railway portion of the service is over a heavy up grade and the cost of con-

struction and t't|ui]inu'nt of the line was very groat. High insurance rates arc charged

on the sea-going \csscls, while it is impossible to obtain insurance on the river Ixjats.

{d) On staple commodities the rates via St. Michael's and the Yukon are arranged
on a basis of alx)ut 10 per cent less than the White Pass rate. Tlie same classification

is used by both.

{e) The traffic is small in amount and must obviously be compensated for l)v a

higher rate.

(
/') It is alleged that whatever ditticulty the coast merchants mav exj)erience in

obtaining a share in Yukoii trade is attributable to the fact that the Dawson merchants
are purchasing direct from the manufacturers in Ea.stern Canada.

A considerable number of shijiments have been made by way of St. Michael's and
the Yukon. A sailing vessel can make about two trips to the mouth of the Yukon,
and a steamer can make about three during the .season. Vessels can make about ten

round trips from St. Michaers to Dawson. A rate of §54 a ton has been (|Uoted by
this route from Seattle to Dawson. It is found in general, however, that the movement
of freight up the Yukon is subject to the control of the Trading compan}'.

To sum up the matter which arises under this heading : Local rates in Ontario are

in some instances so excessive as to lead to the movement of commodities by team.

There also exist discriminations between localities. In the North-west there is a high

Imsis of local rates. The ease of movement in the transportjition acro.ss the prairie,

coupled with the fact that this section is rapidly filling up would, in my opinion, justify

some readjustment of local rates. The existing grain rates from branch lines in the

Korth-wt'st are on an anomalous footing.

V._COMPETITIYE VERSUS NON-COMPETITIVE TRAFFIC.

It is an established position that there is little of efficient competition as regards

rates. What competition exists is a competition of service rather than of rates. The
competitif)n does not normally lead to one railway underbidding another ; it leads to an
agreement upon rates. Through traffic, or ti'atfic which has a long haul, is carried on a

lower rate per ton per mile than local traffic. This difference is attributable in the

main to the fact that the traffic which has to stand the long haul will not bear a very

high ton mile rate. Short distance traffic, on the other hand, can stand a higher ton

mile rate because this rate will not be such a large per cent of the value. In addition

to this the difference in rate at w^hich the two classes of traffic are carried is aflFected by
the presence or absence of alternative methods of transportation.

On ^'arious connnodities the local rates are heavy as comj>ared with the through

rates. In the shipment out of wire from Windsor this appears. While all those engaged
in the wire business have to pay the high local rate it makes the commodity much more
expensive when deliverefl at a non-competiti\"e point.

Local rates are disproportioned to througli rates. For example, the local rate on
cordage from Stratford to Toronto is 22 cents, while the rate from Stratford to New
Y'ork is 21 cents. A shipment of goods from Tottenham to Stratford, a distance of 89

miles, cost 26 cents per 100 lbs. ; shipments of similar goods were made from Detroit to

Stratford, a distance of 141 miles, for 24 cents per 100 lbs. ; and from Chicago, a dis-

tance of 419 miles, for 30 cents. All these shipments were in le.ss than car lots.

Dis]iro]ioitions exist also between the short flistance rates themselves. On a less

than car lot shipment from Chatham to Seaforth, a distance of 121 miles, a rate of 26

cents per 100 lbs. was charged : while from Glencoe to Seaforth on the same class of
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goods, also in less than car lot, a rate of 30 cents was charged. The latter distance is

87 miles. It will be noticed that in this instance the shorter distance was included in
the longer. A shipment of goods from Stratford to Seaforth, a distance of 24 miles,
cost 12 cents per 100 lbs., while goods in the same class from Sebringville to Seaforth,
a distance shorter by five miles, cost 16 cents per 100 lbs. Both of these shipments
were in less than car lots.

In the case of cattle shipment from Hensall the cattle were travelled by road from
Hensall to Lucan. Hensall, which is on a branch line, has a rate of 32 cents on export
cattle. Lucan, which is on the main line, has a rate of 25 cents. The distance from
Hensall tu Lucan is 1 8 miles. By shipping from Lucan instead of from Hensall a saving
in freight of §14 per car was effected. While such conditions exist in regard to the
relation between rates on branch lines and An the main line the shipper is prevented
from taking advantage of the difference in distance in the case of branch lines. From
Walkerton to Owen Sound \'m Harriston is 87 miles. It is only a comparatively short
drive across the country from Walkerton to Hanover. Hanover is 45 miles from 0^\en
Sound. However, the rate from Walkerton to Owen Sound via Harriston, and from
Honover to Owen Sound on lumber are fixed at the same figure, viz., 28 cents.

Complaint is also made that the lumber rates on non-competitive business in the •

Xorth-west are excessive as compared with competitive rates. For example, the rate
from Rat Portage to Saltcoats, a distance of 394 miles, is 22 cents per cwt. From Birtle
to Saltcoats, a distance of 68 miles, a rate of 94 cents is charged. Spruce lumber is cut
at Birtle. The statement in rebuttal of this by the C.P.R. is : The rates on lumber
from Rat Portage are on a distributing basis, as that is a hea\y shipping point with
.several large mills, while little or no lumber is shipped from Birtle to Saltcoats, the
local mileage, therefore, applying. If the same amount of business was offering from
Birtle as from Rat Portage, a corresponding tariff would be adopted. There is a small
saw-mill at Birtle, but it is a purely local business.

The following tables will ser^ e to indicate on certain commodities the relation

between competitive and non-competitive traffic :

—

Article. From—To. Mileage. C.L. Rate. L. C.L. Rate.

Iron (G. T. R. Com-
modity Tariff, 1900-

G. B. Y.3).

Toronto- Barrie

n Windsor .

London-Seaforth
II Windsor

64
230
57
110
59
58
15
63
58
14
48
16
83

Cts.

12
17

11

13
(5

11

7
11

10
6

9
7

12

Cts.

15
21
14
16
8
14
9
14
13
8

11
9

1.5

Non-competitive.
Competitive.
Non-comjietitive.
Competitive.

II

Non-competitive.
II St. Thomas

Brantford-St. Thomas
(juelph-Fergus. .

Toronto -Fergus
London-Berlin .

Guelph 1

Brantford-Berlin

II

n

M

II Drumbo
Toronto-Drumbo

It

Competitive.
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Article.

Sugar (Special Freight
Tariff,*;. T. R.,(;.B.(;-2
and Suiipleiiieiits).

I-'roni—To. Mileage. C.L. Rate. L. C.L. Rate.

Cts. Cts.

Toronto-Barrie 64 12 18
11 Windsor , 230 12 20

London Scaforth . . 57 12 18
.1 Win i.sor 11(» 10 14
11 St. Thomas 5!t 8 10

Brantford-St. Thomas 58 9 13
11 Fergus . . 48 11 14

Toronto m 63 12 15
London- Berlin 58 11 15
Toronto 62 10 13
Brantford-Berlin 48 10 14

11 Drumlx) 16 8 10
Toronto n 83 12 15

The following tables indicate the relation of through to local rates in .some sections

of AVestern Ontario :

Freight tariti on general merchandise from Hamilton and Dundas (G. T. R. G.

B. L.-3).

From—To. Distance. Class. Rate.

Hamilton- Harrisburg .

.

11 London

Miles.

18
76
186

1st

11

M

Cts.

16
30

11 Wind.sor 38

Local freight tarifi" between Owen Sound and station.s in western and central

districts (G. T. R. Xo. W. T. 1).

From—To. Distance. Cla.ss. Rate.

Owen Sound-Toronto

Mil.'s.

196
1.34

65
45
16

1st

II

II

M

11

Cts.

34
•1 Berlin 32
1 Harrison 24
1, Hanover . . 20
« Allanford . .

.

14

It is true that shorter distance traffic cannot justifiably expect the same rate per ton
per mile as longer distance traffic. It has to be recognized that the terminal charges
are a constant in both classes of traffic, while the cost of movement tends to vary-,

inversely as the distance. At the same time in a number of instances the discrepancy J
between the rates on the two classes of traffic is too great. There is not sufficient cor-

respondence between the distance travelled and the rate, and regulative supervision is

necessary.
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VI.—AMERICAX RATES AND CAXADIAX RATES.

The fact that the shortest rail journey between the north-western and northern
central states and the eastern states lies across Canadian territory creates many inter-

relationships between the railway systems of Canada and of the United States. From
an early date the Canadian railways looked to replenishing their leaner trathc by a share
in the carrying trade of the developing west. The bonding system as it exists to-day is

one of great convenience to the north-western states. So much is the convenience
recognized that an effort to limit the Canadian Pacific from participation in this traffic

elicited the marked disapproval of the people of the north-western states.

If the Canadian carriers can in the open field, taking advantage of the geographical

position of Canada, divert through American traffic to the Canadian lines, such action

is the outcome of free operation of trade and should not rashly be hampered.
But in the moving of the Ajnerican produce across the peninsula of Ontario there

is to be considered not only the movement for export, but also the movement of Ameri-
can goods to points in Canada whereby competition is created for the Canadian producer.

If the rates are so arranged as to give an advantage to the American over the Canadian
producer, then there is matter for regulation.

The complaints which arise in Ontario as a consequence of the inter-relatronships of

the railwav svstems of the two countries fall under the following creueral headings :

—

(a) Through rates on Adierican products passing through Canada as compared with
through rates on Canadian goods of the same description passing over the same line.

This complaint is especially concerned with grain and live stock.

(6) Rates on American commodities brought into Canada as compared with rates

on Canadian commodities of a like nature.

The complaint with reference to the relation which through rates on American
goods bear to those on Canadian goods brings up the question which in one form or

another has been intended to be dealt with by the ' long and short haul ' classes of

various regulative acts. Where the conditit»n exists that lower rates are charged for

the same commodity carried for a longer distance over the same line in the same direc-

tion there is a, prima facie cause for complaint. Where a higher rate is charged for the

longer than for the shorter haul, the rate for the shorter distance is at the same time
manifestly out of proportion to that charged for the longer haul, there is prima facie an
injustice. Where the lower rate, whether absolutely or proportionally, is given to the

American produce by a Canadian road there appears to be a manifest discrimination

against Canadian interests.

Before entering iipon the examination of the conditions underlying this condition

it has to be recognized that many examples might be cited to show that a seeming dis-

crepancy does exist. A few examples from the testimony and tariffs submitted will

serve for the purpose of illustration.

Detroit rates and Chicago rates are throughout on a lower basis than rates in south-

western Ontario. Detroit has obtained a rate of IHc. per 100 pounds on grain, flour

and mill products to the seaboard, whereas Canadian millers had to pay 13^c. The
latter rate is also the rate which was charged from Chicago, for export, during the

summer of 1901. (Michigan Central LC.C.,">'o. l,lUO, effective June 1, 1901.) The
export rate on cattle from Chicago to St. John is 28c. (See Grand Trunk Lines West,
G.F.D., Xo. 705, effective August 1-5. 1901.) The Canadian live stock rates for export

may be obtained from Grand Trunk tariff, G.M. 7, effective January '12, 1900. Under
this tariff the export rate from group A., which includes Sarnia to St. John, is 25c. In
the case of the rates from the territory intermediate between Chicago and Detroit the

rates are graded. In the case of the Canadian shipments the groups from which the

rates are charged may be divided into two classes, A. to F., concerned with the rates on
the main line, and G. to P., concerned with rates on the branch lines, the latter being on
a higher basis. From A. to F., or from Sarnia to Dorval, a distance of 496 miles, a

uniform rate of 25c. prevails, no gradation whatever being recognized.

As a result of the American rate base being lower, the complaint arising under the

several headings has to Ije faced. Complaint is made that Amei-ican goods are brought

Au-



Rates from Detroit, Mich.., C.L .. L.C.L.

Ct.s

To Ijondoii, Out.. . . 11 16
" Toronto " .. . . \:^ 18
" ^Montreal. Que . . •2:n 31
" 8t. John, X.B. . . m 44
" Hamilton, Ont . .

13" 18

(i
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into Canada at lower rates than are given for the movement of similar Canadian
goe)ds.

Examples bearing upon this may be obtained from difterent sections of Ontario.
The following table gives a comparative statement of the rates from Walkerville

and Detroit of the rates on iron valves and hydrants.

Comparative rates quoted on iron vahes and hydrants to Canadian ])oints from
Detroit, 3Iichit,Mn and Walkerville :

Rates from Walkerville, C.L., L.C.L.

Cts.

To Lrfindon, Ont 18 -23

" Toronto " 20 30
Montreal, Que .... "25 38

St. John, N.B. . . . 45 59
" Hamilton, Ont 19 29

While the Detroit winter rate on drugs to ^luntreal is .jSif.. the Walkerville winter
rate is 70c. The Detroit winter rate on di'ugs to Toronto is 3Gc., wliile the Walkerville
winter rate is 40c.

In the shipment of materials used in the manufacture of organs, the materials can
be obtained as advantiigeously from the longer distance American points as from the
shorter distance Canadian points. The rate on small turnings from Southamjiton to

Woodstock is 35c., while the same rate is charged from Chicago. Veneer costs from
Toronto to Stratford 23c.: the same rate can be obtained from Cincinnati.

A complaint was lodged tliat the rate on wagon skeins from South Bend, Indiana,

to Chatham cost 21 cents per 100 pounds L.C.L. ; while from London to Chatham the

.same skeins cost 221 cents per 100 pounds L.C.L. The railways state in rebuttal that

the actual rate, South Bend to Chatham, after deducting cartage at Chatham, 2.^, cents,

is 18^ cents. Fi'om London to Chatham, after deducting cartage at both shipping jtoint

and destination, is 17.^ cents. This leaves the net rates IS\ and 17i respectively, or a
difference of | of a cent per 100 pounds.

The railway position in rebuttal will now be considered. The position of the Grand
Trunk with reference to the lower rate base, from Detroit and other points west thereof,

is as follows :—1-' Rates from Detroit and other United States points west thereof are,

to points in Canada west of the Xiagara frontier, made on the basis of rates to Buffalo

by the routes all within the United States territory, and in conformity with the require-

ments of the interstate commerce law, Buffalo rates are made as a maximum to Ham-
ilton and other points in the direct line to the Xiagara frontier. Toronto is conceded
the same basis as Hamilton, and that governs the intermediate points to Toronto.

Similarly Boston rates are the maximum to Canadian points east of Toronto. The
United States territory east of Chicago is much more thickly populated, large towTis or

cities nearer together than in Canada, a much larger ti-atiic available and carried by the

U^nited States railways, and tliey can therefore atlord to haul freight for lower rates

than Canadian railways, with a smaller tonnage, can afford to do. The climatic condi-

tions in the winter months are not so severe in the United States as in Canafla, and
hence the expenses of operating not so great, so that the Canadian railways must of

necessity have a higher scale of rates. Canaflian shippers want, and are given, as good
and often better service than prevails in the United States, and good and etficient ser-

vice means an expenditure of money."

Some further points in the rebuttal statements of the railways are essential to the

j)roper understanding of their position. In the case already referred to where a rate

]iro|)ortionally lower, when reduced to a mileage basis, was given on wagon skeins from
South Bend to Chatham as compared with a shipment from a nearer Canadian point,

attention is drawn to the fact that in the case of this particular commodity the othcial

cla.ssification is lower than the Canadian joint freight cla.ssification. The Canadian
Pacific states in rebuttal of the charge, that higher rates are charged from Canadian
manufacturing and shipping points than from competing United States points. 'We
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claim that in making a comparison of the rates charged by the American and Canadian
railways, due consideration must be given to the fact of the very much larger local

traffic c"arried by the United States railways and to their cheaper cost of operation

owing to the lower cost of fuel, material, equipment and supplies in the United States

as compared with Canada. The low temperature and heavy falls of snow during the

winter, in many parts of Canada, make the cost of transportation during that period of

the vear very high. The comparison on the part of the Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation is with railwavs operating in the States of Xew York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi-

ana, Michigan and Illinois. Each of the States of Kew York and Pennsylvania has a

population more than ecjual to that of the entire Dominion of Canada. The j^resent

railway rates in the States mentioned have been gradually reduced, a.s the population

increased, and the manufacturing industries multiplied. We submit, therefore, that it

is neither fair nor equitable that the present rates charged by the railways in those

States should be made a basis of comparison with the rates prevailing in Canada. The
conditions in every respect are totally different and to tlie disadvantage of the Canadian
railwavs as compared with the American lines. The tendency of Canadian rates to-day

is steadilv downward, while the service and facilities afforded by the railways are as

steadily improving. It is neither to the interest of the shipper nor the railway that

rates should be on an unremunerative basis. The railway companies ask only a fair

return for the capital invested and the service rendered. It is to their interest to foster

trade and increase commerce, and as the tonnage enlarges they are enabled to make
reductions in the cost of transportation, from which the public derives the benefit.'

Dealing with the specific case of the lower rates given Detroit as compared with

Windsor, the following positions are advanced by the railways :

(1) Dealing with the higher grain rate from Ontario points it is stated that the

rates from Detroit to the seaboard are based on the rates from Chicago to the seaboard,

and when, through the cutting of rates on the part of United States railways, the basis

from Detroit is forced below 1-3^ cents, the Canadian railways adopt \^h cents as their

minimun on both United States and Canadian business as a measure of self protection.

(2) East-bound rates from Detroit under the ruling of the American railways are

based on 78 per cent of the Chicago-New York rates which are on a low basis owing to

the verv large tonnage moved between these cities. The rates, from Detroit to Cana-

dian points, while as high as can be consistently charged by the Canadian railways, are,

owing to the difference in the rate basis and classification, in some instances lower than

the rates from Windsor.
The low rate between Chicago and New York is undoubtedly attributable to the

competing force of water competition. The railways position is, in substance, that this

competition is such as to cause them to make rates which would not pay if ajiplied to all

of their business. Attention is devoted by the railways to the fact that this business is

of advantage in that it adds to the prosperity of the railway, thei"eby enabling it to

lower its rates in regard to local traffic.

The position that the Canadian railways must observe the present condition

because of the compelling force of the Interstate Commerce Commission Lasv, is not

final. The evidence shows that in a few instances at least this condition has not been

recognized bv theAmerican railways. The Pere Marquette Railway has quoted Detroit rate

to Walkerville Junction and Fargo but would not quote this rate to Windsor. For a

short time the Wabash gave Canadian points the advantage of an 11| cent export rate

on grain. The Wabash cut the established rates to get business. This rate was a

special rate for export. No tariffwas published. An 11 cent rate has been also given for

expoi't from Canadian points over the Lake Erie and Detroit and Michigan Central.

The tariff will be found in the appendix.

The Lake Erie and Detroit River Railway tariff known as L. E. & D. Ry. I. C. C.

No. 131, was issued December 5th, 1899, effective December 12th, 1899. This was a

tariff on general merchandise and commodities from stations on the Lake Erie and
Detroit River. Supplement No. 1 to this t-ariff, issued March 16, 1900, effective March
22, 1900, gave a rate of Wh cents on car lot shipments of grain and flour from stations

on the Lake Erie and Detroit River Railway to New York for export. One day later,
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on March 23, 1900, supi)leinont No. 2, efteotivo April I'lid. 1 1 )0U, was issued. This

placi'd the export rate to New York at l."U cents.

Evidence which it was impossiljle to corroborate and whiili I <lo not therefore

regard as conclusive, states that the rate wa.s raised at the instance of the Canadian
roads. It is to he noted that no action eithei- formal oi' informal was taken hefoi-e the

Interstiite Conunerce Commi.ssion or by the Commi.ssion as a result uf which the

increase was made.

In regard to tratiic from American points into Canada the position taken by the

railways minimizes the importance of such competition. It is considiM-ed that the com-

plaint of W'indsoi- with reference to lower rates being granted to Detroit is sentimental,

since there is no active competition between Detroit and Windsor. The Canadian
PaciHc states in its statement in rebuttal, 'Our information goes to show that there is

verv little competition between Detroit and Windsor as far as actual shipments to

Canadian points are concerned. If Detroit and ^^'indsor were in active competition in

the manufacture or shipment of any commodity it would be to the interest of Canadian
railways to pi'otect Windsor and this would be done.'

The Grand Tiunk says, ' The Canadian shipper or manufacturer at AN'indsor simply

locates there in order to avoid the customs tariif he would be subject to if shipments

w^ere made from Detroit, and the Canadian railways do not consider the rates Detroit

to Windsor can be compared on a mileage basis.'

The claim of the railways that there is no effective competition between American
merchants and Canadian merchants in Ontario is too sw-eeping. The evidence esta-

blishes that there is effective competition. Effective competition in hai-dware has been

shown to exist as far east as London. This is attributable not so much to the classifi-

cation as to the rate basis. General hardware is classed lower under the American
Othcial than under the Canadian Joint Freight classification. At the same time on
certain articles the two classifications are on the same footing. The following table will

also indicate that on certain articles of general demand the classification is substantially

the same :

—

Canadian Joint Freight Classification. American Official Classification.

Article. L.C.L. C.L. L.C.L. C.L.

Putty 3 5 4 5

White lead 3 5 3 5

Shot 3 5 3 less 20% 5

Lead pipe 3 5 3 4

Lead 3 5 4 6

On these articles the lower rate basis enables them to displace the goods of Cana-
dian merchants.

*

On the longer hauls coming in from the L^nited States, the ton mile rates will be

lower than in the case of the shorter hauls from Canadian ])oints. But where the

Canadian shorter haul is treated entirely as a local haul the ton mile rate will be so high

as to offset, when competition arises, the ad\antage that is given by proximity to the

market. In an example given in an earlier connection it is shown that the rate from
South Bend to Chatham on wagon skeins is on so low a basis as to practically off'set the

advantage London possesses from its proximity.

Public policy demands that when a low rate basis is given to American goods

w^hich come into competition with Canadian goods there should be regulation to see that

the expansion of Canadian trade is not hampered. It should be seen to that Canadian
goods ai"e not given such a rate as to off'set their geographical advantage.

With reference to the through export rates on American products as compared with

those given to Canadian shippers it is manifest that the circumstaTices, both in regard

to volume of traffic and water competition, under which the rates on the former are

determined are not identical with those entering into the determination of the rates on
the latter. The diffei'ence in point of condition will tend to give the American product

a lower rate basis ; and the rate charged by the Canaflian carrier on American goods

carried through Canada for export is the rate deterniined in the United States. At the
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same time it is obviously not in the public interest to allow the railway to determine
unchecked what relation the Canadian export rate should have to the American export
rates. Under existing conditions of trade the rate basis on American traffic is lower.

But the determination of just how much higher the Canadian rates shall be than the
American rates shoiild be subject to regulative process.

YII.—MIXIMU:*! WEIGHTS.

In determining the basis of rates on car lots the question of minimum weights is of

importance.

The classification provides that in respect of the shipment of certain commodities
certain minima shall obtain in connection with the car lot shipments.

A number of complaints to the eflect that it was impossible to load up to the
estabhshed minima were presented. The general live stock minimum is 20,000 pounds.
Single deck shipments of hogs are carried on this minimum. Double deck shipments
have a minimum of from 25,000 to 30.800, according to the length of the cai\

In the United States, in the territory covered by the otKcial classification there is a
minimum of 18,000 pounds on single deck shipments of hogs and a minimum of 28,000
on double deck shipments. The average weight of Canadian hogs is much less than that
of American hogs. Consequently there is greater difficultv in loading up to the
minimum. It was shown that when eighty-nine hogs, Aveighing 15,81-5 pounds, were
loaded into a car, they were so crowded that within an hour one of them died. On an
average about 15.000 pounds can be loaded in summer time while about 16,000 can be
loaded in winter time.

In the shipment of cattle there is not so great a disparity between the actual
weight of the shipments and the minimum weight. It was shown in one particular

case that 19,100 pounds were loaded in. However, on account of shrinkage, the net
weight when the port of export was reached was 17,400.

At present trunks, when shipped in common cars thirty-five feet long or under are

carried in third class on a minimum of 1-1,000 pounds. This is especially complained of

in the Xorth-west since at the outside about 10,000 pounds can be loaded. In the case

of caiTiage shipments the weight actually loaded is at least one-eighth less than the
minimimi. Furniture is shipped on a minimum of 16,000 pounds in the case of cars

thirty-five feet long, while in fui'niture or hay cars there is a minimum of 20,000 pounds.
Furniture dealers in the Xorth-west find that in order to take advantage of the 16,000
pound minimum they have to ship ' knocked down ' the goods being put together at

their destination. It is impossible to load in more than 1-1,000 pounds.

Anomalous conditions exist in regard to the relation between the minimum weights
in different classes. For example, the sixth class rate from Chatham to Goderich is l-lc.

or 828 for a 20,000 pound car; the fourth class rate is 21c. or 829.40 for a 14,000
pound car, i.e., the 14,000 pound car costs 81.40 more than the 20,000 pound car. The
explanations given of this condition by the railways are as follows :

—

Grand Trunk.— ' This comes about by making a special minimum weight on fan-

ning mills, 14,000 pounds, to conform nearly to the actual weight loaded in a car instead

of applying the usual machinery minimum of 20,000 pounds. On short distances, it

does work out as stated, but on longer distances it works out in the reverse wav. How-
ever, this is a matter which the classification committee can" regulate, and it shall be
referred to that body.'

Canadian Pacific.—'A few instances only can be found where this complaint is

justifiable. It is only true in the case of short distances where the difference between
fourth and sixth class rates is slight. The reverse is the rule on longer distances. The
minimum weight on this class of freight is 24,000 pounds. An exception is made in

the case of agricultural implements and vehicles, but the classification provides that in

case the minimum weight at sixth class shall be lower than the minimum weight at

fourth class, the former shall govern. (See pages 13 and 79 in the Canadian Classifica-

tion).'
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The railway position with reference to the question of minimum weights is tliat the

])ulkv nature of tlie slii))meiit must also l)e eonsideied. it will Ix' noticed tliat the

articles to which reference has been made are such as are in |iroj)(jrtion to the weij^ht

e»>mparatively bulky. It is also stated that the question of minimum weights is not

decided by the weight that can be loaded on a car, but what may be considered as fair

minimum com]»ared with the capacity of the car, which at the rate indicated in the

taritl will give a fair revenue. it is fui'ther stated that while a 3") foot car will carry

60,000 pounds weight, when it is loaded with pianos and organs the charge is based on

a minimum of 12,000 pounds weight, oi- a reduction of SO ].. t-. in the capacity of the

car.

The testimony indicates that there are certain arbitrary features in connection with

the question of minimum weights. It also indicates that in various cases the weight

actually falls short of the mininmm by a ccmsiderable margin. The stat<^ment quoted

from the Grand Trunk's position shows that on one line of shipments the* actual weight

was at least 6,000 pounds short oi the established minimum. The ability to determine

the minimum means the power to determine the rate. Where the actual weight falls

short of the minimum it means that the rate charged ])er 100 pounds is in reality higher

than the rate contained in the tariti". While no defluction is made where the weight

actually loaded falls below the minimum, where there is a surplus over the minimum
it is charged.

While recognizing the pertinency of a considerable portion of the arguments ad-

vanced by the railways, it does not invalidate the conclusion that the regulation of

minima is essential t<^) the proper regulation of rates.

VIIL—REBATES.

Trustworthy information in connection with the question of rebates, is always

dithcult to obtain. It is natural that the individual, who is obtaining the advantage of

the secret rate, should be unwilling to divulge any information cimcei-ning it. It is only

when there is a dispute between the I'ailway and the favoured shipper, that exact infor-

mation may be obtained. It has also to be recognized that some of the charges with

refei-ence to rebates are the outcome of the fact that an individual when underbid

in some enterprise attributes the advantage obtained by his competitor to more advan-

tageous freight rates rather than to a finer shading of profit. Complaints were presented

artectin^ a number t)f lines of shipments, the principal ones Ijeing coal and cattle. The
contention was made that American shippers of cattle passing through Canada are given

rebates. There was not sufficient evidence of a conclusive nature presented, to uphold

this contention. It is alleged by some of the smaller cattle shippers that rebates are

granted to many of the larger cattle shippers. These statements rest simply on sur-

mises and inferences. It was shown, however, by the testimony of individuals who had

been favoured by rebates, that rebates had been granted. The bills of lading of the

individuals so favoured, showed on their faces the same rates as were charged to other

shij)pers. The rebates were paid over in money.

It is shown in evidence that three years ago—no testimony is submitted to show

that this condition still continues—Canadian consumers of American corn could have

the corn laid down foi- !?10 less per car for freight charges, when orders were placed

through lar'^e dealers in Canada instead of being made direct by the consumers them-

selves.

In regard to business on other lines it is asserted, that certain favoured dealers in

groceries and in har<lware on the Pacific Coast have the advantage of rebates of from

10 p. c. to 15 p. c. It must be stated in tliis connection that this information comes

from representatives of American competing railways.

It has to be recognized that in some cases at least a rebate where granted is granted

as a result of the urgency of the shipper. This reiulers the work of regulation in this

regard exceedingly difticult. The provisions of the Railway Act, as it stands at present,

with reference to rebates are sufficiently explicit. There is needed, however, a more

efficient superWsory control.
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IX.—SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

A point of considerable importance to shippers is concerned witlv the readiness of

the railway companies to make good claims attributable to the action of the companies'
agents. The conditions under which such claims may arise are too numerous to itemize.

To cite but one case, a shipment of whiskey from Walkerville, Ontario, to Kamloops,
British Columbia, was charged the intermediate rate, although it happened that the rate
to the coast plus the local back was less. Under the rules governing the movement of
trans-continental traffic Kamloops was entitled to this lower rate. A claim was put in for

a refund oi the difference. The claim had to be passed upon in Montreal with the result

that some four months elapsed before the refund was made. Complaints with reference
to the dilatoriness of the railway companies in the settlement of claims wei'e met in all ^

sections of the country and in all lines of industry. In some cases a peiiod of two vears
elapsed before the claims were settled by the railways. It will readily appear that the
shippers are, under such conditions, subjected to very great inconvenience. In addition
there is a loss for pending the refund, the shippers are deprived of the use of a portion of '-''

th.eir capital.

X.—CHANGES IN RATES.

The policy of the Railway xict with reference to the regulation of rates proceeds
from the fixing of maxima. These maxima are fixed so high that the traffic will not
bear them. The class rates enforced by the companies are within these maxima. The
fact that the class rates so imposed by the companies are within the limits of the
maxima approved by the Governor in Council is considered by the railway companies as an
argument in favour of their reasonableness. \ In many cases the traffic will not stand the
established class rates, and concessions have been made by adopting commodity tariff's

which take specified commodities out of the official classification. The^ranting of these
commodity rates Jias not proceeded upon any^definite principle. Sometimes they have
been granted to meet American competition. In~ofheT "cases they have been granted
because of urgent representations that the traffic will not bear the established class rates.

But where such concessions have been made it has required a considerable amount of

pressure on the part of the shippers. And the-ultimate determination as to wdiether the
rates should or should not be granted has rested with the railway—one of the parties to

the rate conti'act.
'~

Another disadvantage in connection with the existing rate system is that there is

no obligation to give notice of change. When notice is given it is given simply as a
matter of courtesy. Owing to the lack of notice, changes in rates have in some cases

entailed losses upon shippers, f The same condition exists in regard to commodity
tariffs ; the commodity taiiff may be rescinded at the discretion of the railway, and the
class rate hitherto existing may again be enforced without any notification to the shipper
of the intention to make such change. It has also sometimes occurred that through lack

of notification, a shipper has shipped his goods at the established class rate, although
these goods had been taken out of the class rates and placed in a commodity tariff.

A particular example of the effect of changes in rates is furnished in connection
with the question of the difference between summer and winter rates ; the latter being
on a high basis. The shippers complain that the winter rates are from 20 per cent to

25 per cent higher than the summer rates. There is no rule as to notification of the
time when the winter rate goes into force. There is no fixed rule in regard to the time
when summer rates are to be replaced by winter rates. Special representation to the
railways resulted, in 1899, in the summer rates being kept in force until December 1st

of that year. The railway jiosition may be briefly summarized. The winter rates

normally go into force about the 15th November and cease about April 1st. While
November 15th is taken as the date of the beginning of these rates the actual date
depends upon the condition of navigation. The representative of one of the railways
states that the agents of his company are instructed to give as much notice as possible

with reference to the time when the winter tariff becomes effective. He endeavours to
20«—
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give the same notice as required under interstate commerce regulations. But sometimes

on account of delays in printing a notice, a period <>f no longer than six or seven days is

given.

Another pha.se of the controversy with reference to the enforcement of the winter

rate is concerned with the reasons a<lvanced for the higher rate basis in the winter time.

The shippers consider that tlie difference between summer and winter rates should be

done awav with. In eailier days when there were no a]iitliances for disposing of snow

there was a reason for a diilerence in rates. .Sometimes after the winter rates are

enforced there is no snow for a couple of months. It is consideied that if winter rates

have to be enforced Ijecause of the increased cost of operation during the winter months,

then the railways would be sufficiently recompen.sed if the higher rates were charged

during the period from January to ^larch. The answer of the railways to this positii>n

shows that the increased cost of mo\'ement during the winter time is regarded as having a

very slight influence on rates. The gist of their position is the reason for the highei-

Iwisis of rates in winter is the absence of competition. It is true that it is more expen-

sive to handle tratHc.in winter, but the gi-eat ]>()int is water competition.

The railway position is that the summer rates are based on 8t. Lawrence River.

Lake Ontario and Lake Erie water competition, the direct boat line rates regulating the

maximum which all rail lines can charge during the summer months. The rates so

forced upon the railways are frequently not remunerative, but they hii\e to accept them

for the time being, or go out of business, which they cannot affoi-d to do. The basis of

summer rates is extended to many interior manufacturing points, thus giving them

also the benefit of water competition.

The general argument concerning the regulative policy ailvisable in connection with

the question of changes in rates may be developed from this particular case. If the

reason for the advance in winter is based on water competition, it is a question of fact,

whether all of the goods affected were, during the summer, moved to an}' appreciable

extent by water. ! The railway may, as to certain t rathe, so lower its rates during the

summer time, as to prevent the water carrier being an effective competitor. A question

of fact would, under such conditions, have to be determined before the general increase

on all lines would be justified. If the matter depenfls upon the increased cost of move-

ment in winter this puts the matter on a different basis. As soon as the proportionate

difference in cost of movement was established to the satisfaction of the regulative body, a

proportionate increase of rate would be justified.

It is in the interest of the public that all changes in rates should be made subject

to a definite requirement as to notice. When the power to change rates is left in the

untrammeled and arbitrary discretion of the railway it opens the door for abuses.

XL—THROUGH RATES.

Difficulties have arisen with reference to through rates from a point on one line of

railway to a point on another line of i-ailway. In shipments out of machinery and fur-

niture* from Stratford to certain local points on the Canadian Pacific east of Toronto

the shipments have had to pay the sum of the locals. A complaint was presented stat

ing that the rates on lumber from Winnipegosis, on the Canadian Northern, to point>

on the Canadian Pacific west of Gladstone and Portage la Prairie had been increased as

follows :

—

Portage la Prairie to Sidney Advance of 6c. per 100 lbs.

" Carberry " 6c.
"

Gladstone to Ogden '. " 4c.
"

Shoal Liike " 7|c.

When this matter was brought to the attention of the Canadian Northern and an

explanation asked for, it was stated that the advance of rates complained of had taken

place ; but that this was attributable to the cancellation by the Canadian Pacific of the

through rate arrangements hitherto existing. Joint circular C. P. R. No. 1100, issued
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January 23, 1901, a copy of which will be found in the appendix, provided that freight

traffic interchanged between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Canadian
Northern Railway (except from and to points provided with through traffic) would be
through-billed between stations named at the through-mileage rates for the distance
carried, as shown in tariifs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Companv. On July 25,

1901, the C. P. R. cancelled this arrangement. Tlais was done \N-ithout consultation with
the Canadian Northern and without its consent. The producer of spruce lumber at

Winnipegosis found that this increase of rate interfered very seriouslv with his cUspos-

ing of his lumber in liis former markets. He had been carrying on the manufacture at
a close margin, which was seriously trenched upon by the increased freight rates.

There should be regulation and effective control of all matters relating to inter-

change of traffic between railways, as well as with regard to a rate charged from a point
on one railway to a point op another railway.

XIL—RATES TO THE NORTPI-WEST.

Complaint is made by the fruit shippers of western Ontario that rates on fruit to
the North-west are excessive. Especial complaint is made concerning the fact that if

fruits taking different classes are included in the same car, the car has to take the rate
of the highest class. It is shown in e^^dence that the fruit shipments from western
Ontario to the North-west are in the development stage. If shipments are made at all,

they have to be made in car lot shipments since the less than car lot shipments in addi-
tion to having a higher rate, are too slow. One difficulty with the arrangement, which
charges on the mixed car the rate of the highest classed article in the car, is that it limits
the direct trade between western Ontario and North-western points to the distributive
centres. Such larger points as Winnipeg and Brandon can take single car lots of one
line of fruit, and dispose of them to advantage. It happens, however, at points further
west, that while there may be a demand for a car lot of mixed fruits, there is not sufficient

demand for a car lot of a single line of fruit. The result is that great difficulty is

experienced in making fruit shipments west of Brandon.
The practice followed by the railway is in accordance %vith the proA-isions contained

in the official classification. It must at the same time be recognized, that the existino-

arrangement enures to the advantage of the larger and to the disadvantage of the smaller
point.

In the interest of developing the trade some concession sliould be made. If it were
allowed to carry a car-lot of mixed fruits, the car-lot rate on each commodity beinw
charged instead of, as at present, charging the rate of the highest classed commodity on
all, then the expansion into the western country of the fruit trade of Ontario would be
facilitated. It has to be recognized that in the country around Regina, north and west,
that the fruit of the state of "Washington is obtaining a foothold. The concession out-
lined would tend to secure a greater share of the business to the Canadian fruit pro-
ducer.

The concession urged would not be so contrary to the accepted practice of the rail-

way as to be classed as arbitrary. Westbound Special Freight Tariff" C. P. No. 563
effective February 15th, 1900, contains the following provision :

—
' Groceries classed 5th class and dried fruit classed -Ith class in Canadian Joint

Freight Classification, where shipped in mixed carloads will take C. L. rate on each com-
modity at actual weight, subject to minimum weight of 24,000 pounds. If total weight
be less than 2-t,000 pounds, dried fruit will be charged on the basis of -Ith class actual
weight, groceries 5th class for remainder of weight necessary to make up full minimum
weight.'

The lighter traffic to the North-west precludes the acceptance of the same rate base
as in the more settled portions of Canada. The long rail haul necessary to place floods
in the west makes the freight charge play a very important part in the determination of
the price. On shipments of furniture to the North-west the freight charges amount on
the average to one-third of the original cost of the goods. In the case of the construc-

20a—5i
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tion of flour mills in tlio west, one-thii-d of the cost of the compleU-d mill is represented

by freif^ht charj^es. The freight cliarice on soap from Toronti) to Edmonton—+th class

at 82.07— is ."^l.tj.") for an 8U-pound-ljox. Tlie selling price is s.S.fi.") per box. The freight

therefore amounts to 44 per cent of the value of the goods. In the case of soap ship-

ments from Toronto to Kamloo[)s the rate is $2.01, this gives a freight charge of Sl.'ll

or nearlv aO |)ei' cent of the value of the goods.

As has been stilted it cannot be expected that the rates in the West will, for some

time, be on identically the same basis as those in the East. But some comparisons of

rates throw light on the nature of the charges. For cxaiiijtlc the 4th class rate from

Toronto to Kamloops, a distance of 2,770 miles, is S2.01, from Toronto to Halifax, a

distance of 1,170 miles, the rate is 54c. That is while the distance to Kamloops is a little

less than 2^? times as great, the rate is 3^ times as great. In view of the fact that the

railwav has the advantage of the hmg haul thi-oughout, the. disproportion would appear

to be too great. The rates into the Xorth-west as they at present exist, interfere with

the expansion of the trade of Eastern Canada in the North-west.

A complaint which is contained in the statement of the "Winnipeg Board of Trade

viz., that the Canadian Pacific discriminates at Fort William against independent lake

carriers, is one of long standing. The following extract from the complaint indicates the

nature of the grievance complained of :

—

' The Government of the Dominion of Canada has made the enlaT-gement of our

canals and the deepening of the main water ways a settled policy, this policy having for

its object the cheapening of transportation, with a view to the benefit of the whole

people. But the Canadian Pacific Railway for some years in defiance of Canadian

public policy has enforced and is at present enforcing a system of discrimination by

exacting an increased charge for freight on goods consigned to Winnipeg and other

points in Manitoba when delivered to it at Fort William by other than certain

favored lines of boats. This discrimination, as practised, tends to restrict the amount

of vessel tonnage coming to Fort William from Eastern Canada, and besides preventing

competition in rates on the Great Lakes in westbound freight, restricts the amount of

vessel tonnage eastbound avilable for grain and other produce, and thereby effects the

value of the same in the farmers' hands. This Board has on several occasions protested

against such discrimination. The following rates actually in force are given to illustrate

this injustice :

—

RATE FORT WILLIAM TO WINNIPEG.

Freigh tfrom favored lines.

Class.

1st.

93 cents.

2nd.

79 cents.

3rd.

65 cents.

4th.

56 cents.

5th.

47 cents.

1st.

.$1.16

Freight from outside lines.

Class.

2nd.

98 cents.

3rd.

80 cents.

4th.

6S cents.

5th.

57 cents.'

The historv of this condition goes back to 1896. It was in the spring of this year

that this poHc}'" which amounts to putting on the local rates from Fort William to

Winnipeg on all shipments received from independent lines, was enforced. Up to and

including the season of 1895 no such distinction was ma<le.

In a letter written on Mav 4, 1896, by Sir William Van Home to Mr. E. B. Osier,

President of the Board of Trade, Toronto, 'the text of this letter will be found in the

annual report of the Winnipeg Board of Trade for 1897, pp. 44—45, the following

explanation of this condition is given :
' I find that taking advantage of the special

rates which prevailed from Fort William and Duluth to Winnipeg for lake business,
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outide and tramp boats have for the past few years so badly cut into the busmess
that the i-egular lines have not sujSicient business left to support them, and it has

become a question of protecting the regulai- lines running in connection with the

Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk or allowing the regular lines to drop out, leaving the

business to the tramp boats and to chance. It should be remembered that the regular

boats have to start at the beginning of the season, and make regular trips throughout

the season without regard to the ups and downs of the traffic. Consequently, for a

considerable part of each season the boats are run at a loss, and if the tramp boats are

allowed to come at times when business is good and make such rates as they please, and
take the business away from the I'egular lines, any business man should I'eadily see what
the eflfect must be. The railways interested have found it necessary to take the action

complained of by the Winnipeg Board of Trade, in order to keep the regular lines going,-

and we believe this to be in the public interest, as well as in the intei'est of the railwa3-s.'

The position taken by the Canadian Pacific in rebuttal of the complaint against it,

during the recent investigation, is in substance as follows :

—

1. The charge that there is discrimination is erroneous. The Canadian Pacific and
the Grand Trunk Railways publish certain through rates from Eastern Canada to points

in Manitoba and the ISTorth-west, which allow the steamship lines up to Fort William,

who charge the established rates, a fair basis of divisions. These steamship lines are

maintained at large expense for the purjiose of giving Manitoba and the North-west a

prompt and satisfactory rate service, which is certainly to the interest of the western

merchant.

2. Complaint that the action of the company resti-icts the amount of vessel tonnage

eastbound available for grain and other produce is incorrect. The vessels that go to Fort

William require grain cargo, and what little westbound merchandise they might bring

would not in any way affect the situation. The large cargo carriers going to Fort William
will not carr}' merchandise, as the delay in handling that class of freight would more
than offset the revenue received. These vessels are grain carriers only, many of them
American bottoms, which cannot carry freight from Eastern Canada to Fort William,

and would not desire or care for what little merchandise miaht be available.

3. Statement that this arrangement prevents competition in rates on westbound
goods is incorrect. The arrangement as to rates via Fort William, while it insures

stability of rates and prompt and efficient sarvice, does not cost the Manitoba merchant
once cent extra and does not debar a single vessel from going to Fort William. As a

matter of fact, the rates on the basis of .$1.16 fh'st class, which are mentioned, have not

been chai'ged on a single pound of freight from Fort William for several years.

The practice complained of is also made use of by the Grand Trunk on shipments

x'vA Owen Sound to Sault Ste. Marie. Shipments from local points via Owen Sound are

not given a through rate when they are to be carried by independent lines. They are

charged the local rate to Owen Sound.

The lowest rate, as established in evidence, quoted by independent lake carriers to

Fort William is 15 cents. This does not, however, establish a grievance. On shipments

from Fort William to Winnipeg the local rate of $1.16 first-class is charged, when these

are brought to Fort William by independent carriers. When the rate of 15 cents is

charged to Fort William it would be available to points in Western Ontario which are

touched by water competition. On this basis their goods could be placed in Winnipeg
at -SI. 31 first-class. The lake and rail rate first-class to Winnipeg is 81.43. As long

then as the established through lake and I'ail rate is maintained, and the local rates from
Fort William are retained unchanged, then any cut in lake rates which would bring the

joint rate below 81.43 would'be open to the Winnipeg merchants. It cannot be argued

that the lake and rail rates should be changed to meet every change in the lake rate.

This would be justifiable if the lake rates themselve.s, as distinct from the lake and rail

rates, were subject to the regulation of Parliament. But as the law stands, this is not

the case. If the lake and rail rate had to adapt itself to every eiiange in the lake rate,

it would upset the regulative process and interfere with stability of rates. At the same
time it must be remembered that while a cut on lake rates, which might be of short

duration, would not serve as a I'eason for the immediate reduction of the lake and rail
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rates, yet a continued low basis of lake rates woukl be one reason, whit-li, undei- tlie

powers given by the Railway Act to regulate freigiit shipments carried on a through
rate partly by rail and partly by water, would lead U) a revision of the tluough rate.

In doing this all the circumstances of the case would have to be considered.

XllI—COMPLAINTS IN CONNECTION WTTTT TUAXSCONTINENTAL
TRAFFIC.

In the movement of tratiic from eastern Canada or from Europe to British Columbia
the influence of ocean transportation as well as of the alternative service offered by the
American railwa}' enters. Both of these factors ai-e urged as reasons for some appar-
ently anomalous conditions which exist in connection with this traffic.

The complaints which were presented under this heading are of two classes, (<(.)

the question of the rates charged to interior points as compared with the i-ates to the
Pacific Coast, (h.) higher charges on goods to British Columbia coast points than to
adjacent United States points.

RATES TO BRITISH COLUMBIA INTERIOR POINTS.

The substance of the complaint made by the interior towns in British Columbia is

that on the shipments of goods they receive from the east the rate to tlie interior point
is made up of the rate to the coast plus the local rate back to the interior point. The
complaint with reference to the existing rate arrangement on transcontinental traffic is

strongly urged by the town of Kamloops. The position occupied by Kamloops is also

that of other interior towns.

A quotation from the explanatory statement submitted in rebuttal by the Canadian
Pacific will serve to indicate the railway position with reference to the basis of the

existing rate arrangement. ' The basis of rates from the east to the coast is lower than the

basis to Kamloops, from the fact that coast rates are based on water competition via the
Isthmus or Cape Horn from the eastern seaboard. If the Canadian Pacific were to with-

draw from the coast trade Kamloops would, in no way, be benefitted, but in fact suffer

a distinct loss by the reason of the impossibility of maintaining as satisfactorj' and effi-

cient ser\'ice if bebarred from the haulage of though traffic'

The tariff of the Transcontinental Freight Bureau, arrived at by agreement of the

railways concerned in the movement of transcontinental traffic contains the general

regulations with reference to this species of traffic. It distinguishes between ' terminal

'

and ' intermediate ' points. The latter are defined as points located on roads mentioned
in the tariff, and on the direct line over which traffic passes in reaching any of the
' terminal ' points indicated in the tai'iff. The following extract from the tariff' indi-

cates the arrangement whereby the rate basis to the intermediate points is obtained

—

'When the " terminal " class or " terminal "' commodity rates plus the local rates

from the nearest " Pacific Coast Terminal " are less than the " intermediate " class or
" intermediate " commodity rates the sum of the " terminal " class or " terminal

"

commodity rates and the local rates from the nearest " Pacific Coast Terminal '" will

govern as the through rate. ' (See I. C. C, No. 142, No, 1—D., effective January 18,

1900, p. 1,)

The position of the merchants of Kamloops is in substance that it is unjust to charge

a higher rate to this shorter distance point than to Vancouver, as was stated in evidence,

Kamloops does not want to pa}' more thaji Vancouver. It would be perfectly ^^ illing

to pay as much but not more. The complaint was put on the ground that it was a simple

demand for justice in a business like way.
It will be noticed, under the ruling quoted from the tariff, that as regards part of

the rate the ' intermediate ' point obtains the advantage of the coast rate to meet ocean

competition. Ocean competition is effective on many lines of shipments to the coast and

1
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if the railway is to obtain traffic the rates fixed by ocean carriers will have to be met.

The railway will have to accept on these goods rates so low that they would not yield a
sufficient profit if applied on all the business of the railway. It is physically impossible

to regulate the rates of the ocean carriers. To require the railways to maintain rates ^

proportioned to distance on coast shipments, where these have to be taken in competi-

tion with ocean carriers, would mean that the railway would be cut out of the traffic

entirely.

The contention of Kamloops that it should in general obtain the same level of rates as"""

is granted to coast points is not sustained. Where there is an entire dissimilarit}' of cir-_

cumstances the dift'erence in rates cannot be construed as a discrimination.

But while in general the rates to the coast are aifected by water competition, it

does not follow that it applies on all lines of shipments. The tarilfs on transcontinental

shipments are based on the assumed operation of ocean competition in regard to all lines

of shipments. It is admitted by the Canadian Pacific that there are no doubt many
cases where shippers would not send by water no matter what the water rates were. It

is contended, however, that in making up the tariff these conditions cannot be taken
into consideration. There has to be a public tariff made up on the basis of water com-
petition. It is admitted that in many cases on account of time, shippers do not move
the goods b}^ water.

In the case of the shipments by water, there is the question of the time taken up in

the tx'ansportation, and the interest on the capital locked up in the shipments, as well

as the cost of insurance. All these tend on certain lines to give the railways an advan-

tage in competition. I should at the same time mention that I am informed by the

railways that at times the ocean freights are on so low a level as to warrant the shipper

sending the goods earlier, so as to take advantage of the ocean rate. The Canadian
Pacific has to face this in connection with the question of certain shipments from the

Eastern States to China. ^Miile it takes a longer time to ship by way of the Suez

Canal, the lower ocean freitjhts attract o'oods that way. While I recognize the value of

this contention I am of opinion that it is mainly on the larger shipments that tune is a

more negligible quantity.

To quote the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Spokane Falls

case :—The Merchants' Union of Spokane Falls vs. Northern Pacific Railroad Company
and the Union Pacific Railway Company, there should be, in order to justify the rail-

way in disregarding the element of distance in fixing its rate to the seaboard, ' competi-

tion of controlling force, and in respect to traffic important in amount, of water-carriers

reaching the same terminals.' Consideration should also be devoted to the question

whether the railway has by its own act cut off the efficiency of water competition.

Where the water competition is not of ' controlling force and in respect to traffic

important in amount,' or where the railway by its own act or by its superior facilities

has precluded the efiective competition of the water carrier, there is no justification for

disregarding the element of distance in determining the rate.

There yet remains the question of the charging of the local rate back to the ' inter-

mediate ' point. It is stated in evidence by the Canadian Pacific that the extent of

territory eastward, to which the systems of charging the rate to the coast plus the local

back extends, terminates about Kamloops. Mr. Bosworth in his testimony stated that

he had never known the practice to apjrily east of Kamloops. The extent of the territoiy

depends on how low the rate is from the seaboard to the interior points. If the rate

was very low to the interior it would work back further east.

The application of the full local back to Kamloops makes a very heavy pressure on
the goods. In one instance on a shipment of earthenware the charges from England
to Vancouver were 825.62, while from Vancouver to Kamloops they were 816.86.

I am of opinion that there should, in the rate to Kamloops, be some reduction from t-

the full local rate.

While it is contrary to the regulations in regard to the movement of transconti-

nental traffic to charge a rate higher than the coast rate plus the local, Kamloops has

in some instances been charged rates higher than the rates to the coast plus the rate -

back. I inclose in the appendix to the report, bills of lading containing the particulars.
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HIGIIEU CHAHOES TO BRITISH COLUMBIA POINTS THAN' TO ADJACENT UNITED STATES
POINTS.

Under the retjulations of the Transcontinental Freight Tarift' (p. 3) it is stated that
' Trathe destined to the following points in British Columbia, viz., Ladner's Ijjvnding,

NanaiuK), New Westminster, \'ancouver and Victoria, will Ije subject to the rates

applicable to Seattle, Washington, as provided in this tariff plus an arbitraiy of 5 cents

per hundred pounds.' Objection is made to this arrangement on the ground that it

entails an extra freight charge of !?15 on a .'W,000 pound-car. It is stated by the

Canadian Pacitic in rebuttal : 'We submit the fact tliat the volume of tratiic to the

Unit*^d States Pacific coast points is very much greater than to British Columbia coast

points, and the cost of transportation is considerably less owing to the fact that the

American lines have easier grades and a lower cost of oj)erating. The net revenue to

the Canadian Pacific on the slightly higher rates to British Columbia points is consider-

ably less than the American roads receive on the lower i-ates.' It is also stated that it

costs more to haul to Vancouver than to Seattle.

The Canadian Pacific has, as to a number of articles removed this arbitrary. The
following table submitted by the Canadian Pacific, compares the rates on certain articles

to Vancouver and to Seattle :

—

MEMO. COMMODITY KATES, CARLOADS.

Eastern C
5m '

anada to
From Chicago to

Van-
couver.

Seattle.
Van- 1

couver.
Seattle.

Beans in bags
Canned (loods
Stoves .

S

70
1 00
1 15

2 00
1 10
1 03
95

70
1 89

70
1 00
1 25

2 15
1 10
1 13
1 05

70
1 99

Beer

S

1 00
1 70
2 00
1 30
1 55
55

1 12*
I 25'

080
78*

1 00
P. H. Products
Butter, eggs, cheese

1 70
2 (K)

Jiutter, eggs, cfiee.se, poultry,

pork, mutton
Ale, beer and cider

Apples and cider
Fresh Fruits
Mineral water
H. H. (loods
Furniture
Cereals
Oils

1 30
1 55

5-")

Eva^K)rated apples
Wfiiskey, in wood . . ...
Iron, steel, nails, horse shoes,

l>ip^

Biscuits, confectionery

1 12*
1 25'

80
78*

It is further stated by the Canadian Pacific that the only business in which there

is competition between the Canadian and the American merchants, is in the Yukon
trade, and the rates charged by the Canadian Pacific railway to Vancouver and Vic-

toria on this particular traffic are exactly the same as charged by the American lines to

Seattle, so that the merchants in these cities are on an e.xact parity.

It is argued that the merchants in the British Columbia Coast points do not come
into competition with the Seattle merchant, because the duty is sufficient to protect the

former, and that therefore the 5c. arbitrar}'^ does not hurt them.

I am of opinion that the evidence submitted does not justify the British Columbia
coast rates being placed on a higher level, by the oc arbitrary, than the Seattle rates.

If the determining element in the tarfff to the Coast is water competition then, in view

of the fact that the distance by water between Seattle and Victoria is so slight, there

would appear to be, in virtue of the position advanced by the railway, no justification

for putting the British Columbia rate on a higher level.

The following complaint was submitted by the New Westminster Board of Trade
' The particular grievance that the New AVestminster Board of Trade desires to call
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your attention to, will be found upon p. 99 of the Transcontinental Freight Association
Tariff, dated January 18, 1900. There you will find :

—

' Division A.

CLASS.

1st. 2nd. .Srd. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th.

20 cts. 18 cts. 15 Cts. 13 Cts.

Division B.

CLASS.

10 cts. 8 cts. 8 cts,

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th.

30 cts. 26 cts. 20 cts. 18 cts. 15 cts. 13 cts 13 cts.

These 3'ou will notice are arbitraries charged upon Canadian freight.

'

Di^-ision A, includes Montreal : Division B, includes Halifax.

Under the arrangement of this tariff these ai-bitrai'ies are to be added, on ship-

ments from points in eastern Canada to Xorth Pacific Coast terminals, to the rates

from Chicago and common points, in order to obtain the through rate. This covers

British Columbia points since they take the Seattle rates plus the 5 cent ai-bitrary.

The Canadian Pacific statement in rebuttal savs, ' The arbitraries it should be ex-

plained are added to the rates from Chicago to the coast, and actually represent the dif-

ference in distance between Chicago and the Pacific coast, as compared in Division A
with Montreal an additional distance of 700 miles and Halifax in the case of Division

B, an additional distance of 1,500 miles. It cannot be considered that the arbitraries

as stated represent a high cost of transportation for the mileage given.'

The iustification for the arbitraries is based by the railway on the difference in
V b ft.

mileage.

In the tariff' (Xorth Pacific coast lines), territory Xo. 5 covers Pittsburg, Buffalo

and common points. Territory Xo. 6 covers Xew York and common points, these rates

applying to Boston and Xew England. (For details see pp, 7—8 of Tariff of Trans-

continental Bureau). These two 'territories' covei* the same general section of territory

in the United States as is included in the adjacent territory in Canada covered by
divisions A and B.

In the case of these territories there is no difference made in the rate on account of

the added distance from Chicago. With only a few exceptions the commodity rates in

the territory from Chicago and eastward on shipments to the Pacific Coast terminals are

covei'ed by a blanket rate. The class rate in the territory from Chicago and eastward
on shipments to Pacific Coast terminals are also covered by a blanket rate.

The difference in rates as between the shipments from points in eastern Canada to

British Columbia, and the shipments from the Eastern States to Pacific Coast terminals,

is attributable not to a difference in the length of the haul but to the enforcing, with
the consent of the Transcontinental Freight Bureau, of a higher rate basis.

XIV.—REGULATIOX OF RATES.

In the regulation of rates an attempt should be made to obtain stability and
certainty. With this end in view, all changes in rate, either increases or decreases,

should be made subject to the assent of the body organized to supervise the regulation

of railways. ' The policy pursued by the state railway commissions of the ' strong ' type
in the United States has been, to draw up tables of maximum rates, which may be
revised from time to time. In England, in recent years, the railways have been required
to submit revised schedules of maximum rates. The system of revision through maxi-
mum rates has a number of difficulties attached to it. While the compact territory of

such a State as Iowa or Illinois presents a similarity of transportation problems,

^
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which lends itself with fair facility to a policy of regulation through maximum rates ; in

Canada the conditions are different. Any attempt on the })art of any regulative bodv
to draw up tables of maximum rates api)]ica])le to the diverse conditions of a couiitrv
occupying such a geograpliical extent would be doomed to failure.

' Tlie policy adopted
in Canada has been a policy of regulation tliiougli maxima, these maxima being sub-
mitted in the first instance by tlie railways. A ditliculty in connection with such a
system has been that the maxima have been fixed suMiciently high to allow a wide
margin. The maxima have been fixed so high that the traffic will not bear them, and
in con.sequence the rates actually charged have been within these maxima. The fact

that the maxima have been approved by the Govei-nor in Council, although the approval
has been, in the necessity of the case, in most cases jiro furiiia, and that the rates

actually charged have been within these maxima, has been advanced by the companies
as an argument in favour of the reasonabl(>ness of the rates chai-ged. But the reason-

ableness of a rate depends upon the circumstances under which it is chai-ged, and will

vary as the conditions vary, i It is well nigh impossi])le, therefore, for any body in

drawing up or accepting a general table of maxiiiium rates to say before complaint has
arisen, whetlier these maxima are reasonable or not, and any aigument in favor of the
reasonableness of the rates charged within these limits is also subject to the same
criticism. Under the system whicli has existed the railway companies have claimed the
right to change the rates with or witliout notice. This is clearly not in the interest of

the people. In general the body interested with the regulative power should give up
reliance upon maxima, and should desire the company to file with it the rate actually to

be charged in respect of the traffic denominated. The same formalities in respect of

publication might attach as at present, and if any preliminary objections should be
presented to any phase of the tariff, these might be considered. But in the great
majority of cases these rates would be subject to revision only when it appeared in the

cause of a complaint, that rectification of some grievance was required. By this

procedure the regulative body would be enabled to focus its attention upon a .special

case.

The objection to this arrangement of rate regulation, namely, that it would not be
sufiieiently elastic to permit the railways to obtain competitive traffic, where the con-

ditions change rapidly, has to be considered. As has already been stated stability and
security of rates is essential. All changes should be made subject to the approval of

the regulative body. The requirement that the railway .should file the rate actually to

l)e charged and not deviate from this unless authorized or re([uii-ed by the regulative

body so to do, would woi'k no hardship in regard to non-competitive tratfic. In regard

to competitive traffic there would be an opportunity for this to work a hardship. But
this would be avoided by requiring in such a case, that the tariff should be filed and
provided that it would thereafter be immediately effective, and that the rate so fixed

might be changed as often as was desired by filing new rate sheets, each of which would
be effective as soon as filed. The regulative body would have reserved to it a super-

visory power in regard to all rates charged under such rate sheets. E\ery such rate

charged would be subject to the revision of the commission. In this way the elasticity

of procedure necessary, would be ol)tained, while at the same time the supervisory power
of the Commission would be maintained.

XV.—THE RAILWAY COMMITTEE.

The culmination of the movement which led to the handing over of all the regula-

tive features of the Railway Act to the control of the Railway Committee was attributable

to the fact that it had been recognized that a large body, whose duties were political,

was unfitted to deal with mattei's which were essentially administrative. Now, the body
to which the exercise of this control has been handed over, is also political in organization

and thus again the question of duality of function is brought up. The political duties

of the Cabinet Ministers are too engrossing to permit of devoting themselves to all the

intricate details of the transportation problem. When the Royal Commission recom-
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mended the placing of the regulative powers in the hands of the Railway Committee, it

recognized that there were grave ditiiculties in the way. To quote the words of the

report— ' At the same time the Commission admits that serious objection may be taken

to the selection of the Railway Committee of the Privy Council as the general railway

tribuha . The members cannot leave their duties at Ottawa, and must therefore delegate

to subordinates much very important work. * * * They hold their office

on a political tenure, and are liable to sudden change, whereby the value of their experi-

ence is lost. They can scarcely be regarded by the public as absolutely removed from

personal or political bias as independent members of a permanent tribunal. They can-

not possibly give their exclusive attention to their railway duties, and in taking upon
themselves the duties which would necessarily devolve upon them, they would in fact be

performing judicial functions * * * _' The argument contained in this

quotation is as pertinent to-day.

As the Railway Committee is organized to-day, there is a lack of technical qualifica-

tions of fitness. ! While the Railway Act associates with the Minister of Railways and
Canals certain members of the Cabinet, it will of necessity happen, that on matters of

technical detail the ^linister will be the only one fitted to pronounce. In strictness the

Minister of Railways and Canals is the Railway Committee and the regulative policy

pursued will vary as his interest in the matter of railway regulation varies. When a

Minister of Railways and Canals is chosen, he does not necessarily come to the Cabinet

as a man technically qualified on railway matters. In the administration of the ajBFairs

of this department, the duties are so multifarious that even when technical knowledge is

acquired there is but little time to devote to the details of regulation. Coupled with

this is the fact that, the exigencies of politics do not always permit of those who have
acquired technical knowledge of railway affairs, in the administration of the department,

continuing in such a position. In the matter of railway regulation there is a tradition,

as well as a continuity of policy which is essential. While the Royal Commission did

not provide the machinery to enforce its view, it was of the opinion that a body concerned

with matters of regulation should be so organized as to permit of the sessions being held

at difterent points. As the committee is organized to-day it is necessary for all com-

plaints to be dealt ^vith in Ottawa, and the expense and delay contingent on this method
of procedure tend to defeat the remedy. Where an organization is concerned with the

enforcement of a regulative policv in a stretch of country extending from the Atlantic

to the Pacific it is necessary that provision should be made for sessions being held in the

dLGFerent provinces. But the political organization of the committee prevents such an
arrangement.

The defects in the committee as regards the question of railway regulation may be

summed up as follows :

—

(1.) It has a dual function—political and administrative.

(2.) There is not continuity of tenure.

(3.) There is a lack of technical training for the work.

(4.) The lack of migi-atory organization renders it impossible to deal effectively with

smaller complaints.

(5.) The distance to be travelled by the complainants makes the expense great.

The fact that it was deemed expedient to take the work of regulation out of the

hands of parliament and place it in the hands of a smaller body showed an appreciation

of the necessity of a unified and coherent policy. Tlie review just given indicates the

difficulties in the way of this being obtained in the work of the railway committee. All

experience points to the advantage of the work of regulation being in the hands of a
body sufficiently large to insure a deliberative procedure ; sufficiently small to insure

rapidity of action. And experience further points to the conclusion that it is unwise to

confuse political and administrative duties.
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XVI.—RAILWAY COMMISSION IN CANADA.

The wtiik of railway regulation i.s concerned with administrative not political

problems, and should l)e placed in the hands of a bod)' specially organized for the purpo.se,

and independent of political conditions.

In connnittinit the work of regulation to a body especially organized for this purpo.se,.

Canada has the advantage of having the experience of England and the Unites] States

to draw upon. When the Canadian Royal Commission made the recommendations
which resulted in the regulati\c machinery of the Railway Act, as it now stands, the
lailway rate regulation policy both in England and the United States was in a transitory

condition. The commission regulation provided for by the English Act was amended
by the act of 1SS8. The legislation, undei- which the Interstate Connnerce Commission
operates, had just become etiective. While the Royal Commission thougiit that both of

these ventures were too much in the experiment stage to warrant the provisions in either

case being applied to the conditions existing in Canada, a sufficient period has since

elapsed, to bring out in clear relief, not only the results but also the defects in connection
with commission legislation. It has been made clear, and no sane advocate of connnis-

sion regulation ever held otherwise, that the commissions have not been able to bring
about absolutely satisfactory conditions between the railways and the shippers. A rate

which will be absolutely satisfactory to both shipper and railway exists nowhere short of

Utopia. ' Railway rates are based on compromises. There have also been various

matters which the connnissions have been unable to .settle. But what has been trained

is, that there is an effectixe regulation which does not permit the determination of the

i-atti,aiui ^rf uMitters jtertAining to it, to be wholly in the hands of one party to the rate

contract. Conditions are undoubtedly better in England and in the United States than
they were before the commission regulation "^vas adopted.

In applying the principle of commission regulation in Canada, cognizance must also

be taken of the defects manifested in the operation of the legislation both in England
and in the United States. The consideration of these defects will show a number of

pit-falls which the Canadian legislation should avoid.

The especial difficulties which the Commission have met, in so far as these are the

outcome of defects, in the legislation, are, (a) lack of clear-cut statement, (b) question of

relation to the courts, (c) qualitications for office, (d) tenure of office. Dealing with
these matters in their order the essential points may be summarized. The details have
been indicated in an earlier report presented by me to the department.

Lack of Clear-cut Statement.—In both England and the United States legislation,

sufficient care Avas not taken in granting ])0wers to define them with exactness. For
example, in the Act to Regulate Commerce provision is made that rates were to be
reasonable. When the commission came to the actual enforcement of this provision it

found that the position taken by the courts was that the only amendatory power pos-

.sessed by the Connnission related to past rates not to future rates. The consequence of

this is, that the decision of the Commission in regard to a particular rate does not estab-

lish any rule of action binding in future upon the carrier against whom the decision is

given. It will readily appear tliat this tends to defeat the remedy intended to be given

under the provisions of the act. In England the difficulty has been that archaic pro-

visions of the English railway law are in conflict with the provisions in regard to rates

contained in the laws conferring regulative poAvers upon the Commission. For example,

under the earlier theory of the i-ailwav law, which still has force, the railways occupied

a position analogous to that of canals. Thev might engage in the transportation business

themselves, or they might allow others to use the tracks on due payment of certain tolls.

This opened a wide way of evasion. If the rectification of a grievance was desired, the

railway, by claiming that it was not transporting goods but simply rendering the .services

of its tracks in return for the payment of tolls, might luring such pressure to bear on the

individual desiring to have goods transported, since the majority of individuals desiring

transportation do not possess cars and engines, that he would find the payment of the

obnoxious rat^ the lesser evil. This was helped on by a technical defect in the phrasing

of the act of 1888. Section 24, which makes proxision for the submitting by the rail-
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way of a reAased schedule of its rates to the Board of Trade, makes no mention of the
word ' tolls.' The Board of Trade took the position that it had no control over tolls

;

and so the railways in taking the attitude, above outlined, were strictlv within their

lesal ri2;hts.

Qiiestion of Relation to the Courts.—The example cited in the preceding section

with reference to the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission in regard to
' reasonable rates ' indicates that the powers of the commission in this regard have been
subject to judicial construction. Many other examples might be cited to illustrate the
fact, that the powers conferred upon the commission have been lessened bv decisions of

the federal courts. To cite but one point wlaich goes to the bottom of the jurisdiction

of the Commission , the Commission, if its decisions are not acted upon, has to institute

proceedings in the federal courts to have its decisions enforced. The enabhng act pro-

Andes that in such proceedings the findings of the Commission ai"e to be prima facie
evidence. In many cases the courts have proceeded de novo. As a result of this the
defendants have often shown but scant courtesy to the process of the Commission

;

instead of submitting all their evidence before the Commission, they have waited until

the matter has come up before the courts. When the offending carrier introduces some
evidence before the Commission, it is often the custom to introduce much additional

evidence befoi-e the courts. Under such a condition the efficiency of the remedy provided
by the Commerce Act is practically abolished. If the Commission gave a decision, the
responsibility of instituting suit before the courts to inforce it will, under existing

circumstances, fall upon the Commission. There is no finality until the court of last

resort is reached. Under such conditions when a case is taken to the courts, a period
of from three to four years will elapse between the initial decision of the Commission and
the final decision by the courts. In one case a period of seven years elapsed before the
decision was given by the supreme court. In the case of the English railway commission
the process has not been so dilatory. The same difficulty has, however, existed. While
the Commission has final power in regard to questions of fact it may be requii-ed to
' state a case ' which will be taken up on appeal to the higher courts. While it is

essential that arbitrary action should be pro%-ided against, it is at the same time mani-
fest, that long delays consequent upon judicial interposition defeats the remedv.

Whenever the courts have taken up the question of railway rate regulations on
appeal from the Commission, they have dealt with the matter from the standpoint of

technical legal interpretation. In matters of railway regulation questions of policv are
involved, but of these the courts have for the most part been oblivious. In Canada, how-
ever, this difficulty will not exist. At present the decisions of the Railway Committee are
subject, on appeal, to the final action of the Governor in Council. This gives sufficient

appeal and at the same time prevents the matter being looked at from a purely legal

standpoint.

Qualifications for Ojfice.—The legislation under which the Interstate Commerce
Commission is organized, does not specify any requirements in respect of technical quali-

fications. The result has been that the personel of the Commission has been predomin-
atingly legal. This is an essential defect in the organization of the Commission. While
questions of legal interpretation arise, the matters to be determined require technical
knowledge of railway administration. The courts under the common law have power
to deal with matters pertaining to common carriers. But it is just because the courts
fail in practical knowledge of railway administration, and at the same time attempts to
deal with the problem on technical lines of legal procedure, that the remedv is not suffi-

cient. The record of the way in which the federal courts in the United States have
dealt with the matters which have come up on appeal from the Interstate Commerce
Commission, indicates the inability of the courts to deal with the matter of railway
regulation. The same objection attaches to any tribunal whose personnel does not
include technical knowledge of railway administration. The work of the Interstate
Commerce Commission has undoubtedly suffered from this defect. The English legis-

lation dealing with railway regulation has provided against such a defect. The legis-

lation of 1873 provides that of the three assistant commissioners one should ' be of

experience in the law and one of experience in railway business.' The Act of 1888
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provides that of the two appointed commissioners one should be of experience in railway

business.

Tenure of Office.—The provisions in regard to the tenure of office in the United
States legislation are very defective. The obtaining of the knowledge requisite to deal

with the thousand and one pmblems presented, is, even with ])revious qualifications, a

work of time. The Commission umst, of necessity, have a tradition of its own. And t<»

obtain this a much longer term than six years is requisite. It is true that a member
may be reappointed : but, owing to the fact that the organization of the Commission is

to be partisan, it being required that no more than three members shall belong to the

same political party, there is manifestly, under the changing conditions of politics, an
obstacle in the wa}- of reappointment. The argument for the lengthening of the term
is further strengthened by the fact, that the shorter the term, the larger the salary that

must be paid to attract a sutticiently high tyj^e of ability. In 1899 one of the members
of the Interstate Commerce Commission resigned because the salary received, 87,500
per annum, was much less than he could make in the private practice of law. It is re-

jiorted that at present negotiations are under way as a result of which the present

chairman of the Interstate Commerce Connnission will be oHered a railway position

leaving twice the salary he at present receives. In the case of the English legislation

the appointed commissioners hold ' during pleasure.' The experience of both England
and the United States points to the conclusion, that the most ethcient work would l)e

obtained from the Commission if the members were appointed on the same tenure as the

judges. lA life tenure would mean a continvity of regulative tradition. It would also

mean that the dignity and secui'ity attaching to the life tenure would permit the com-
mission to obtain a high order of ability, which could be obtained only in the case of

tie shorter tenure by the payment of a salary much higher than Canada could afford to

give.

Summarizing the foregoing discussion the following conclusions applicaljle to con-

ditions in Canada would appear :

(1.) There must be great care in the definition of the powers conferred upon the

Commission.

(2.) The matters to be dealt with are concerned with administration and policy,

rather than formal judicial procedure.

(.3.) Subject to an appeal to the Governor in Council the decision of the Commission
should be final.

(4.) There should be requirements in regard to technical qualifications for office,

one connnissioner should be skilled in law and one in railway business.

(5.) The commissioners should hold oftice on the same tenure as the judges.

One part of the argument made by the Royal Commission in favour of putting the

regulative provisions of the Railwa}' Act under the control of the railway committee
was concerned with the question of responsibility to Parliament. To quote the words
of the reports, ' the political constitution of Canada recognizes direct ministerial re-

sponsibility to Parliament much more than in the United States, and therefore as a

railway tribunal is necessarily tentative it seems undesirable to remove its

operation to its inception beyond the direct criticism and control of Parliament.' The
caution here expressed is essential. Ministerial responsibility to Parliament must be

recognized. In the Commission legislation of England, this is provided for by giving the

Board of Trade a supervisory control in regard to the Commissior. If in Canada the

decisions of the Commission may be reviewed by the Governor in Council either on
appeal or of his own motion, ample proAasion will be made to safeguard the principle of^

responsibility.

AVhile the provisions of the legislation organizing the Connnission would necessarily

give it conqielling ])Ower, yet the experience of England and of the Uniterl States leads

to the C(.>nclusion that in the solution of its details it will inci-easingly occupy the posi-

tion of either a mediator or of an arbitrator. Many matters somewhat trivial in them-

selves mav in default of rectification become serious grievances. Troubles may arise

from misapprehension. In the working of the Illinois Commission it has been found in

recent years that the commission has in many cases been able to enforce the power of its
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enabling act, without having recourse to formal procedure. During the year 1900, while
the Inter.state Commerce Commission dealt with formal proceedings in twenty cases, it

dealt with informal complaints in 619 cases.

With the pit)gress of settlement in Canada the pi-oblem of transportation vnV.

become of continually increasing importance, and there must be a consecutiAe policy

;

Canada is today in the early stage of its transportation development. It has an oppor-
tunity to lay down broad Hnes of policy. To the Commission could be entrusted the
regulative features of the Railway Act as well as the duty of seeing that the provisions

of the legislation, general and special, under which the railways operate are obeyed. In
the performance of these duties, and because of its continuity of office and policy, the
Commission wt>uld be aljle to form wider views in regard to railway policy. The expe-
rience and knowledge of the Commission would continually be available to the Minister
of Railways and Canals and to Parliament. The Commission would be a permanent
ad^-isory body.

While the argument for a commission has been made on the ground that it will

make for bettered conditions, it must at the same time be borne in mind that no species

of regulation can remove all the complaints that have arisen. Some of them are the
outcome of economic forces which are superior to legislative enactment. But it should
not be argued on this account, that there exists a general reason for exemption from regu-
lation. The grounds upon %\ hich governmental regulation of railways is based, are too
well established to require argument. The Conmiission regulation will create a process
more readily resjjonsive to the difficulties which arise, and at the same time will insure
a more efficient and supervisory control. The regulation will be in the interest not only
of the shipper, but also of the railway. Equipped with an efficient and commanding
personnel, the Commission will stand as an arbiter. It will have responsibilities to both
pai-ties. A policy which obtains low rates at the expense of depreciated securities and
passed dividends, is as detrimental to a country as a policy which permits high rates to

be charged with a %-iew to earning dividends on an inflated capitalization.

I have the honour to Ije, sir.

Your obedient servant,

S. J. McLEAN.
January 17, 1902.
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